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FOREWORD

During the last years the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Division of the

International Atomic Energy Agency gives great attention to the

collection, analyses, generalization and exchange of information on

nuclear fuel fabrication technology and fuel performance and reliability,

with the main target to improve the uranium utilization, mainly by means

of extending fuel burnup under the condition of load following operation

of power plants. For this purpose fuel characteristics and fuel rod and

assembly design should be improved in order to meet the increased

requirements. First of all, the fuel should have better resistance to

pellet-cladding interaction and to external and internal corrosion and

less tendency to crud deposition.

Advances in fuel fabrication technology include remote fabrication

of MOX fuels from recycled plutonium and uranium, new pellet fabrication

routes, sphere-pac fuels, etc., with the focus on reduction in operator

dose at fuel fabrication plants, improved quality assurance and reduced

fabrication costs, as well as, on improvement of the uranium utilization.

Some of the problems of advanced fuel design, technology and

performance were analyzed at the IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Improved

Fuel Utilization with Special Emphasis on Extended Burnups and Plutonium

Recycling (Mol, Belgium, May 1984) and the IAEA International Conference

on Nuclear Power Experience (Vienna, September 1982). Limitation on fuel

performance caused by different stages of fabrication was the topic of

the International Symposium on Water Reactor Fuel Element Fabrication

with Special Emphasis on its Effect on Fuel Performance (Prague,

Czechoslovakia, November 1978).

The purpose of the Advisory Group Meeting on Advanced Fuel

Technology and Performance was to review the experience of advanced fuel

fabrication technology, its performance, peculiarities of the back-end of

the nuclear fuel cycle with regard to all types of reactors and to

outline the future trends. As a result of the meeting recommendations

were made for the future conduct of work on advanced fuel technology and

performance.
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INTRODUCTION

C. OSPINA
Chairman
Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR),
Wiirenlingen, Switzerland

The Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research is greatly honoured

and takes much pleasure in hosting this IAEA Advisory Group Meeting

on Advanced Fuel Technology and Performance. In this context I extend

my warmest welcome to the scientists and specialists attending this

first kind-of-a-meeting as proposed by the IAEA.

I do not believe it is necessary to insist upon the significance of

meetings such as this, at which important problems derived from nuc-

lear power are thoroughly studied fom a scientific point of view in

order to draw specific conclusions and recommendations to the partici-

pants and the IAEA.

Only the objectivity and capacity of those experts actively engaged

in various nuclear fields, the exactitude and impartiality of their

conclusions and the accuracy with which the industry follows their

recommendations have made it possible the public acceptance of nuclear

power worldwide.

When starting this meeting, about 12 participants were expected: We

recognized the importance of the subject but, we thought that 20 par-

ticipants would be the optimum number; in practice we find that 30

participants have been registered, they come from 12 different count-

ries and I think these figure speak for themselves as an indication

of the importance of the subject.

Of course, the subject of advanced fuel is not a new problem, this goes

back to about 25 years, but what is new is the encouraging progress

achieved and the diversity in advanced fuel types and manufacturing

technologies applicable to classical and advanced reactors, while

pointing today to a larger application in water cooled reactors. In
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that sense we are confronted with a new situation and that is why this

meeting is particularly timely and opportune.

As you know better than most people, the light water reactor technical

fuel data is still practically as under the optimization, criteria and

strategies at the end of the sixties and the fuel utilization is rather

poor (about 1.8%); therefore the necessity of advanced nuclear fuels

and/or reactors that allow higher fuel utilization,delete spent fuel

cumulation and eventually even making their reprocessing unnecessary.

Due to the fact that reprocessing capacities are rather limited today

and that, in spite of world economic recession, still nuclear power pro-

grammes grow, large amounts of

worlwide (see fig. 1) and will

standard spent fuel have been cumulated

continue to do so; in the meantime the

Region Year Cummulated
Spent Fuel
(tonnes U)

Soent Fuel
under storage
as % of total
world
cummulation*

Growth
Factor
in soent
fuel
cummulation
(1983-2000)

North America 1983 16'635 46,9 5.6
(USA, Canada) 2000 92'438 36,9

WEurope and 1983 12'068 34,0 73
Japan 2000 88'113 35,2

Other 1983 800 2,2
Countries 2000 8'600 3,4 10.8

Total Western 1983 29'503 83.1 4
World 2000 189'151 75.5

USSR and 1983 6'000 16,9 10.2
Comecon 2000 61'200 24,5
Countries

Total 1983 35'503 100,0 7,0
World 2000 250'351 100,0

* without considering large reprocessing services

Fig. 1 NUCLEAR SPENT FUEL BALANCE BY WORLD REGIONS
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storage capacity for spent fuel has been extended at most reactors and

new dry storage techniques have been demonstrated , reassuring the spent

fuel discharge from nuclear power stations on an independent spent fuel

management policy.

This fuel management option, that can be introduced at will, allows the

adequated time frame to develope and introduce the required advanced fuel

choice and amount until further reprocessing capacity would match the

spent fuel arisings (see fig. 2) or final decisions on the spent fuel

would be taken.

3500- 
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300- Nominal Reprocessing Capacities .... ..........

~~I^^2500- / .I JNFS-Aomori
2500 .I

I >* I . j........................
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Year

Fi g. 2 Spent Fuel Arising and Nominal Reprocessing
Capacity of Western Europe and Japan

Meanwhile short to medium term fuel management options are being proposed

and demonstrated, e.g. higher burnup, MOX fuel elements, new moderation

ratios, specially for LWR, etc., and yet power utilities need to adapt

themselves in order to guarantee a flexible operation, higher load fac-

tors and longer fuel cycles which should lead into smaller spent fuel

arisings and minimum electricity costs.
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A simple evaluation shows that about 200 t Pu equivalent have been cumu-

lated today in LWR's and larger amounts will continue to do so. In Western

Europe, about 35 tons of irradiated mixed oxide (MOX) fuel exists to-

day and between 100 and 300 tons Pu more could have been unloaded by

about 1995, depending on the reprocessing capacities for standard LWR

fuel and the implementation programme for fast neutron reactors, which

are both rather limited now.

The results of even moderate recycling of Pu in LWR means: saves in uranium

requirements (35%), enhaced control of it and a positive Pu value in

terms of waste management costs.

Because alternative advanced fuels and fuel management pathways are

possible, these subjects require a careful analysis by the own utili-

ties in order to draw a comprehensive policy, implying important long

term consequences; therefore the necessity in contributing with tech-

nical results and experience in order to enlight the way into advanced

fuels in due time.

We should remember that most people in the nuclear fuel field had been

caught unprepared to implement the present backlog of plutonium. This

situation has large economical implications and a proper solution should

be defined for each specific case.

The 22 papers presented in this meeting cover a wide range of topics,

which together with the outlined panels should allow a comprehensive

basis for constructive discussions, analysis and sound recommendations

to be drawn.

We find that meetings such as this are a practical manifestation of

international co-operation, in which experts facing comparable problems

can exchange views for the benefit of all. This hardware meeting may be

little less spectacular than others, but I think that, among the specia-

lists who work in those fields, this type of meetings are often recog-

nized as having higher value as larger meetings, because of its direct

and wider impact.
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We believe all participants have provided the elements to achieve a

succesful meeting; in this context it should be pointed out that sound

international co-operation is been furthered through the informal con-

tacts established,apart from the formal sessions and the social events

generously sponsored by the IAEA and Swiss Utilities KKG and EGL in or-

der to meet and exchange views personally.

The summaries by countries already reflect main advancements and reme-

dial trends, while the common conclusions and recommendations point

towards the key problems, achievements and proposals for further inter-

national co-operation efforts in this important step of the nuclear

fuel cycle.

Finally, the experience in nuclear fuel cycle shows that prior to deci-

sions in advanced fuel implementation, it is adviceable to proof that

such steps as e.g. spent fuel storage, reprocessing or final disposal

of it can be assured in the frame of available nuclear fuel management

technology.
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SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

The meeting agreed on the following definition for ADVANCED FUEL and

ADVANCED FABRICATIONS METHODS:

An Advanced Fuel (fuel assembly, pin) - is one which introduces

significant advantages in an established or new reactor or its fuel

cycle, but which fuel is not yet commercially established.

Advanced Fabrication Methods - which can produce significant

production advantages but which are likewise not yet commercially

established.

SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS

In Sweden the ASEA-Atom fuel vendor is offering an "advanced-fuel element"

(water cross - SVEA) giving improved neutronics, thermohydraulics and dimen-

sional stability. High burn-up above about 35 - 40 GWd/te does not appear to

bring major economic benefits at least in Sweden. Improvements have also been

made to the PCI behaviour by introducing a doped zirconium liner and clad

corrosion resistance improved by special heat treatment of Zircaloy.

In Switzerland work has mainly covered the development of mixed carbide

sphere-pac fuel for the FBR including irradiation testing in comparison with

pellets. Sphere-pac fuel pin modelling is now established. More recently work

has begun on advanced gelation techniques and production of UO2 sphere-pac

fuel for a LWR test.

Japan has a comprehensive programme of fuel development aimed at improving

fuel behaviour in LWR's for load-following (expected in 1990's), increased

cycle length and burn-up extension (to about 55 GWd/te). MOX fuel is to be

tested in BWR's as well as PWR's. Much experience on MOX fuel has been gained

in the Fugen-ATR. Fuel manufacturing and development for the FBR's is proceed-

ing also in international programmes. For the HTR a reactor concept for

processing heat supply is under development, operating at very high

temperatures.
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Italy is gradually increasing its production of commercial nuclear fuel. Wit-

hin the frame of technical development agreement with GE, additive fuel is

under development which, in ramp tests has shown excellent PCI resistance due

to increased plasticity and better corrosion properties due to chemical

binding of fission products. Power Reactor demonstrations are now starting.

The Indian thermal reactor fuels programme is aimed to be self sufficient and

covers the early BWR and PHWR lines. For BWR fuel (6x6) improvements have been

made in quality control and in reducing pellet-clad gap and use of thicker

cladding. For the future, zirconium liner concepts and use of annular fuel

will be examined as well as changing to a 7x7 fuel element. The PHWR fuel pins

use 90% Argon and graphite coating inside the clad will be examined. Plans

exist to develop the Th-Pu and later the Th-U-233/Th fuel cycle.

Japanese plans for MOX fuel fabrications were described based on the Pu Fuels

Fabrication Facility which has fabricated MOX fuels for the experimental fast

reactor JOYO and prototype ATR FUGEN. As a new facility, the Pu Fuels

Production Facility is being constructed for manufacture of MOX fuels for the

MONJU and demonstration ATR. The process equipments are to be operated by

remote control and automation in the PFPF. The facility is expected to reduce

personnel radiation exposure, improve accountability and safeguards. The co-

conversion technique with the microwave heating denitration process provide

MOX powders for JOYO and FUGEN fuels. The performance behaviours of MOX fuels

were also reviewed. An extensive irradiation test programme is being carried

out. The fuel pins in JOYO MK-I core show satisfactory behaviour up to the

target burn-up of 50 GWd/te. MOX fuels of FUGEN and Pu-thermal also show good

behaviour. The prediction by computer codes agreed well with performance data.

French work on improvement of PWR fuels is concerned with increasing cycle

length and burn-up to 50 GW/te and evaluating load following behavior. Clad

corrosion, fission gas release and use of gadolinium are being studied, also

in international programmes. Detailed studies on PCI mechanisms are being made

using test rigs in the SILOE and OSIRIS reactors and include strain measure-

ments and fission gas release during ramping. Out of pile tests are looking at

stress corrosion cracking mechanisms. MOX fuels are also being studied with

respect to fission-gas-release, PCI and ease of reprocessing.

Consideration of improved LWR fuel element design in today France leads to the

aim to minimize fuel cycle costs, to maintain fuel reliability (particularly

14



under load following conditions), to increase uranium utilization by increas-

ing cycle length with increased burn-up (4 cycle operation / and in the future

MOX fuel recycle may be gradually introduced. Fuel development needs to take

account of the constraints on utility operators.

In the USA the Dept. of Energy has sponsored a comprehensive programme to

develop and demonstrate extended burn-up capabilities

a) in current fuel designs

b) in improved fuel designs. Detailed questions of fuel behaviour of impor-

tance to extended burn-up have been studied such as PCI, fission gas release

clad corrosion etc. Projects were described which investigated barrier fuel

concepts and advanced fuel design (annular, sphere-pac) on PCI remedies, axial

blanket studies and the use of Gadolinia. Recently batch discharge burn-ups in

US BWR's have reached 30 GWd/te and in PWR's 40 GWd/te in some cases.

Discussion

The papers concentrated mainly on improved fuel for thermal reactors aimed at

performance improvements - extended burn-up, longer reactor cycles, improved

PCI resistance, load following etc. Advances in fabrication included improved

MOX manufacture for a reduction in operator dose, co-precipitation and

improved quality assurance and also the use of gelation methods. The use of

MOX for fast breeders was presented. For other suggested advanced fuels some

papers included an improved fuel element concept, sphere-pac fuels, the use of

fuel additives for improved PCI, various clad coating concepts and carbides.

It was felt that fuel specialists should always have the ultimate customer in

mind - the utility. What the utility wanted was a cheap reliable fuel able to

match the current operating regimes (e.g. load following) and secondly fuel

management options which reduced electricity production costs. Advances in

fuel design which met these need was often a stepwise development.

Main comments

Improved fuel performance, high burn-up etc., thermal recycle are adequately

covered by other working groups both national and international.

Development of "advanced fuels" often requires a narrow approach in a specific

technical area. The broader aspects of the complete fuel cycle for such fuels

and utility needs should receive more attention.
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Paper summary

The French breeder programme is presently based on mixed oxide fuel which is

giving very satisfactory performance. The aim is to reduce kW/h costs close to

that of the LWR. However, long term aims are to reduce fuel mass flows (i.e.

lower inventories) and to increase breeding ratios without losing the perfor-

mance advantages of oxides of high burn-up, ease of fabrication and reprocess-

ing. For advanced fuels, more attention is being given than in the past to the

whole fuel cycle. Carbide, where the French have good experience and nitride

fuels are both being examined. Preference may be given to nitrides due to ease

of dissolution even if the 14C problem remains to be solved. Carbide fuel

reprocessing appears to be technically more difficult. Irradiation tests (in

Phenix) as well as preliminary studies on reprocessing, neutronics and safety

are to be carried out. In the same time, interest in heterogeneous cores will

be examined.

In Germany the HTR fuel development has evolved towards the element for THTR

follow up plants. Characteristics of this fuel design are aimed at higher

fission product retention via use of a TRISO (silicon carbide) coating and low

defect fractions of the coating (due to fabrication and operation). The

results of a first series of irradiated tests were encouraging.

In a new development the German Research Centre Karlsruhe with Nukem have

developed a high speed pellet pressing method with high product quality called

Hot Impact Densification. The miniature press can heat the pre-formed pellets

to up to 2300 and impact pressing occurs at up to 7 t/cm . Fuel pellet

structures are at least equivalents to pellets pressed by traditional methods.

Irradiation tests are beginning (KNK blanket). Production rates at 1 pellet/

sec and 80% capacity in a prototype machine are aimed for, equivalent to 200t

U02/year for LWR pellets or 40t/year for FBR fuels (in one small machine).

In fact 0.8sec/pellet has been achieved with room temperature operation.

In a further development the European Institute for Transuranium Elements, JRC

Karlsruhe of the CEC, has developed a direct pressing method for carbide

(nitride) fuels. it is based on the carbothermic reduction-pressing-sinter

procedure, however, without intermediate communition. The reaction product,

pellets with 40/50% T.D., is directly fed into a press recompacted (60-70%

T.D.) and sintered for a final density of 83-88%. This is adequate for

He-bonded FBR pins.
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The pellets have a good thermal stability and mechanical behaviour

out-of-pile. Irradiation tests in SILOE Grenoble and KNKII Karlsruhe are under

way.

Swiss work on gelation methods has led to a process using microwave gelation

which greatly simplifies the process and reduces the amount of waste streams.

By applying heat to the falling droplets via microwaves instead of the use of

hot silicon oil the internal gelation method gives oxide microspheres (40 -

1200 g) of high quality. Heat input into the falling drops can be accurate-

ly controlled and the system could be readily developed for remote operation.

A German/Brazilian development is investigating the use of U/Th fuel for the

LWR and studies have concentrated on fabrication of pellets. A marriage of the

HTR production of Th/U kernels is foreseen with the pelletizing methods of the

LWR route. For good pressing characteristics weak kernels are required and the

resulting pellets need a controlled porosity. It has been found that carbon

black addition during kernel manufacture helps which is later burnt-out during

calcining. The required pellet characteristics have been achieved in a pilot

production line.

Work at the European Institute for Transuranium Elements, JRC Karlsruhe of the

CEC, on advanced FBR fuels is also tending to favour nitrides over carbides

for reasons of reprocessing technology. Swelling of nitrides is in some

respects less of a problem due to lower matrix swelling but the accommodation

of this swelling by the as-fabricated porosity requires a relatively "soft"

fuel (carbide) or for nitride which is a harder fuel a stronger clad my be

necessary.

For the reprocessing of these advanced fuels the usual oxidation step for

carbides might be replaced by direct dissolution followed by photo-oxidation
14

of the resulting organics. Nitrides dissolve very easily, the 14C problem

remains to be solved.

For reasons of self-sufficiency India is pursuing a 3-stage programme linking

the fuel cycle of the PHWR and LMFBR. In stage I the PHWR is to deliver

plutonium for the breeder (stage II) which is to breed U-233 in a thorium

blanket. The U-232/U-233 cycle may then feed PHWR's. The Indian fast breeder

test reactor (FBTR) will use 70% PuC-30/UC (natural) as driver fuel in place

of mixed oxide for compatibility reasons. The first carbide core will soon be

ready. ThO 2-U02 pellet fuel has been developed by the gel-pelletization

route with CaO and MgO as sintering aids.
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The introduction of the Russians WER-1000 reactor system with 3 year cycles

requires fuel modifications.

Fuel changes will include a larger central hole, pellets with rounded edges

and pressurization of fuel pins. Target burn-ups are about 40 GWd/te.

Irradiation testings are being made in test reactors under more extreme

conditions than expected in a commercial plant. Clad modifications for better

load following operation include the consideration of clad material alloy Zr

with 1% Niobium and Zr with 1% Nb plus oxygen. Zirconium barrier fuel is also

being examined. Power ramping tests using He-3 controlled loops are planned in

nearest future. Ultimately a closed fuel cycle with fast reactors is aimed for.

A Belgian paper described the earlier carbide programme including test of

vanadium additives. Thermal reactor simulated tests of fast reactor fuel were

found not to relate well to fast reactor tests. Cladding carburization was in

come cases high and dependent on M2C 3 content, good fuel clad contact and

clad temperature. Pu transport routes were high in fuels with high oxygen

content. In total vanadium addition was not effective. Ferritic steel clad was

developed in Belgium with ytrium or titanium oxide additives to have good

yield strength and high temperature properties with low embrittlement.

Egypt is beginning the study of nuclear fuels and a paper described work on

the thermal decomposition of ammonium uranate. It was found that platinium can

act as a catalyst. Detailed studies of the kinetics of the process have been

made using thermogravimetric analyses. Pelletizing processes are known.

Some concluding comments were made on the USA LMFBR programme. Long life time

oxide fuel assemblies are shortly to be tested as the main effort with fuels

irradiated in the FFTF. Lead tests are already under way.

Excellent irradiation performance has been achieved in oxide and carbide fuels

in EBR-II, TREAT and more recently FFTF to burn ups > 120 GWd/te.

More than 400 mixed carbide fuel pins have been irradiated to > 150 GWd/te

with very low failure rates and benign breach behaviour in EBR-II. Metallic

fuels have reached > 10% FIMA burn-up over 20 years of EBR-II operation.
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Discussion

The papers dealt with advanced fuels for fast breeder reactors and the HTR or

U/Th fuels for thermal reactors. Particular emphasis was placed on advanced

production techniques and hot impact densification, gelation of microspheres

and production of pellets from gelled microspheres.

Some attention was given to the complete fuel cycle in particular the problem

of carbide reprocessing was the reason for new interest in nitride fuels. The

Thorium fuel cycle was of interest as along term strategy for some countries.

Advanced fuels must demonstrate a definite advantage over current fuels. When

introduced commercially they probably cease to be "advanced".

Main comments

Several countries recognize the fuel cycle advantages of nitride fuels as a

long term breeder fuel. Groups in the USA are proposing to revive work on

metal fuels for the fast reactor.

Several advanced production techniques could be combined into an optimized

process (HTR/LWR).

For the fast breeder, fuel cycle considerations appear to be driving advanced

fuel developments more strongly.

In the final discussions the meeting came to the following conclusions and

recommendations:

1. Principal and common advanced fuel activities world-wide

1) Improvements to existing thermal reactor fuels.

2) Thermal recycle (MOX fuels)

3) Carbide and/or Nitride (FBR

4) Advanced claddings (Thermal, FBR) and wrapper tubes

5) Pu-Th/U-Th cycles with thermal reactors

6) Gelation --- pellets

--- sphere-pac

7) Pelletizing/Sintering improvements

8) HTR fuels - next generation
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2. Type of Reactor and degree of advancement in introducing advanced fuels

2.1 Water cooled reactors

Performance improvements - U utilization high burn-up, load following

Gd203 reliability

- well advanced

Thermal Recycle (MOX)

U/Th/Pu

- introduction starting

- technology being examined

2.2 F.B.R.

Advanced fuel element components

Core design improvements

Carbide

Nitride

- under development

- being considered

- reprocessing questions

- new exmaination

2.3 H.T.R.

Better F.P. retention

3. Areas which may experience the main efforts

3.1 Fabrication

- MOX fuel fabrications cost reduction

- Optimization of pellet route

- Nitride fabrication

3.2 Irradiation

- Thermal recycle commercial demonstration (Europe/Japan)

- Irradiation data on - PCI remedies, metallic FE components,

nitrides, carbides, Th/U, Th/Pu pellets and pellets

produced by other routes (HID/gel feed).

3.3 Reprocessing

Carbide - direct dissolution

Nitride - C1 4

3-stream - U/Pu/Th

Clad influences
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4. Future IAEA Involvement co-ordinated programmes

It was suggested that this could be made in consultation with the existing

IAEA working groups on water reactor fuels, FBR (plant) and gas-cooled

reactors (plant). It was pointed out that advanced fuel work for water cooled

reactors is adequately covered by the IWGFPT.

5. Topics for future IAEA sponsored Specialists Meetings on Advanced Fuels

5.1 The U/Th/Pu fuel cycle (End 1985)

5.2 Advanced FBR fuels (fabrication, irradiation behaviour,

storage/reprocessing) - about 1987

5.3 Properties of nuclear fuel materials important for design and methods for

their measurement (1986 )

5.4 Fuel cycle economics
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STATUS OF ADVANCED NUCLEAR FUEL
PROGRAMME IN JAPAN

Y. MISHIMA
Nuclear Coordinator for the Japanese Government,
Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

The Japanese programme to improve fuel performance for existing

reactors is presented, including R and D aimed at better behaviour of

fuel under load-following operation and better adaptation to the

extention of burnup. The development of fuel for LWFBR and Japanese VHTR

is also described.

1. Programme to Improve Fuel Performance for Existing Reactors

The existing power reactors in Japan are: 1 Calder Hall type GCR, 29 LWRs

(14 PWRs and 15 BWRs) and 1 HWR Prototype Fugen (ATR). In total we have 30

Power reactors to generate electricity of 225 thousand MW.

No programme exists for advanced GCR but we have advanced fuel programme

in LWR and ATR. For LWR, the programme was first reported by the author at

Petten meeting of IAEA IWG-FPT, Sept. '82 on the development of higher duty

fuel. The revised long-term Atomic Energy Utilization Programme of Japan was

issued in '82 in which the delay in FBR utilization was clearly shown. LWR,

therefore should be expected to work much longer than expected 20 years ago as

the main source in the nuclear power uses. Improvement of LWR so as to fit

the expected mode of its use up to the first decade of next century should be

considered. The standardization and Improvement Plan for LWR in Japan started

already in '76 which is extended to a new plan of Grade-up LWR lately. A

specialist Committee of MITI for the plan has veen working, chaired by the

author since early '84 which published an interim report in August.

From the stand point of fuel development, problems related to LWR Grade-up

are:

1) To be better resistant to load-following operation

2) To be better resistant to burn-up extension

3) To be better fitted to the elongation of reactor cycle

As nuclear electricity is the cheapst electricity in Japan among coal,

petrolium, LNG and nuclear due to a high load factor of more than 70% during

the past 3 years, the utilities would like to use nuclear power station as the

base-load supplier in the coming decade. Actually almost no shutdown due to
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trouble has occur during the past 2 years other than big earthquake of thunder

attack. Therefore, the time to carry out the load-following operation of a

larger width (say 50 to 100%) widely is expected not to occur until the end of

'90s, except in a limited district, where situation changes somewhat.

Several years ago, at the beginning of higher-duty fuel programmer item 1)

(load-following) was thought to be the top requirement, but item 3) has already

been realized to extend reactor cycle up to 11-13 months without any increase

in fuel leak, followed by the periodic check for 80-120 days. The cycle is

planned to be extended to 15 months or more in the Grade-up programme and the

necessary time for periodic check is planned to be shortened to 60 days.

The item 2) (burn-up extension) within the framework of the Japanese

policy of Pu use is thought to be up to 50 thousand MWD/T in PWR and 40

thousand MWD/T in BWR at the first step and then to be extended a little bit

more.

Use of Pu in LWR has been planned and trial use will be carried out soon

for both BWR and PWR. In ATR Fugen, however, Pu has been burning for already

3 years successfully as reported by us at Mol meeting of IAEA IWG- FPT in May

this year.

As I reported in Mol meeting, current schedule for our high-duty fuel

programme for both PWR and BWR are reproduced in Fig.1 and Fig.2, respectively.

Fiscal year I81 82 1B3 | 4 as 86 81 88 89 91)

2 loop ilant 4 loop plant Irlal load-following

PH-I PRD-2 PRO-3 PRO-4 PRO-S

I I
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On-site Proflloletry 
Il
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3. Aialysis I ;va;Jatlon

RECIEUT FUEL LlcencIng & Fabricatlon Irradiation
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Study of Remedy Fuel Ii1
II I

Fuel Fabrication II 
I I

II
2. Post Irradiation Test

at Reactor Sice 

at Ilot Laloratory -

3. Analysis A Evaluatlio 
_-- ------. _- -

nute; nAlrow sIowNLile Lr.nsporaition uor Lne ruel specimen.

Fig. 1 Prograamm for PWR fuel
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Fiscal Year a 81 82 * '83 84 a *8'6 '87 '88 '89 '90
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I I

I) Fabrication - I
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I apI I
2. Post-irradiaton est l I 

1) PIE at Reactor Site LIA l I zzz
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3} Power Ramping Test ' /|

4) PIE after Power 
Ramping Test 

i. Analysis A Evaluation

ote: Arrows show the transportation of the fuel specimen.

Fig .2 Prograniue for BWR fuel

Modification will be made early next year taking extended burn up and longer

cycle into consideration. In my report for Mol meeting, our extended burn-up

programme shown in Fig.3 was discribed in detail. They'd like to extend PWR

fuel maximum burn-up to about 55,000 MWD/T. Enrichment of about 4% is planned

to be used after '90 to attain a complete one-third core re-loading.

No practical programme has yet been fixed for BWR, but their current plan

has two steps:

Step 1. To extend burn-up up to the licenced maximum of 40,000 MWD/T (Assembly),

as the maximum burn-up at discharge in Japanese BWR has been about

30,000 MWD/T. This target will be gradually extended along with the

utilization of higher-duty fuel.

Step 2. To extend burn-up beyond 40,000 MWD/T will be carried out, after the

necessary data will be obtained.

One of the characteristics of ATR is to be able to accept any combinations

of fissile Pu and U-235, which comes from reprocessing, if the total amount is

kept constant as specified.

The higher duty fuel for ATR type HWR is planned to be used in its

demonstration reactor-of 600 MW, which began construction lately. The design

data for the coming plant is compared with that of Fugen in Table 1.
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Fig. 3 Burn-up Extension Programme in PWR Fuel in Japan
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Table 1 Design data of FUGEN and Demonstration Plant

FUGEN_ Demonstration
Plant

Electric power, MWe 165 600

Thermal power, MWe 557 1,930
Reactor

Core dia., ma 4,053 6,951
Core height, mm 3,700 3,700
No. of channels 224 648

Calandria dia., m 7,950 9,550
Pressure tube

Material Zr-Nb Zr-Nb

Inside dia., ma 117.8 117.8
Fuel

No. of rods/ass 28 36

Pellet dia., mm 14.4 12.4
Enrichment (Puf + U-235) 2.0 3.1
Burn-up (average), MWD/t 17,000 30,000
Clad thickness, mm 0.88 0.90
Clad material Zry-2 Zry-2
Max. linear heat rating, W/cm 574 492

Control rods
BI.C - 49 76
Stainless steel 0 17

Primary cooling system
No. of loops 2 2
Recirculation flow, t/h 7,600 22,800
Steam flow, t/h 910 3,260
Steam drum pressure, kg/cm2

per g 68 69

2. Development of Fuel for Advanced Reactor and Their Results

The development of fuel for LMFBR and Japanese VHTR will be presented here.

In the Japanese development programme of LMFBR wnich was compiled in '66

(chaired by the author), the outline of the schedule is; to construct and

operate an experimental reactor JOYO first and then to proceed to construct a

Prototype MONJU; the latter generates electricity.

After fundamental data were obtained through the irradiation experiments

in JMTR, the 43 fuel pins, trially fabricated in Japan were sent to DFR and

Rapsodie for verification on thier performance under irradiation. Fig.4 shows

the irradiation conditions as compared with the expected service conditions in

JOYO.
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Similar irradiation programme for MONJU fuel has been carried out, where,

67 pins were sent to DFR, Rapsodie and Phoenix. Irradiation Test Programme for

LMFBR is summarized in Fig.5.
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An in-pile study to clarify the threshould for fuel center melting was

done in EBR-II. Work on local flow blockage effect is carried out in SILOE,

France, and the study on RIA effect is performed through an international co-

operation with CABLI, France.

Japanese VHTR was, at first, planned to be used to heat up the reducing

gas for direct steel making and so the helium temperature planned was 10000C.

Pyrolytic carbon coated fuel core particles, (called kernels) of several hundred

microns in diameter, embeded in pressed graphite powder matrix was selected and

they will made a hollow cylinder type fuel compact. The fuel particle is the

TRISO type. The development for this type of reactor has been carried out in

JAERI, where the author has been a technical advisor. The study on the per-

formance of this type of fuel in JAERI began in '70. Irradiation tests have

been carried out in JRR-2 (CP-5 type research reactor) and JMTR. A special gas

loop (OGL-1) in JMTR was constructed in '7 7, where each one fuel assembly is

irradiated every year.

For safety-related VHTR fuel behavior study, the effect of excessive

heating on fuel particle was examined. A special apparatus to heat the particle

up to very high temperature was prepared. The test has been carried out in

NSRR, too.

Some fission products release experiments under accident conditions were

also carried out on both UO2 kernel which is planned to be used in the VHTR

experimental reactor, and Tho 2 kernel to be used in future.
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ASEA-ATOM'S SVEA BWR FUEL: DESIGN,
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND
FUTURE IMPROVEMENT AREAS

S. HELMERSSON, 0. NYLUND
Fuel Department,
ASEA-ATOM, AB
Vasterds, Sweden

Abstract

Some years ago several potential improvements of the then
current BWR-fuel were identified. Among them were lattice
changes, spectrum shift operation, increased burnup, natural
uranium blankets, etc. ASEA-ATOM's new BWR fuel SVEA is a
good example of how these ideas come into real life at a steady
progress.

SVEA is based on the ASEA-ATOM 8x8 design, the new feature
being a cross shaped internal gap with non-boiling water, dividing
the assembly into four 16-rod subbundles. A much improved
neutron flux distribution, increased reactivity and reduced local
power peaking is obtained. Consequently, the average bundle
enrichment can be reduced and the average discharge burnup
increased.

Fuel utilization is enhanced in the order of 10 %, but also
operational and safety characteristics are improved in several
ways. Dryout and LOCA limits are increased, and transient
behaviour gains from a less negative void coefficient and
favourable thermal hydraulic performance.

This is however not the end of the development. The commercial
burnup range for BWR fuel is today 35-40 MWd/kgU. Some
markets still ask for higher burnups, though it is not indisputable
that higher burnups lead to lower fuel cycle costs in all cases. The
possible gain is highly dependent on the cost parameters and
especially the backend costs.

An other area that has gathered more interest recently is fuel
designed for better load following characteristics. Also the strive
for longer operating cycles in both BWR's and PWR's could be
mentioned as an example with high influence on fuel design.

Introduction

ASEA-ATOM's new BWR fuel generation, SVEA, is currently
introduced on a large scale. Totally 116 SVEA assemblies are
presently (December 1984) in operation in Swedish BWR's and
complete SVEA reloads have been contracted for insertion from
1984 and forward.

SVEA is based on the ASEA-ATOM 8x8 design, the new feature
being a cross shaped internal gap with non-boiling water, dividing
the assembly into four 16-rod subbundles. A much improved
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neutron flux distribution, increased reactivity and reduced local
power peaking is thereby obtained. Consequently, the average
bundle enrichment can be reduced and the average discharge
burnup increased.

Important factors in connection with the large scale introduction
are:

- Improved fuel utilization in the order of 10 %

- Improved operational and safety margins

- Fuel rods and spacer grid cells of proven 8x8 design

- Easy transition from an 8x8 core to SVEA core
- Successful completion of extensive laboratory testings
- Excellent operation experience of lead test assemblies

Design Considerations

Some years ago several potential improvements of the standard
8x8 BWR fuel were identified. High uranium and enrichment costs
and escalating back end costs had created a strong incentive for
better utilization of nuclear fuel. Among the improvements were
lattice changes, spectrum shift operation, increased burnup,
natural uranium blankets, etc. An other important factor, which is
still valid, is that design improvements may be introduced on the
expense of higher fuel manufacturing costs. The reason is that the
manufacturing costs are a minor portion - in the order of 10 % -of
the total fuel cycle costs. A 10 % saving in the total fuel
utilization may thus be beneficial as long as it does not double the
manufacturing cost.

Basically, SVEA improves the heterogeneous BWR lattice con-
figuration, but it is still feasible to introduce other design
features, such as natural uranium blankets or a PCI-remedy if
desired. The SVEA fuel has also been reoptimized with regard to
moderator to fuel ratio. Important constraints in the fuel design
come from the transient behaviour, core stability, core reload
strategy and the shut down margin requirements. The concerns
regarding transient behaviour is often connected with the pres-
surization transient. In all these areas, operating margins are
improved with a higher moderator to fuel ratio e.g. with a less
negative void coefficient. These considerations are especially
important since the trends towards higher burnup, longer cycles
and higher power densities gradually has eroded existing margins.

Mechanical Design

The design principles of the SVEA fuel bundle are basically the
same as for the standard fuel. Each 4x4 subbundle has bottom and
top tie plates and spacer grids for bundle rigidity and support. The
subbundles can be handled separately and in units of four in the
fuel assembly. The design can be made compatible with various
types of currently used fuel from all BWR vendors.

The water-cross structure is welded to the fuel channel, implying
minimized fuel channel creep deformation inspite of a thinner
channel wall than in standard 8x8 assemblies. The amount of
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Zircaloy material is actually lower in a SVEA assembly than in a
regular BWR fuel assembly.

The exceptional dimensional stability in combination with a higher
lateral flexibility of the SVEA channels will also reduce the
control rod friction, which has been confirmed by an extensive
full scale laboratory test program. This allows for a reduction of
the control rod gaps when SVEA is introduced in reactors with
asymmetric outer gaps, and an improvement of the outer gap
symmetry is thereby achieved. In reactors designed with full outer
water gap symmetry, the much improved channel stability and
flexibility allows for the use of thicker and stronger control rods
thus improving control rod life and shut down capability.

Fuel Cycle Economy and Operation Characteristics

The following gains typically apply for SVEA in ASEA-ATOM BWR
plants:

- The reactivity increases by 2 %

- The local power peaking factor decreases by 8-10 %

- The local burnup peaking factor decreases by around 8 %

The reduced local power peaking factor can be used for a
reduction in the maximum linear heat rate of the fuel rods and for
increased operational flexibility. The very low local burnup
peaking factor means that all the fuel rods will obtain practically
the same final burnup.

A comparison of the fuel utilization for SVEA versus 8x8 fuel is
given in the following example (Ringhals 1) in which the maximum
pellet burnup has been kept almost constant.

Difference SVEA - 8x8
Discharge burnup +3400 MWd/tU
Enrichment -0.04 weight-%
Natural uranium -11 %
Enrichment service -11 %
Batch size, reload -12 %

It should be noted that the reduced batch size also means less fuel
to handle, store and dispose of in the back end.

Features giving further contributions to safe and economical
operation of a SVEA core are reduced neutron flux gradients,
decreased sensitivity to variations in steam content, and improved
cooling properties both in normal operation and at accident
conditions.

Thermal Hydraulics

Comprehensive thermal hydraulic tests have been carried out in
the well known 9 MW FRIGG loop at the ASEA-ATOM laboratory,
in which pioneering thermal hydraulic tests on full-scale 64-rod
BWR fuel assemblies were made already in the sixties. The SVEA
tests were performed on full size subbundles as well as complete
SVEA assemblies. The measurements covered BWR operating
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conditions from 15 to 80 bar and included dryout, single-phase and
two-phase pressure drop, natural circulation, stability and various
transients. A very satisfactory thermal hydraulic behaviour of the
SVEA design has been verified.

As one result of these tests a SVEA dryout correlation has been
established. It is obtained by a simple adjustment of ASEA-
ATOM's current AA-74 dryout correlation and shows an advantage
for SVEA of about 5 % in critical power ratio over the ASEA-
ATOM 8x8 design, which already has a considerable advantage
over other comparable designs.

Dynamics

Hydrodynamic stability of the four parallel sub-channels is
assured by inlet orificing and pressure communication between
the four subbundles. The FRIGG tests verified the very good
hydrodynamic stability for the sub-channels as well as the whole
assembly.

Core stability and transient performance are principally affected
by the void coefficient, the fuel time constant, and the thermal
hydraulic characteristics. The void coefficient becomes less
negative. This improves core stability and reduces the effect of
pressure transients. The fuel time constant depends on the fuel
rod diameter and is the same for SVEA as the currently used 8x8.

General considerations of this kind indicate that SVEA core
dynamic performance is compatible with or improved compared to
current cores. Sophisticated analysis made with the ASEA-ATOM
BISON transient code for specific reactor applications have
confirmed this.

Loss of Coolant Accident

The SVEA geometry significantly improves the LOCA perfor-
mance, the main reason being that all rods are close to a channel
wall, which wetted acts as a radiation heat sink. The actual
improvement depends on the specific reactor design. For an
external recirculation pump reactor, like Ringhals 1, the maxi-
mum temperature at LOCA conditions can be reduced by more
than 200 °C. Detailed LOCA-calculations for licensing purpose
have been made with the ASEA-ATOM GOBLIN-DRAGON-
CHACHA code system.

In-Reactor Operation Experience

The first four SVEA fuel assemblies were loaded in the Ringhals 1
reactor in 1981 and are now in their fourth cycle. Since then
further assemblies have been loaded annually in Swedish reactors,
including the first commercial reload delivered in 1984 to
Ringhals 1 (Table 1). Inspection and measuring programs have
been carried out durign the annual shutdowns. Those programs
have included visual outside and inside inspection of channels,
measurement of outside and inside channel dimensions, and visual
inspection of subbundles and subbundle components.
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Reactor Number of Inserted Inspected Sttus EOC 1984
SVEA-ssemblies EFPH MWd/kgUassemblies

Ringhals 1 4 1981 1982, 1983, 1984 16270 15.6-17.8
Ringhals 1 2 1982 1983,1984 10920 11.6
Ringhals 1 8 1983 1984 5500 6.7
Ringhals 1 80 1984
Oskanhamn 2 2 1982 1983, 1984 13600 15.5
Oskarshamn 2 12 1983 1984 5300 6.7
Forsmark 2 8 1984

116

Table I. SVEA operation experience. Status mid 1984

Figure 1. SVEA fuel assembly
for ASEA-ATOM BWRI
(SVEA-S)

Figure 2. SVEA fuel assembly
for non-ASEA-ATOM BWRs
(SVEA-C)

The results have been very positive and verify that the assemblies
behave as expected. The channel measurements confirm the
predicted dimensional stability. All inspected subbundles and their
components have been in very good condition with low corrosion
and crud deposition rates, no indications of fretting, and no
significant rod bow or differential growth.

Future Improvement Areas

High burnup

Many of our efforts in the fuel technology field are aimed at
making a fuel that will withstand high burnup. Low corrosion
cladding and PCI-remedies are examples of this. It is, however,
not indisputable that higher burnup through higher enrichment
always leads to lower fuel cycle costs in all cases. Sweden may be
such an exception.
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First of all, the main and maybe only reason for high burnup is a
good total fuel cycle economy. It is of interest to examine this in
some detail. The examples are valid for the burnup range 30 - 40
MWd/kgU in a BWR, but most of the conclusions hold true also for
higher burnup and for PWR's.

Utilization of natural uranium is improved 2-3 % for each 10 %
increase in burnup. For enrichment service there is unfortunately
no such saving at all. Instead a minor loss may arise in the upper
burnup range. For fabrication there would of course be a 10 %
saving for a 10 % higher burnup, if the fabrication price is fixed,
but usually there is always some extra costs for enrichment, for
extra burnable absorber and so on. In total - for front-end - this
adds up to a possible 1-2 % fuel cycle cost (FCC) gain for each 10
% raise of the burnup almost regardless of the uranium, enrich-
ment and fabrication prices as long as they have their current
relations to each other.

There is, however, one economical parameter that may offset this
gain and perhaps also reverse it and that is the interest rate. This
comes from the fact that the higher burnup means a longer time
in core and it thus takes a longer time to get the invested money
back. An interest rate of 10 % may be enough to make the front-
end cost advantage to disappear.

The potential savings on backend costs are larger. With the back-
end costs approaching 50 % of the total fuel cycle cost in some
cases it can easily be calculated that the gain will be 5 % on FCC
for 10 % higher burnup on this part only, but here one has to be
careful. This large benefit on back-end costs only holds true for
utilities whose back-end costs are high and proportional to the
spent fuel volume.

If the back-end costs are not high or are not at all or only weakly
dependent on the spent full volume this large FCC advantage will
vanish completely. This is the actual case in Sweden, where the
costs for large facilities for final disposal of non-reprocessed fuel
seems to be only marginally dependent on the total volume.

It is also worth to mention some none-FCC factors that may put
restrictions or have influence on the burnup level:

- Longer residual time, slows down introduction of fuel
improvements. This is especially important when the
improvement is effective only when a large part of the core
is replaced, i.e. a PCI-remedy.

- Spent fuel handling and radiation protection is affected as
forming of active corrosion products is enhanced. Especially
build-up of actinides in the fuel may form strong neutron
sources, that will necessitate neutron shielding in fuel hand-
ling.

- Still another disadvantage is the higher power peaking factors
caused by the bigger reactivity variations in the core.

- It should also be noted that new fuel with high reactivity
boosts already existent fuel in the core to higher burnup.
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An important advantage may be reduction of the spent fuel
storage needed.

The conclusions on high burnup through higher enrichment may be
summarized:

It is right to increase the burnup if

- the interest rate is low and/or the natural uranium is
expensive, which gives a front-end gain

- the backend cost is high and proportional to the spent fuel
volume which gives a back-end gain.

In each specific case detailed FCC calculations has to be carried
out to be sure, but it is important to be careful when selecting
parameters and it is also a good thing to make sensitivity study on
important parameters.

Load Following Capability

BWR's built by ASEA-ATOM and run as base load plants have
through the years shown very small capacity losses due to PCI
restrictions, in the order of 0.5 % or less. This achievement comes
mainly from the fine motion control rods and the utilization of a
so called flow window e.g. main circulation pumps with excess
capacity. These two facilities together with the use of mono
sequence control rod patterns have made it possible to do all
control rod adjustments and burnup compensation at full power.

The nuclear part of the generating capacity in Sweden is now
approaching 50 %. Both daily and weekly load following is thus
expected to increase considerably and thereby also the PCI-
related capacity losses.

To this end SVEA may now be provided with a PCI-remedy. It is a
type of Zr-liner independently developed by ASEA-ATOM com-
bined with a cladding with improved corrosion resistance. This
makes it possible to omit the special operating restrictions earlier
applied to overcome the failure risks associated with local power
changes in the core.

The economical benefits for a utility are highly dependent on the
circumstances in each case e.g. the specific capacity loss, the
costs for replacement power etc. If a capacity loss as large as 2-3
% can be eliminated or effectively reduced by a PCI-remedy it
can be estimated to a value of up to 20 Million SEK/year for a
1000 MWe plant.

Conclusions

BWR fuel has evolved a lot during the years, as sketched in figure
3. Some improvements have been used since a long time and some
are in these introduction stage such as SVEA, high burnup and Zr-
liner. It is, however, also our belief that there are several needs
and improvements still to identify and make.
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SWISS WORK ON ADVANCED FUELS

R. STRATTON
Fuel Development,
Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR),
Wurenlingen, Switzerland

Abstract

In Switzerland work on advanced fuels has been going on for some sixteen years

at the Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR).There is no commercial

tuel vendor in Switzerland on which to base specific research problems. There-

fore an advanced fuel concept was choosen in order to make a contribution in

the forefront of the technology.

The studies, until recently,were based exclusively on the development of sphere-

pac mixed carbide fuel produced by the internal gelation route and intended for

the Fast Reactor. More recently work on uranium dioxide sphere-pac material for

the LWR was started but the carbide work will also continue. The efforts can be

divided into several areas.

- Development of the internal gelation route for mixed carbides

(later U02)

- Manufacture of well characterised fuel for irradiation tests

- Development of irradiation test rigs

- Development of pin filling and fabrication techniques

- Irradiation tests

- Post irradiation examination

- Sphere-pac fuel performance modelling

- Fuel cycle questions, in particular safeguards applied

to gelation methods

- International collaboration.

The annual budget has ranged between sFr 1.5 M and sFr 3.5 M ($ 4M and $ 8M)

with man-years effort per year between 18 and 35.

Initially,scouting tests were made in a variety of reactors to burn-ups up

to 5 % fima. These culminated in two tests of sphere-pac pins alongside

pellet fuel in the BR-2 reactor and in the DFR. The results were generally

successful and showed lower clad strains and lack of interpellet ridging
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compared to pellets up to X 7 % fima at ratings up to 95 kW/m. Recently

a test of EIR's fuel alongside the German pellet concept has been completed

in the BR-2 and both pins are to be examined at EIR.

Over the last 2-3 years a major effort has been devoted to producing 30 full-

size pins for a joint test in the US Fast Flux Test Facility alongside US

pellet carbides. This has required full documentation of procedures, consi-

stent production oftwo fraction fuel of controlled stoichiometry and de-

velopment of pin filling and welding techniques on 2.4 m long stainless

steel clad pins. The test which starts in 1986 will aim to reach 9 % fima

at peak powers of 92 kW/m in a full 91 pin sub-assembly.

For oxide fuels,U02 of three size fractions has been produced and techniques

are being developed to fill LWR test rodlets to smear densities approaching

90 % T.D. A preliminary test is planned in the Gbsgen PWR using materials

supplied by KWU. Peak burn up at the end of the fourth cycle will be about

65 MWd/kg.

Fuel modelling has been successful in reproducing results from the earlier

series of irradiation tests. The code SPECKLE-III developed by EIR and Ore-

gon State University is now being used to predict the FFTF AC-3 test be-

haviour. The code can now handle transients and the US "cladding damage frac-

tions" sub-routine.

Other work at EIR on fuel for advanced reactors has mainly involved paper

studies, e.g.:

- Evaluation of a low rated, long life standard BWR element for

use in a district heating reactor

Evaluation of a stainless steel clad mixed oxide concept for

a high converter PWR (fuel cycle cost optimisation, thermo-

hydraulics and safety aspects)

Finally it could be mentioned that in the framework of international pro-

grammes and/or contracted work for Hot Cell customers EIR is or will be

examining the following fuels:

LWR

High Burn up pellet rodlets (TRIBULATION)

Full size LWR single rods (Swiss high burn up programme)

Gadolinium fuels (GAIN, ev. GAP)

Improved fuels (including sphere pac) (US FPIP, EIR programme)
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FBR

Carbide pellets (KfK)

Thus although small, EIR has a broad base of advanced fuels studies with

extensive international connections.

SWISS WORK ON
ADVANCED FUELS.

1. SPHERE-PAC MIXED CARBIDES PRODUCED
BY GELATION METHODS

* FABRICATION AND DEVELOPMENT
* IRRADIATION TESTING
* POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION

2. DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED GELATION
TECHNIQUES

3. SPHERE-PAC FUEL MODELLING

4. LARGE PIN FABRICATION, WELDING, QA.

5. DEMONSTRATION TESTS
MIXED-CARBIDES (FFTF)
UO2 SPHERE-PAC (GOSGEN)

6. 3FRACTION OXIDE PRODUCTION AND FILLING
DEVELOPMENT

7. OTHER WORK:
* LOW RATED BWR ELEMENT FOR

DISTRICT HEATING REACTOR

* STUDIES FOR HIGH CONVERSION
PWR FUEL

* PIE ON ADVANCED FUELS

FLOWSHEET OF THE PREPARATION OF URANIUM
PLUTONIUM CARBIDE BY INTERNAL GELATION

FEED
SOLUTO~N
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CONC. DENITRATED CONCACID FREE ARBON BLAC
IN CONC. HEXA
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iS SUMMARY OF (UPu)C SPHERE PAC PIN TEST
(COMPLETED)
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Center melting 6mm 0, DFR

9mm 0, MFBS-7

ISPHERE-PAC AND PELLET CARBIDE COMPARISONS.I
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I[l SPHERE-PAC (UPu). GAS RELEASE V BURN-UP. 
| _I _ WITH US PELLET COMPARISON 
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PRINCIPAL PHENOMENA
MODELED IN SPECKLE
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DFR 527/1
45 kW/m, 5.3% FIMA
calc. Rs/Ruel= 0.3

DFR 527/1
62 kW/m, 7.3% FIMA
calc. Rs/Ruei =0.5

DFR 527/1
49 kW/m, 5.7% FIMA
calc. Rs/Rue,, =0.0

MFBS7, Pin E4
72 kW/m, 4.7°% FIMA
calc. Rs/Ruei=0.5

MFBS7, Pin E4
87 kW/m, 5.5°0 FIMA
calc. R sR fue = 0. 7

MFBS7, Pin E3
77 kW/m, 5.0% FIMA
calc. Rs/R fuel =0.6

DIDO III, Pin 12
77 kW. m, 5.1°o FIMA
calc. Rs R fuel =0.4

DIDO III, Pin 10
64 kW m, 4.3 °o F1MA
calc. Rs R uel =0.0

FLOS 7
55 kW/m, 1.80o FIMA
calc. Rs Rue= 0.0

Cross-section micrographs of irradiated sphere-pac
fuel pins and areas with calculated sintering radius Rs
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PLANNED FFTF IRRADIATION OF
SPHERE-PAC (UPu)C

COMPARISON WITH (UPU)C PELLETS IN
91 PIN FULL SIZE ASSEMBLY.

PINS TO US SPECIFICATION-EXCEPT
FUEL FORM.

FUEL CHEMISTRY IDENTICAL,MATERIALS
US SUPPLIED.

TARGET BURN-UP 8%

NOM LINEAR POWER 92 KW/M (PEAK)

NOM CLAD TEMP (PEAK) 650° C

CLAD D9

UP TO 30 SPHERE-PAC PINS 2.5m
LONG. CLAD OD 9.4mm

IRRADIATION STARTS 1986

URAN-KARBID 'SPHERE-PAC' BRENNSTAB AC-3 (NICHT MASSSTABLICH)

KNAUTSCH PAKET SPHERE-PAC BRENNSTOFF REFLEKTOR UNTE

*A GAS PAKET HULLROHR STUTZROHR UC ISOLIER- /
ATBLETTE

O GAS CAPSULE CLADOIKN TUBE PLEHNU SPACER SPHERE-PAC FUEL LOWER~~/ ~COLUMN \ REFLECTC
COMPRESSION TUBE UC INSULATOR

ASSEMBLEY PELLETS

URANIUM CARBIDE SPHERE-PAC FUEL PIN AC-3 (DIAGRAMMATIC)
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SPHERE-PAC FUEL FOR LWR s

- DEMONSTRATION -

SPHERE-PAC FUEL FOR LWR s.

- DEVELOPMENT -

IN THE GOSGEN PWR (KWU) -

IRRADIATION TEST OF 12 SPHERE-PAC SEGMENTS OVER

4 CYCLES TO FINAL BURN-UP -65 GWD/TE

3 SEGMENTS PER ROD (+ 2 PELLET, 2 ZIRCALLOY)

MANUFACTURE OF HIGH QUALITY UO2 NICROSPHERES

IN 3 SIZE-FRACTIONS

1200 PM

- 350 uM

40 - 60 uM

ROD FILLING DEVELOPMENT
ONE STRING REMOVED PER CYCLE FOR PIE

PARALLEL FILLING

OR

2 FRACTION PARALLEL. 1 FRACTION INFILTRATED

FUEL

TARGET SMEARED DENSITY

RATING

UO2 MICROSPHERES

> 87 % THEORETICAL

40 KI/M PEAK

ROD DESIGN

PARTICLE RETENTION.

COLUMN HOLD-DOWN DEVICE.

CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE WORK

NEEDED

O COMPREHENSIVE SPHERE-PAC CODE

® IRRADIATION TESTING,DEMONSTRATION
UNDER ALL CONDITIONS.

( SPECIAL ACCIDENT ANALYSES.

O STUDY OF FCCI SPHERE-PAC
OXIDE-ZIRCALLOY.

) DEVELOPMENT OF FILLING, WELDING
TECHNIQUES.

@ MIXED OXIDE BEHAVIOUR.

( REPROCESSING STUDIES.
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THE ITALIAN PROGRAM ON ADVANCED FUELS

C. LOMBARDI
AGIP Nucleare spa, Milan

A. NOBILI
ENEA, Rome

Italy

Abstract

The Italian programme on advanced fuels is presented, including the

description of industrial capabilities for fuel fabrication and research

facilities for post-irradiation examination. The R and D programme on

advanced fuels containing additives reducing PCI is also described.

1. Introduction

The nuclear electrical capacity in Italy is now 1,3 GWe,
corresponding to 2.6% of total electrical power; this ratio
should rise up to 17% (16 GWe) at the end of the century.

The development of nuclear energy in Italy foreseen in the
next future is indicated in Table 1.

Table 1 - Foreseen trend of future nuclear power capacity in
Italy

Year :
: Power ~ 1984 : 1985 1990 · 1995 : 2000

:Total Electrical :
Power (GWe) : 50 : 58 64 78 94

: Nuclear Power 
(GWe) : 1.3 : 1.3 : 3.3 : 12.9 : 16 

:Nuclear/Total 
[: Z] :2.6 : 2.2 : 5.1 : 16.6 : 17 
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More in detail a BWR (GE) of 850 MWe is In operation at
Caorso and two more reactors of the same type and with a
power of 1000 MWe are under construction at Montalto di
Castro. Successively only standardized PWR's of 1000 MWe
will be built: the site definition for the first two power
stations is in the final approval stage.

The national effort on fuel fabrication and design is
necessarily related to the above mentioned program both from
industrial capacity and from R & D point of view.

Fuel fabrication and design know how has been implemented by
the national industrial operator (Agip) by means of licenses
with General Electric (since 1976) and Westinghouse (since
1978).

On the basis of these licenses and the related sublicenses
for component manufacturing, the italian industries have
developed the capability to supply fuel fabrication and
design in an integrated and effective manner.

The R & D programs in the last years were elaborated in this
context and consist essentially of the participation to some
international programs in order to follow the technological
evolution of the methodologies of fuel fabrication and
design. The participation to the Halden Project as well as
to the international programs on PCI Interramp and Overramp
organized by AB Atomenergy at Studsvik is to be considered
under this respect. In parallel a particular technological
solution of the PCI problem has been the scope of an
important R & D effort in the field of advanced fuels: more
details to this respect will be given in paragraph 3.

2. Industrial Capabilities and Research Facilities

The present industrial capabilities can be summarized as
follows. Two companies own and operate the three existing
industrial fabrication plants: Combustibili Nucleari and
Fabbricazioni Nucleari, both controlled by Agip.

Combustibili Nucleari has been constantly involved in
assembling approximately 35 tons/year of metal uranium fuel
elements for the Latina power station (Magnox type).

Fabbricazioni Nucleari fabricates BWR fuel elements under a
General Electric license and PWR fuel elements under a
Westinghouse license, and operates two plants; the smaller
at Saluggia (Vercelli), the larger and more technologically
advanced at Bosco Marengo (Alessandria).

The plant at Bosco Marengo was originally conceived for the
fabrication of BWR fuel elements, but technologies common to
the fabrication of all uranium oxide fuel elements are
employed too. At present, the fuel element production
capacity totals 100-110 tons/year of contained U02 (the work
is performed on a one-shift basis only).
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In the near future, the Bosco Marengo plant will be fully
equipped for production of fuel assemblies for PWRs of the
current generation.

The research facilities involved in the R & D fuel programs
belong to either Enea or Agip.

The IFEC (Enea) pilot plant at Saluggia Research Center is
devoted to fabrication of natural and enriched fuel elements
of the CIRENE type: five bundles per day, equivalent to 150
kg/day can be produced, while the total quantity required
for the first reactor core amounts to 640 bundles.

The Enea hot cell laboratory (OPEC) is located in the
Casaccia Center; it consists of two experimental sections.
OPEC-1, built in 1962, uses three barite concrete cells and
some lead shielded cells. It is suitably equipped to carry
out post irradiation tests on low and medium activity
irradiated fuel samples. OPEC-2, built in 1976, uses two hot
cell sections, one for very high activity and one for medium
activity materials, and uses laboratories for low activity
materials. The plant can treat irradiated fuel elements up
to 3.5 m length, and it is equipped with alpha-tight hot
cells.

The Medicina Laboratories (Agip) are mainly devoted to
development of core components for the PEC fast breeder
reactor and to the fabrication of experimental thermal fuel
segments, as in the case of the additive fuel R & D program
described here below.

3. R & D Program for Additive Fuel

The development of a particular fuel with "additives" was
deemed justified in order both to substantially reduce the
problems connected with PCI (Pellet Cladding Interaction)
and to have a fuel more apt to operate properly at extended
burnups.

In this fuel small quantities of particular substances,
called "additives", are added to the uranium oxide matrix.
These additives behave in two different ways:

- Mechanicallyt the additive pciiet is more plastic than
the standard one, having a lower yield stress and a
higher creep rate. This feature reduces the cladding
stresses and strains due to PCI during power increases.

- Chemically: the formation of stable components between
additive and fission products and/or the capture of
fission products inside U02 microstructure decrease the
aggressive effect of fission products on the inner
surface of the cladding.
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The R & D program on additive fuel initiated in Italy on
April 1979, initially in the framework of the cooperation
between Ansaldo Impianti and Enea and subsequently in the
wider framework of the "association contracts" between Enea-
Ansaldo Impianti and Enea-Agip devoted to fuel development.
The entire program is carried out in cooperation with
General Electric Company.

When the Italian R & D program started, General Electric was
in an advanced stage in the development of barrier fuel but
just at the beginning of the development of additive fuel.
However General Electric had already initiated additive fuel
tests on special segments irradiated in power reactors.
These tests turned out very encouraging, but still
uncomplete, and from this point on started the italian
program.

The first activity regarded ramp tests on additive segments,
already irradiated by General Electric. Notwithstanding the
severe conditions of the ramps, which were definitely higher
than those expected in power reactor transients, no rupture
was evidenced, contrary to what would have been anticipated
if standard fuel rods had been subjected to such tests.

On the basis of these results, a demonstration program was
decided, in cooperation with the national utility, Enel,
concerning the insertion of special assemblies in an
operating power reactor, in order to obtain a reliable
qualification of the product. This program involved the
design, the fabrication and the insertion in the Caorso
power station (BWR of 860 MWe), during the first refueling
on April 1983, of four assemblies "ALTA" (Additive Lead Test
Assemblies) and one segmented fuel assembly "SRB" (Segmented
Rod Bundle). The ALTA were inserted in the central region of
the core in order to be irradiated in significant conditions
as far as the linear power rate is concerned. On the other
hand the SRB was inserted in the peripheral region, in order
to accumulate burnup at reduced power: subsequently the
dismantled segments will be ramp tested in a test reactor.

In parallel an irradiation program in the Halden reactor has
been initiated: 18 fuel rods will be base irradiated and

subsequently subjected to power increases. The special on
line instrumentation will yield a continuos measurement of
fuel data, thus allowing a more detailed physical
understanding of the phenomena involved, which is a useful
complement to the above mentioned qualification program.

Presently two feasibility studies are in progress: the first
concerns the insertion in Caorso of four pre-series
assemblies for extended burnup operation and the second
concerns a large scale demonstration of additive fuel on a
power reactor. The operative decision on both programs is in
the final approval stage.

When all these programs are successfully completed, the
industrial production of additive fuel will be started. The
adoption of this fuel should allow a much higher flexibility
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of reactor operation and a more practicable extended burnup
fuel management, which will yield not only a more reliable
reactor operation but also a substantial economic advantage.
The fabrication process remains practically unmodified,
yielding a very attractive cost/benefit ratio. Moreover, the
process is well suited to the present capabilities of
italian industry, which is more involved in the ceramic
process than in the fabrication of zircaloy tubing.

In conclusion the results so far obtained are definitely
encouraging, thus confirming the validity of the R & D
program.
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STATUS OF THE ADVANCED FUEL FOR
WATER REACTORS IN INDIA

A.K. ANAND
Reactor Projects Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay,
India

Abstract

In India, the nuclear power generation started with the

oomaissioning of two Boiling Water Reactors (B',.) at Tarapur, in

1969. These reactors use slightly enriched uranium dioxide fuel.

The subsequent reactors were Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors(PHWRsE).

A number of design improvements and changes have been incorporated

in the fuels used in these power reactors. Some of the improvements

are in the testing stage; if found acceptable, these changes will be

incorporated in the production of fuel for these reactors.

There are two types of Water Reactors in India for Power

Generation. The first two reactors situated at Tarapur near Bombay

era Boiling Water Reactors (BWRa) designed and built by General

Electric, U.S.A. These were commissioned in 1969, thus these are

of first generation, each 200 MWe, and use 284 in number 6 x 6

fuel bundles. After these two reactors, the rest of the power

reactors are PHWR (Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors) some of which

are in operation and some are under construction. These are 200 MWe/

235 MWs.

All the work pertaining to the design, development, fabrica-

tion, modifications and advances concerning the fuel for these

reactors is being done indigenously. A number of improvements and
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modifications have been incorporated in the fuels used in these

reactors, some of these improvements are in the testing stage and

if found acceptable will be incorporated in the production of fuel.

Modifications in the BWR Fuel

Because of a number of fuel failures encountered in the BWR

fuel even at low burn up, after detailed analysis with the help of

computer programs developed at BARC (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre)

and feed back from production and power history of the fuel, a

number of modifications were carried out, test irradiations were

done and the modifications were incorporated in the production of

6 x 6 fuel for the reactors. For doing the irradiation testing,

we have an inpile loop in one of our research reactors, where the

fuel is enriched with Pu instead of U to achieve the desired power

reactor heat ratings. The major improvements which have been

incorporated are:

i) Prepressurisation

ii) Use of short chamferred pellets

iii) Introduction of statistical quality control for the cladding

tubes

iv) Tightening of visual quality standards for the pellets; and

v) introduction of a densification test for the pellets * With

these improvements a number of fuel bundles have been loaded

in the reactors and their performance is being monitored,

these have already gone into their 3rd cycle of operation

without any failure.

The two modifications which are now under implementation are

the reduction in the pellet clad gap and the use of fully annealed
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thicker wall cladding instead of stress relieved cladding being

used earlier. The development jobs which are being pursued at

present for possible incorporation in the future are (i) Zirconium

liner for cladding tubes for PCI resistance, (ii) use of hollow

pellets, (iii) changes in the surface treatment of cladding tubes

and (iv) low temperature sintering of UG2 pellets. Pending the

results of these development jobs, a new 7 x 7 fuel bundle has been

designed with all its hardware to reduce the linear heat rating of

the fuel. This 7 x 7 fuel bundle is so designed that it can be used

with the same square cross section coolant channel being used for

the existing 6 x 6 fuel and also with the present enrichments being

used for the 6 x 6 fuel. The heat ratings of the 7 x 7 fuel is

such that during most of the residence time, the fuel temperatures

will not exceed 13000 C.

Modification in the PHWR Fuel

The PHWRe which are under operation have been using 19

element wire wrap fuel bundles. The improvements and modifications

really started when there were design concessions raised by the

manufacturer. The performance of this fuel has been quite good,

so some design concessions were given to the manufacturer so that

the reject rate is reduced. These fuel bundles which were loaded

with the design concessions were monitored and these fuel bundles

also have behaved well in the reactor. These concessions were

mainly the low yield strength of the cladding tubes, large grain

size of the pellets and minor surface cracks and tear outs of the

pellets. The two major improvements which have already been incor-

porated, to reduce the cost of production, are AUC route for pellet

production and argon filling in the fuel elements instead of He,

only about 10% He is filled to facilitate the leak detection, at the
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same time the leak detector based on Argon is being developed. Two

major developments which have been pursued in the recent past are

the technology of graphite coating on the inner surface of the clad-

ding tubes and the split wart spacers. Proper adhesive graphite

coating of a few microns has been achieved on a laboratory scale,

a few bundles have been fabricated and loaded in one of the reactors

to check their performance. Some trials are also being made to

compare the behaviour of these graphite lubricated fuel with the

non-graphite lubricated fuel during reprocessing of the fuel.

Considerable efforts have been put to develop split spacer techno-

logy so that the wire wrap design is changed to the split wart

spacer design. At the same time the future 235 MWe reactors will

be using instead of 19 element design, a 22 element design where

the spacers have to be of split wart design. Two parallel lines

of development have been pursued for the technology, one by projec-

tion welding route and the second by Beryllium brazing route. The

development of technology by projection welding route has been

successfully completed and a few fuel bundles thus produced with

split spacers have beeb loaded in one of the reactors to check

their performance. Although the brazing route is not favoured,

efforts to standardize the brazing cycle is still continuing. To

extract more power, in future reactors, the fuel bundle design has

been modified, keeping the same channel dimensions. The new fuel

bundle will have 22 fuel elements, the 14 elements in the outer

circle will have smaller diameter as compared to the remaining 8.

Thorium in PHWR

The d evelopment of technology for thorium utilization needs

consideration in our program. Our studies indicate that a PHWR can

be designed to be self-sustaining starting with Pu02 - ThO 2 and
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subsequently using U23302 - ThO 2 fuels. The thermal hydraulics

characteristics of these fuel bundles will be similar to that of

natural uranium bundles. An R & D program to generate design data

and to develop fuel fabrication and reprocessing technology is being

pursued. Some fuel pins of PuO2 - ThO 2 have been fabricated and

will be irradiated soon in a loop.
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THE PLACE OF ADVANCED FUEL IN THE
FRENCH PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR PROGRAMME

G. SAINFORT
CEA, Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Grenoble,
Grenoble, France

Abstract

Studies carried out in France on advanced fuel for pressurised
water reactors are concentrated essentially on increasing burnup, on
assessing the capacity of fuel to withstand progressively more severe
operating conditions and, finally, on the possibilities of using plu-
tonium produced by power reactors and reprocessed uranium.

1. INCREASING BURNUP

To reduce cycle cost in today's pressurised water reactors,
current trends are towards extending reactor fuel holding time and
increasing fuel burnup. The target for 1990 is to obtain a guaranteed
fuel element for an average burnup of 50 GWd/T. Associated research
programmes are being carried out along various lines concerning
cladding, fuel, containing or exempt from burnable poisons, and the
fuel rod.

When the reactor fuel holding time is increased, it may be
necessary to improve cladding corrosion resistance and obtain more
detailed knowledge of the laws of Zircaloy growth and creep under
irradiation. Tests are being carried out for this purpose. Concerning
the growth and creep under irradiation, samples are irradiated in
the SILOE reactor at fluences corresponding to'high burnups. Stress-
induced elongation and other dimensional variations are measured at
regular intervals and assessed in relation to the grade and metal-
lurgical state of the Zircaloy.

Fuel studies are aimed at determining changes in micro-
structure and at defining laws governing fission gas release at high
burnups. Rods previously irradiated in power reactors at 35 GWd/T
and more, are reconditioned and reirradiated in the SILOE reactor.
Fission gas release is then continuously measured under both stable
and transient conditions, up to accumulated burnups exceeding 60 GWd/T
in certain cases.

These analytical experiments are carried out in parallel with
the irradiation of fuel rod assemblies in power reactors operated by
the French Electricity Board (EdF). Some of these assemblies are
starting their 5th irradiation cycle, while others, with a higher
enriching level are at the start of their irradiation process. These
assemblies contain removable fuel rods which are subsequently removed
for detailed examination in hot cell laboratories.
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The increase in burnup requires the introduction of burnable
poisons such as gadolinium. The thermo-mechanical behaviour and re-
lease of fission products from UO2Gd 203 fuels are investigated in
analytical experiments in the SILOE reactor. In parallel and in addi-
tion to the French participation in the GAIN international programme,
the qualification of fuel rods containing gadolinium is being ini-
tiated thanks to irradiation of fuel assemblies containing U02Gd20 3
rods in EdF power reactors.

Finally, these increases in holding time and burnup must be
accompanied by higher assembly reliability guarantees. The defective
rod rate must be kept at around 105 . The French nuclear industry
must produce about ten assemblies per day, i.e., some 200 fuel rods
made up of 600 000 pellets. It is therefore essential to be certain
of product quality by means of strict monitoring, to guarantee
assembly performance and also to determine the cause of sealing losses
and the growth of defects discovered. For this purpose, a large-scale
quality assurance programme has been set up, including detailed spe-
cifications of materials used, manufacturing techniques, acceptance
tests, transport and identification of all the components of fuel
rods and assemblies.

2. ENHANCED FLEXIBILITY

In the first half of 1984, nuclear energy accounted for 55%
of French electricity production. This percentage will increase even
further in the years to come. Consequently, power reactors must be
tailored to grid demand. Nuclear fuels, including those in keeping
with current strategy, i.e., increased burnup and use of burnable
poisons, must be capable of withstanding without damage power varia-
tions associated with load following and other transient conditions.
These variations may give rise to cladding embrittlement and sub-
sequent fracture by local pellet cladding interaction. A programme
has therefore been drawn up on fuel flexibility capabilities.

Representative power reactor assemblies are being irradiated
in the CAP reactor at the Cadarache Nuclear Research Centre. They
are subjected to daily cycles which simulate load-following opera-
tions and which may be combined with remote dispatch transients,
including frequency control as expected for plant operation using
the grey mode. Some of these have reached a burnup level of 40 GWd/T
and about 700 total cycles without damage, including about a half
associated with remote dispatching. These tests are accompanied by
destructive examination which, up till now, has not indicated any
significant damage. Other tests are in progress and are aimed at
achieving even higher burnups.

In addition, since 1981, several power reactors have been
authorised to operate under load-following and frequency control
conditions. Others have been designed and have been operated right
from the first cycle with the grey mode control system. The experience
now accumulated for these various operating modes covers a signifi-
cant number of load-following cycles and relates to all burnup levels
up to about 40 GWd/T. The primary coolant activity is carefully
monitored but has not shown any variations that would be indicative
of a deterioration in cladding.
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Qualification tests, in EdF power reactors or in the CAP
reactor are accompanied by analytical studies. For example, the
PRISCA and FABRICE programmes are designed to study fracture due to
pellet cladding interaction as a function of several parameters
related to burnup, power variation intensity, etc. In these experi-
ments, fuel rods are irradiated in the BR3 reactor and are then,
either directly or after reconditioning, subjected to power ramping
tests in the SILOE and OSIRIS experimental reactors at the Grenoble
and Saclay Nuclear Research Centres. The CANSAR programme corresponds
to power ramping tests in the SILOE reactor and concerns instrumented
fuel rods which give local cladding deformation and fission product
release during the power ramping period. The tests are accompanied
by y-spectrometry measurements to locate and determine the nature of
fission products and to detect PCI-induced crack initiation and
growth. Finally, all the fuel rods of the PRISCA, FABRICE and CANSAR
research programmes are examined in hot cells. These analytical
studies, designed to provide more detailed information on operating
limits and to improve fuel element flexibility, back up the French
contribution to the ELF and TRIBULATION international programmes.

Finally, as far as cladding damage mechanisms are concerned,
out-of-pile tests cover the establishment of accumulated fatigue-
creep damage functions of Zircaloy and the study of mechanisms gover-
ning stress corrosion-induced crack initiation and growth in an
atmosphere simulating fission products. For the latter subject,
research is being conducted in relation to several parameters cover-
ing the texture, metallurgical state, grade and possible coatings
of the Zircaloy.

3. PLUTONIUM RECYCLING

The final field of research concerns the recycling of pluto-
nium and reprocessed uranium obtained from light water reactor fuel.
Investigations cover the behaviour of mixed uranium and plutonium
oxide fuel elements. This research has been carried out along several
lines.

One line of research was started some ten years ago, within
the context of the European Communities. This involved the develop-
ment of stainless-steel clad UO2-PuO2 fuels which have been irra-
diated in the SENA reactor up to average burnups of 27 GWd/T. The
overall behaviour of these fuels can be assessed by hot cell
examination.

In addition, mixed oxide assemblies containing up to 10%
plutonium are being prepared for the CAP. These will be included in
the on-going programme in this reactor for the qualification of
standard fuel assemblies for load-following conditions. They will
therefore follow the CAP operating conditions and their behaviour
will be studied in order to obtain preliminary experience of their
adaptability to repeated power variations.

More analytical experiments will be aimed at comparing the
behaviour of mixed and standard fuels, in respect of thermo-mechanical
properties, conductibility, fission product release, pellet cladding
interaction, rupture behaviour and fission product release kinetics
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in the primary coolant. The results of these experiments will be used
as a basis for assessing the effect of plutonium content and manufac-
turing parameters on fuel behaviour. The experiments will be carried
out in SILOE and OSIRIS reactor loops and devices.

Finally, after the mixed oxide fuel cycle, the effect of
microscopic homogeneity of uranium-plutonium distribution on chemical
dissolution operations will be assessed.
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PRESENT STATUS OF MOX FUEL FABRICATION
TECHNOLOGY AND PERFORMANCE IN JAPAN

J. KOMATSU
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation,
Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract

The progress of MOX fuel fabrication technology in Japan has been

reviewed. Based on the basic studies at the PFDF since 1966, the PFFF was

constructed and started operation in 1972 to fabricate MOX fuels for Joyo

and Fugen. More than 70 tons of MOX fuel has been fabricated to date.

Improvements in fabrication processes and equipments have been accomplished

to assure improved product uniformity, reduced radiation exposures and

enhanced SNM safeguards. A new facility PFPF with completely automated

fabrication process lines is being constructed to supply MOX fuels

primarily to Monju and the demonstration ATR.

In addition to the progress in fabrication technology, data for MOX

fuels performance are being collected in wide ranges through the

post-irradiation examination of fuels from Joyo, Fugen and various

experiments in foreign and domestic test reactors. Experiments on MOX

fuels for LWRs have been also conducted. All the data collected to date

indicate satisfactory behaviors under irradiation in thermal and fast

reactors.

Current emphases in MOX fuel development program are placed on the

development of long-life, low-cost fuels for FBRs and the improvement of

burnup and load following capabilities in ATR fuels.

1. INTRODUCTION

Plutonium utilization as a fuel for power reactors is one of the

subjects of great importance in the mid to long term energy strategy in

Japan.

The research and development works in plutonium fuel technology in

Japan started about twenty years ago. Since 1967, an intensive program for

developing fast breeder reactors (FBRs) and advanced thermal reactors

(ATRs) has been deployed by the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Corporation

(PNC) and stimulated the acceleration of plutonium fuel technology

development. Following the basic studies conducted through late 1960s to

early 1970s, considerable efforts have been concentrated in establishing
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techniques of large-scale plutonium handling through the fabrication of MOX

fuels for the experimental fast reactor JOYO (75MWt in MK-I and 100 MWt in

MK-II) and the prototype ATR Fugen (165MWe), which were brought into

operation in 1977 and 1978, respectively. A new MOX fuel fabrication plant

with completely automated process lines is being constructed to fill

massive demands from the prototype FBR Monju (280 MWe), the Demonstration

ATR (DATR, 600MWe) and others with reduced fabrication cost.

Plutonium recycle in commercial LWRs is the subject of increasing

interest in Japan. The technological basis to realize it has been firmly

built up through a substantial amount of experiences in fabrication and

utilization of MOX fuel in Fugen.

2. MOX FUEL FABRICATION

2-1. EXPERIENCES OF MOX FUEL FABRICATION

At present two facilities are being operated at Tokai Works of PNC.

The Plutonium Fuel Development Facility (PFDF) being operated since 1966 is

a laboratory for developmental research and small-batch fabrication of MOX

fuels for irradiation testings. The Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility

(PFFF) is a facility to supply MOX fuels for JOYO and Fugen. The operation

of the PFFF started in 1972 . The fuel specifications for Joyo and Fugen

are summarized in Table 1. In Joyo are used typical FBR-type MOX pellets

with small diameters and high plutonium enrichments which contrast with low

Table 1 Summary of Fuel Specifications

Reactor Joyo Fugen

Item \ MK-I MK-II

S/A Total Length (mm) 2,970 2,970 4,388

Fuel Rods/Assy. 91 127 28

Spacer Type Spiral Wire Spiral Wire Inconel Grid

Fuel Rod Length (mm) 1,910 1,533 4,045

Clad Material 316S.S.(10%CW) 316S.S.(20%CW) Zircaloy-2

Clad Outer Dia.(mm) 6.3 5.3 16.46

Clad Wall Thickness (mm) 0.35 0.35 Min 0.80

Fuel Stack Length (mm) 600 550 3,700

MOX Pellet Dia.(mm) 5.6 4.6 14.4

Pellet Density (TD) 93.5 93 95

PuO2 Enrichment (%) s18 n29 Type A 0.7/1.0

Type B 1.5/2.0

U-235 Enrichment () 23 12 Natl. U
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enriched ATR-type pellets with large diameters. The fabrication process in

the PFFF is mostly based on conventional manual glovebox techniques and

consists of two separate lines for routine fabrication of two different

types of fuels.

The amount of MOX fuel fabricated to date is 3.4 tons for Joyo, 58

tons for Fugen and 13 tons for others. The total of these have reached

about 74 tons by the end of 1984. The reliability of the strict quality

control applied to each step of fabrication processes has been proven by

the fact that no indication of fission gas leak has been detected so far

either in Joyo or in Fugen.

2-2. PROGRESS OF MOX FUEL FABRICATION TECHNOLOGIES

The fabrication process of MOX fuels is very unique compared with

those in the other industry areas because of the necessity of being

compliant with several stringent criteria such as:

- confinement of plutonium

- radiation protection

- criticality control

- safeguards and physical protection of SNM

A significant portion of developmental efforts has been, therefore,

inevitably related to the achievement or improvement of conformity to these

criteria with a minimized cost penalty. The final goal of developmental

activities is to establish a safe and economical method of fabricating MOX

fuels in the industrial scale. Several of progresses achieved during the

past decade are described below.

(1) Utilization of Directly Denitrated MOX Powders

In order to assure an improved resistivity to the SNM diversion, the

plutonium recovered from LWR spent fuels at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant is

diluted with recovered uranium before it is converted from nitrate solution

into oxide powders. The conversion is being carried out by a direct

denitrate process using microwave heating (MH method, see Fig.l) developed
2

by PNC.

SEM photographs in Fig.2 exhibit typical appearances of directly

denitrated (DDN) MOX powders by the MH method. Compared with conventional

MOX powders derived from an oxalate precipitation and calcination process,

the DDN MOX powders have a high powder activity and a good sinterability.
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Solution Receiving

Pu(N0 3)4 , U02(NO3)2

Loading Fig.l Co-conversion Process of Pu-U Nitrate

Mixed Solution by MH-Method

Typical cermographs of a sintered pellet using DDN MOX powders were shown

in Fig.3. An alpha-autoradiograph indicates an excellent plutonium

homogeneity.

(2) Improvement of Powder Preparation Process

In order to fabricate small-sized FBR type pellets, the powders are

granulated to improve their flow characteristics before pelletizing.

A dry granulation process was established and the efficiency was improved

by introducing a newly developed roller type granulator, shown in Fig.4.

For fabricating large-sized ATR type pellets, a technique to directly

pelletize lubricated powders was established during the early campaigns of

fabrication. The elimination of the granulation process not only

simplified the pelletizing process but resulted in a reduction of radiation

exposures to operators.
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As Denitrated As Calcined

Fig.2 SEM Photographs of Directly Denttrated

HCX Povder (50)PuO2)
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Fig.3 Photomicrographs of Typical Sintered Pellet

with DPMN MIOX Powder (30%PuO2)
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Fig
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-I ~-- R Roller-Crusher

Roller Type Granulator

Roller Type Granulator

ejj[_ e_ Ld / Transfer Vessel

Hopper

Fig.5 Roll Hopper

An installation of the hoppers with a reversible lid shown in Fig.5

also contributed to a significant reduction of personnel exposures by an

ultimate suppression of the MOX dust dispersion in the gloveboxes.

(3) Mechanization and Automation

Mechanization and automation of the equipments are essential answers

to the requirement for improving productivity and minimizing personnel

radiation exposure.
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After the completion of a series of fabrication campaigns for Joyo

MK-I core fuels, several of the equipments were modified or replaced for

mechanization and automation. One of the equipments subjected to a

significant improvement is the pellet inspection system where the pellet

guaging and surface flaw detection are fully automated. The system is

capable of detecting the flaw in the magnitude of 1% of the pellet surface

with an air micrometer.

The wire-wrap machine installed in pin fabrication line had been

mechanized but required some extent of manual operations. Thus the

modification of the machine was accomplished for full automation.

Manual assembling bench used for MK-I assemblies was replaced with a

semi-automated bundle assembling machine shown in Fig.6. With these

modifications and improvements in the process line, the fabrication of Joyo

MK-II core fuel was initiated in 1980. Because of its lower fissile

Fig.6 Automated Bundle Assembling Machine

content, the plutonium used in fuels

higher dose rate than in MK-I fuel.

remarkably reduced as shown in Fig.7
3

described above .

for the MK-II initial core had a

The personnel exposures were, however,

as a result of process improvements
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2-3. New Facility with Automated Fabrication Lines

Based on the operating experiences of the PFFF and the R and D works,

a new facility, the Plutonium Fuel Production Facility (PFPF), was designed

and is being constructed at Tokai Works. The PFPF is a facility to supply

MOX fuels for Monju and DATR and consists of two automated, remotely

operated fabrication lines; FBR line and ATR line. Remote and automated

operations will achieve : improvement of fuel productivity and cost

efficiency ; minimization of radiation exposure to operators ; enhanced

safeguards and physical protection by restricted access to SNM.

To meet with the schedule of the Monju start-up, the FBR line of PFPF

will be brought into operation in 1988. The construction of the building

complex which accommodates FBR line, administration offices and other

supporting functions was completed in September 1984. The process

equipments for FBR line are being fabricated at the factories. The

extension of the PFPF building complex to accommodate ATR line will begin

within a year.

The FBR line will be initially capable of fabricating FBR-type MOX

fuel at a rate of 5 tons/year and the ATR line capable of fabricating

low-enriched MOX fuel at a rate of 40tons/year. Both lines will be capable

of increasing the production rates by double to triple with some

modifications. Thus the PFPF is prepared for filling near-future demands

of MOX fuels from LWR's or the projects coming after Monju and DATR.
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The PFPF is expected to play an important role as a demonstration

plant which leads to future commercial MOX fabrication plants.

3. IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE OF MOX FUELS

3-1. MOX FUEL PERFORMANCE IN FBR

Since 1966 more than 100 fuel pins fabricated at the PFDF have been

irradiated in DFR, Rapsodie, EBR-II, Phenix and some other thermal reactors

in support of design and licensing of Joyo and Monju. Two types of fuel

pins were tested ; one with high density pellets (%93%T.D. representing

Joyo specification) and the other with low density pellets (%85%T.D. for

Monju). Both types of fuel pins showed satisfactory behaviors up to the

designed burnups ; 50,000 MWd/t and 130,000 MWd/t for Joyo MK-I and Monju,

4
respectively 

One of the items investigated with a great interest is the change of

fuel-cladding gap sizes with burnup because it is necessary for better

characterization of thermo-mechanical behaviors of FBR fuel pins. The

result is shown in Fig.8.
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Fig.8 Residual Fuel/Clad Gaps with Burnup

Swelling behavior of cladding materials has been also investigated

through the irradiation experiments. The effect of fabrication parameters

5
as seen in Fig.9 was one of the major items for evaluation . Based on

the results from irradiation tests and other out-of-pile tests, a

considerable improvement of the swelling resistivity in 316 stainless steel
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(a) 10% Cold Worked K5,m (b) 20% Cold Worked 0.5p

(c) 30% Cold Worked 0.5 
(c) 30% Cold Worked 0.5p (d) 50% Cold Worked 0.5p

Fig.9 Void Swelling in Type 316 Stainless

Steels with Varied Cold Working

(Ot - 9.4 x 102 2nvt, T - 550°C)

has been accomplished, as shown in Fig.10, by optimizing chemical

composition and fabrication conditions.

Joyo successfully completed MK-I core operation in December 1981 and

the core modification into MK-II was accomplished. More than 100 core fuel

assemblies were loaded and irradiated in the MK-I core during 4 years of

power operation. Out of the discharged assemblies, 30 assemblies with

various burnup levels and in-core positions were selected and subjected to

post-irradiation examination at the PIE facilities in the O'arai

Engineering Center. The highest burnup achieved in Joyo MK-I core fuel was

48,000 MWd/t 6
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Type 316 Stainless Steel

Because of rather moderate operating conditions in the MK-I core, the

observed deformation of duct and cladding was benign even for the assembly

with the highest exposures. No cladding breach was occurred in MK-I fuel

assemblies. The destructive examination revealed an typical evolution of

fuel structures at low power as shown in Fig.11.

A new technique to non-destructively determine the distribution of

fission products by y-ray computer tomography was developed and is being

applied for detailed investigations. A typical result is illustrated in

Fig.12.

The operation of Joyo MK-II as an irradiation test bed started in

1983. Most of the experiments currently going on are focussed on

demonstrating Monju-type fuel pins and assemblies behavior to the rated

burnup. Among the planned experiments are the tests with varied cladding

materials, the leading experiments of fuels for the demonstration FBR, and

the power-to-melt experiment with varied fuel parameters. Several types of

irradiation rigs were developed and are being used in the experiments. The

Instrumented Test Assembly (INTA) shown in Fig.13 is designed for the fuel

irradiation test with on-line measurements of fuel and coolant

temperatures, fission gas pressures and coolant flow rates. Fabrication of

fuel pins are in progress for the first experiment with INTA.
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Burnup 10.100MWD/MTM Burnup 17500MWD/MTM Burnup : 48,000MWD/MTM

Linear Power 280W/cm

Pu Content 18ZPu

Density 94XTD
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93%TD

Mk-II

F ig. 1 Fuel Structure Changes in Joyo

'"Cs (Volatile F.P.)

Local burnup: 47,000 MWD/MTM

Cladding Inner temperature :480' C

Fig.12 Gamma-ray Computer Tomography on Joyo MK-I Fuel Pin
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The primary emphasis in the mid to long tern program is placed on the

development of long-life and low-cost fuels so that the commercial FBRs

will be economically competitive with LWRs. In order to achieve this goal,

the development of low swelling alloys is one of the most important

subjects and elaborated efforts are being concentrated in the out-of-pile

and in-pile evaluation of new allows including high nickel alloys and

ferritic steels.

3-2. MOX FUEL PERFORMANCE IN ATR

The Fugen is a 165 MWe prototype ATR moderated by heavy water and

cooled by boiling light water. Fuel assembly consists of 28 fuel rods as

indicated in Table 1. Since the start of operation in 1978, 568 fuel

assemblies have been loaded into the core ; 284 assemblies with MOX fuel

rods and another 284 with U02 fuel rods. The maximum burnup of

discharged fuel assemblies reached about 14,000 MWd/t and no fuel failure

has occurred.

On-site inspection has been carried out on many of discharged

assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool. The inspection includes a

visual inspection by periscope and rod-to-rod gap measurements. The

magnitude of averaged rod bowings in each assembly is represented by a

standard deviation of measured rod-to-rod gaps and plotted against burnup

in Fig.14. No notable difference is recognized in the rod bowing behaviors

between MOX and U02 fuel assemblies.
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Fig.14 Standard Deviation of Post-Irradiation Rod-to-Rod

Gaps in Fugen Fuel AssemblyGaps in Fugen Fuel Assembly
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One MOX fuel assembly with the highest burnup (P06) is being subjected

to a detailed post-irradiation examination at the Practical Fuel Testing

Laboratory in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). In Fig.15

fuel rod elongation was plotted against burnup and compared with the

previous results from the leading experiments conducted in SGHWR of the

United Kingdom. The trends of the rod elongation observed in the Fugen

fuel assembly and SGHWR experiments excellently agree with each other .

At present, a series of destructive examinations are in process on the

assembly P06. The post-irradiation examinations on the assemblies with

extended burnup up to 20,000MWd/t are also planned.

* Fugen MOX Fuel(PO6)

o SGHWR Type A
.5 A < Type B

_ E * Type C

* 0.4 * Type D

0 0.3
U

_6\ o

O0 0

O 5 10 15

Rod Average Burnup (GWd/t)

Fig.15 Elongation of ATR Fuel Rods with Burnup

The design of DATR fuel assembly is largely based upon the experiences

on Fugen fuel design and fabrication but incorporates several modifications

reflecting recent progress. The most remarkable change in the design from

Fugen to DATR is to increase the number of fuel rods per assembly from 28

to 36 in order to improve load-following capability. An experiment with

DATR type bundle is in progress in SGHWR to demonstrate the stability under

steady-state irradiation. Fabrication of 4 full-scale DATR-type bundles

has been initiated at the PFFF for irradiation in Fugen. A preparatory

work for the experiments in HBWR to demonstrate load-following capability

is also in progress.

Current effort to improve ATR fuel performance is focussed on two

points; first, the study to increase load following capability by adopting

annular pellets and zirconium linered cladding tubes; second, the study to

increase burnup capability by introducing burnable poison and axially

distributed Pu enrichment.
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3-3. IRRADIATION TESTS OF MOX FUELS FOR LWR USE

The behavior of LWR-type MOX fuel rods have been investigated through

several experiments conducted in JRR-2, GETR, SAXTON and HBWR. Two

experiments bearing MOX fuels with varied parameters are in progress with

the instrumented rigs in HBWR. Current burnup has exceeded 20,000 MWd/t in

one of the experiments and 15,000 MWd/t in the other.

Fabrication of two island-type MOX fuel bundles will be initiated in a

few months for irradiation in the commercial BWR Tsuruga-1 (357 MWe) under

the joint effort with the Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPCO). The program

to irradiate MOX fuels in PWR is also under planning. It should be noted

that massive irradiation experiences derived in ATR development and Fugen

operation are directly applicable to establishing the technology of

plutonium recycle in LWRs.

3-4. CODE DEVELOPMENT

Based on the accumulated data on MOX fuel behaviors, a considerable

effort has been continued for improving and verifying the codes for design

and analysis. CEDAR code has been developed for analyzing and predicting

irradiation behaviors of FBR fuel pins. CEDAR is now being used in the

evaluation of PIE data from Joyo fuel pins as well as in the design study

of demonstration FBR. Fig.16 shows, as an example, the comparison of

predicted fission gas release rate with measured data. The development of

CEDAR-transient is also in progress.

ATFUEL is a less sophisticated design-oriented code for the analysis

of ATR fuel rods. The code has been verified with irradiation test data

and are being used for the DATR fuel design as well as for the analysis of

MOX fuels in LWRs. Other codes which have been subjected to verification

and refinement include these for analyzing duct deformation, rod bowing

etc. 70
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CONCLUSION

The progress of MOX fuel fabrication technology in PNC has been

reviewed. Major accomplishments for the past decade are the followings;

- More than 70 tons of MOX fuel has been fabricated and supplied to

Joyo, Fugen and others.

- The resistivity to SNM diversion has been improved by the

utilization of MOX powders prepared by the co-conversion process

with MH method.

- Personnel radiation safety and production efficiency have been

improved by process improvements and mechanizations.

Current efforts are being concentrated in demonstrating near-

industrial scale fabrication process with further improvements in cost

efficiency, safety and SNM safeguards through the construction and

commissioning of the automated fabrication plant PFPF. The PFPF will

supply MOX fuels primarily to Monju and DATR but will be capable of filling

near-future demands from other projects.

In addition to the progress in fabrication technology, a substantial

amount of data on MOX fuels behavior have been accumulated through various

experiments and the operation of Joyo and Fugen. These data, showing

satisfactory behaviors in general, are being used for design and analysis

in support of Monju and DATR. Current emphasis in MOX fuel development

program is placed on the development of long-life, low-cost fuels for FBRs

and the improvement of burnup and load following capabilities in ATR fuels.

It should be emphasized that the technological basis for plutonium

recycle in commercial LWRs is being built up through the ATR development

and the successful operation of Fugen over 6 years.
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PERSPECTIVE TO FUEL DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENTS IN PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS*

M. PONTICQ
Service des combustibles,
Electricit6 de France,
Paris, France

Abstract

Over the past several years, the nuclear industry has been
conducting a number of research and development programs aimed to improve the
uranium utilization of current design pressurized water reactors.

One of the most straightforward means of power generation economics
is to develop the technology supporting extended burnup of U02 fuel.

The concept of extended burnup represents no major departure from
current fueling practices but rather is consistent with the historical trend of
increased fuel exposure with time and accumulation of irradiation experience.

The present nominal design specification of the PWR industry
is 33,000 MWd/tU for three annual cycles of irradiation. This specification,
however, is primarily based on fuel vendor warranties and utility fuel manage-
ment practices rather than on any fundamental design limitation.

A substancial economy can be realized if the discharge burnup is
increased in relation with some cycle length options. Management is now
predisposed to any scheme which reduced the number of refueling outages and
reduced the discharge rate of spent fuel. Using current economic assumptions,
the extended burnup cycle using four batch fuel management exhibits fuel cycle
costs that are 7% lower than those of the referency cycle. The savings result
from the significantly lower cost associated with fuel fabrication and spent
fuel management, as well as the savings in U308 and separative work.

Implications of these results on possible fuel life limiting
phenomena, in conjonction with load follow, have to be studied together with
discussion and prioritization of further work.

Since the beginning of the nuclear electricity development the
general philosophy about the fuel cycle has been continued without any change in
spite of leaving the gas cooled reactor type, using natural uranium, for the
pressurized water reactor type using slightly enriched uranium. The fuel cycle
includes reprocessing and recycling of the produced plutonium in fast breeder
reactors which are now an industrial reality. For the future the non perfect
adaptation of the plutonium production to the plutonium needs result in

recycling uranium and plutonium in thermal reactors with the same flexibility
than U02 fuel.

1 - INTRODUCTION

For the first decade (before 1972) of LWR operation, attention
centered on achieving design power and burnup of the fuel without breaching
the cladding and releasing radioactive fission products into the primary
coolant. If the fuel achieved this goal, it had fulfilled its role in
providing the power generation costs projected for the power plant portion
of the fuel cycle.

* UNIPEDE contribution.
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However, during the second decade (after 1972) and particularly
during the last five years, fuel has also had to be designed to perform
acceptably under even more restrictive operating limits and under an
increasing number of postulated accidents. To meet the two goals of
operating reliability and safety under abnormal conditions, fuel designs
have regularly been modified, with a trend towards increasing conservatism
and design standardization. Before analysing future trends it is very
instructive to remember fuel experience.

2 - PWR FUEL EXPERIENCE

The very early designs of commercial nuclear fuel performed
reasonably well, bearing in mind the limited scale of application. Stainless
steel cladding, low power density and relatively low burnup levels are not
characteristic of today's situation. Fuel and plant economics forced a
development towards higher burnups. Full-scale application of zirconium
alloy clad fuel was introduced in the late sixties at the same time as power
densities were increased. The performance of this fuel during the first
years was generally not as good as expected.

Several significant changes in the fuel design have increased fuel
rod integrity from the 99,7 % of pre-1972, impressurized, densifying fuel
designs, to an estimated 99,98 % for modern, pressurized designs. Part of
this increase was due to modest operating restrictions, primarily limiting
the rate of power increase at startup. The change from the higher power,
larger diameter fuel rods in 14 x 14 to 15 x 15 arrays, to the lower power,
smaller diameter rods in 16 x 16 to 17 x 17 arrays was made to meet loss of
coolant accident criteria, but it also resulted in more conservative
operating conditions for the fuel.

3 - CURRENT TRENDS

3.1 - Fuel reliability

Manufacturing defects and handling errors will never be completely
eliminated and strong efforts in the whole process of manufacturing and
utilization of nuclear fuel will always be needed. With reference to the
failure causes described earlier and the expectations for their elimina-
tion, it can be stated that fuel performance experience in the last
10-15 years has been successfully utilized to develop new and improved fuel.
This has brought down failure rates to generally satisfactory levels, at
least for those failure mechanisms which inherently depend on the fuel
itself or its operating conditions. For these reason fuels suppliers
consider that the actuel fuel rod is fully satisfying for few years more.

The limited experience with daily load following has not indicated
fuel performance problems but it remains to be demonstrated how the
performance factors will be affected by this cyclical duty or by the steeper
power changes in the case of load following by automatic frequency
adjustment.

3.2 - Improved fuel utilization

Improved uranium utilization may be achieved by replacing Inconel

PWR spacer grids by zircaloy which markedly reduces the parasitic neutron

absorption in the fuel assembly structure and also the activity of the
primary coolant from corrosion products. Therefore all PWR fuel suppliers
showed interest in this design and have zircaloy spacer either already
available or under development.
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3.3 - Extended cycle operation

The benefit from extended cycle operation is an increased overall
capacity factor for the nuclear plant due to fewer refuelling outages over a
set period of time.

However extended operating cycles require burnable absorber
material to reduce the soluble boron concentration sufficiently to ensure a
negative moderator temperature coefficient at beginning of cycle and to
maintain an acceptable power distribution throughout the operation cycle.
The preferred burnable absorber material for extended operation cycle is
today gadolinia located within selected fuel pellets. Gadolinia-bearing fuel
pins have the following benefits compared to other forms burnable
absorbers :

. reduced end of cycle residual reactivity penalty

. no additionnal handling during refueling outages which could adversely
impact the outage schedule

. no additionnal post-irradiation storage and handling

. his nature agree with reprocessing.

Therefore, high concentrations of gadolinia (approximately
8 w/o Gd203) should be employed for extended cycles.

4 - FUTURE TRENDS

4.1 - More efficient fuel management with improved fuel utilization

Due to the increased enrichment requirements to achieve extended
cycles, the fuel cycle cost for equivalent fuel management plans and batch
average discharge burnups is increased which partially erodes the power
production cost benefit of extended cycles. The reduction in plant capital
carrying cost always outweighs the increase in fuel cycle cost for constant
refueling outage lengths to yield a net decrease in total power production
cost. Additional fuel management concepts can be employed to reduce the
extended cycle impact on fuel cycle cost by reducing the uranium and
separative work requirements. These fuel management improvements which are
discussed below have increased batch average discharge exposure signifi-
cantly.

Independent of the planned or achieved improvements of the neutron
economy improved uranium utilization is attained through increased burnup
since more energy is produced per unit mass of fuel. Irradiation, increased
burnup reduces the amount of spent fuel for post-irradiation storage and
reprocessing thereby minimizing the backend costs associated with the
nuclear fuel cycle. Increased batch burnup is achieved by reducing the batch
size for constant cycle lengths or by increasing the cycle length for
relatively constant batch sizes.

As shown in the figure 2, a substantial economy can be realized if
the discharge burnup is increased in relation with some cycle length
options. Using current economic assumptions the extended burnup cycle with
use four batch fuel management (symbol Q) exhibits fuel cycle costs that are
7 % lower than those of the reference cycle (symbol RI) for three annual
cycles of irradiation.

In european countries the electric utility industry continues to
move. For example in France, overall nuclear plants supply in 1984 is
about 55 % of the electricity. This rate will be 60 % in 1985 and
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73 % in 1990. For the french electricity consumption of 340 TWh the average
load factor value would be about 0,62 during more than 20 years. In this
case length cycles between 340 to 370 FPED are compatible with the
maintenance of the equipments. Then a four batch fuel management with
discharged burnup of 43,000 to 45,000 MWD/tu present an important benefit.

4.2 - More efficient fuel reliability

From the technological point of view, the achievable fuel assembly
exposure is largely determined by the peak pellet burnup. Other important
point to be considered are the dimensional behaviour of the fuel rods and
the assembly structure as well as the waterside corrosion and the hydrogen
pick up in zircaloy fuel rod cladding tubes and in structural components
under the overall aspect of leak-tightness and integrity of the rods under
the desired operating conditions. Fuel suppliers are directing considerable
fuel design development work, including fuel test programs, to both reduce
pellet clad interaction failures under projected increased fuel burnup and
maintain the reactor operational capability to meet the requirements for
load following.

Experience is being accumulated in all these areas. It is not
clear at this stage to what extent the enhanced zircaloy corrosion will
be limiting ; the other factors are not expected to be major problems per
se although enhanced fission gas release, increased irradiation growth of
zircaloy components, and spring relaxation may require design modifica-
tions.

4.3 - Recycling of plutonium and uranium

Since the beginning of the nuclear electricity development
the general philosophy about the fuel cycle has been continued without
any change in spite of leaving the gas cooled reactor type, using natural
uranium, for the pressurized water reactor type using slightly enriched
uranium. The fuel cycle includes reprocessing and recycling of the
produced plutonium in fast breeder reactor which are now an industrial
reality. For the future the non perfect adaptation of the plutonium
production to the plutonium needs result in recycling uranium and
plutonium in thermal reactors with the same flexibility than U02 fuel.

Due to the high manufacturing cost plutonium containing fuel,
the economic incentive for extended burnup is even stronger for mixed

oxide fuel to be recycled in thermal reactors, than for standard fuel

with enriched U235. There is a good chance that these MOX fuel assemblies
can be used without gadolinia addition in the high burnup application,
because they have a somewhat higher conversion rate and therefore a
different burnup behaviour than fuel with uranium enrichment.

5 - CONCLUSIONS

The main objectives of the development activities of the last years
have been successfully accomplished. LWRs could be operated in a safe and
reliable manner ; fuel performance is understood, the licensing process is

well established and experimental experience has been accumulated to justify
an extrapolation to higher exposure.

Thus as shown in table 1 improvement and optimization of fuel cycle
and plant economics will be the main item of interest for the fuel deve-
lopment activities for the next years. An important condition, however, to
be kept in mind in all cases is the requirement that the safety,
licensability and reliability standard must be maintained.
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Potential savings can now be gained mainly by minimizing the amount
of discharged fuel for a constant energy generation or in other way by
increased burnup, but also by improved uranium utilization.

Irrespective to the fact that a detailed optimization of the cycle
length and of the reload batch size for specific burnup targets could still
be made, the essential result of the burnup study versus fuel cycle cost
economics is very clear.

The optimum burnup with respect to fuel cycle cost may vary from
country to country according to the different concepts of spent fuel
handling with or without reprocessing and further use of the uranium and
plutonium contained in the discharged fuel assemblies.

Also the interest in using plutonium and uranium from reprocessed
fuel for thermal reactors recycling continue. The burnup targets for mixed
oxide cycle fuel are expected to increase correspondingly to unanium fuel

assemblies.
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Table 1

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUEL ASSEMBLY DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

I - GOALS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AND NEW DESIGN

. To minimize fuel cycle cost

. To optimize overall plant management regarding investment costs,
maintenance costs and expenses for replaced energy

. to reduce waste cycle production

. to reduce primary circuit activity

. to attenuate power utility constraints.

II - POWER UTILITY CONSTRAINTS

. Power plant availability (fuel should not restrict plant operation)

. Grid requirement and power flexibility (fuel should authorize load follow
and frequency)

. Compatibility (fuel should not alter mechanical, thermal hydraulic and
neutronic designs of the reactor and existing fuel assembly)

. Licensing guidelines

. Limitations in enrichment (storage rack), discharge burnup (spent fuel
transportation).

. Reprocessing or storage capacity for spent fuel

. Expenses for replaced energy.

III - TREND

- More efficient fuel reliability

Keep failure rate as low as possible
reduced damage risk during handling.

- More efficient fuel management

demonstrated higher margins
extended length reactor cycle to increase power plant availability

- Improved fuel utilization

low absorption assembly structures
increased discharge burnup
reconstitution of fuel assemblies
improved burnable absorber management
uranium and plutonium recycling.
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ADVANCED LIGHT WATER REACTOR FUEL DEVELOPMENT
UNDER US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SPONSORSHIP

P.M. LANG
US Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C., United States of America

Abstract

The status of advanced LWR fuel design research and development in

the USA aimed at attaining the target burnups, is presented as well as,

the utility implementation of the above-mentioned programme. The power

reactor irradiations of advanced design fuel are listed.

Introduction

Over the last 7 years the Department of Energy has been supporting projects

to improve the uranium utilization of light water reactor fuel, principally

through extending its burnup. This paper reviews those research and

development projects under which several advanced designs are being tested.

The purpose of the advanced design work is to attain the target burnups

when the present designs might be inadequate and to solve key fuel

reliability problems inhibiting burnup extension, such as pellet-cladding

interaction (PCI). The major contracts for fuel irradiations in nuclear

powerplants have all been cost- and risk-shared with the utility and

fuel-supplier industries; in most cases the utilities have served as prime

contractors and have made their reactors available for irradiation of test

assemblies, while the fuel suppliers as subcontractors have fulfilled the

design, analysis, fabrication, data evaluation, and reporting functions.

Status of Advanced Design Research and Development

The principal technical issues in extending burnup are the fuel design and

performance issues of fission-gas release and internal fuel-rod pressure,

cladding corrosion, fuel dimensional and structural changes (e.g., rod
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growth, bowing, grid spring relaxation), and fuel integrity (resistance to

PCI and other failure mechanisms). When burnup is extended in conjunction

with low leakage fuel management and/or longer operating cycles, both of

which are desirable in most cases, burnable absorbers are required.

Desired characteristics of burnable absorbers are: lower end-of-cycle

residual reactivity, ability to tailor burnout characteristics as desired,

improved ability to flatten power distributions, no displacement of fuel or

water, and no extra hardware that requires disposal.

Development of advanced designs for extended burnup has, therefore,

concentrated on PCI-margin enhancing design changes and on improved

burnable absorbers for PWRs. The current irradiation status of

Department-supported advanced design projects is shown in Table I, together

with identification of the advanced design features for each project. The

work on improving resistance to PCI has included the use of a pure

zirconium barrier on the inside surface of the cladding and several other

changes such as copper barriers, graphite coatings, annular pellets, and

large grain size fuel. Ramping in test reactors has shown the pure

zirconium barrier to be highly resistant to PCI failure. The concept is

now in large scale use at the Quad Cities 2 BWR plant; 144 assemblies

incorporating it were placed into the core during that plant's 1981

refueling and 16 of these assemblies were power ramped at the end of their

first cycle, last year, without exhibiting any failures. In support of

improved burnable absorbers for extended burnup PWR application, an

experimental project on U02-Gd203 fuel is under way for the high

concentrations of Gd203 in U02 (typically 4 to 8 percent) that are needed

for extended burnups and extended cycle lengths. This project includes

collecting data on materials properties, performing criticality

measurements, and conducting lead test assembly irradiations. Extended

burnup performance in some designs has been improved by changes in

dimensions and materials to better accommodate fission-gas release and
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TABLE I

POWER REACTOR IRRADIATIONS OF ADVANCED DESIGN FUEL

Utility/Fuel
Supplier/Reactor

Consumers Power/
Exxon/Big Rock
Point

Commonwealth Edison/
GE/Quad Cities 1

Commonwealth Edison/
GE/Quad Cities 2

Arkansas Power &
Light/B&W/ANO 1

Duke Power/B&W/
Oconee 1

Arkansas Power &
Light/CE/ANO 2

Sacramento Municipal
Utility District/
B&W/Rancho Seco

No. of
Assemblies

(Rods)

(88)

4

144

4

4
1

(42)

4

40

Current*/Target
Average Burnup

MWd/kg

26.2

31.0/38.3

14.1/30.0

32.1/>50.0

14.4/>50.0
12.5/13.9

26.0/51.0

17.3/33.0

9.6/33.0

Irradiation Advanced
Period Design Features

Completed Annular Pellets with
Graphite Coated Cladding,
Sphere-Pac Fuel

1979-1986 Barriers: Crystal-Bar Zr,
Lo-Ox Sponge, Cu, Cu on
Oxide

1981-1987 Barriers: Crystal-Bar Zr,
Lo-Ox Sponge

1981-1986 Thicker Cladding, Larger
Plenum, Annular Pellets
(40 Rods), Annealed
Guide Tubes

1983-1989 UO -Gd 03 (High Conc.)
1983-1984 Burnabfe Absorber Rods,

Increased Enrichment,
Annular Pellets,
Reconstitutable Assembly

1981-1988 Combinations of: Annular
Pellets, Graphite-Coated
Cladding, Large Grain
Fuel

1981-1985 Depleted UO2 Axial
Blankets

1983-1986 Natural U02 Axial
Blankets

*As of September 1, 1984

fuel-rod growth. Hot cell work on fuel from these projects has so far been

limited to examination of fuel-rod segments after ramp testing of the

zirconium-barrier fuel and of the various alternate designs of the

Consumers Power/Exxon project, at only moderate burnup levels. Irradiation

of some fuel to higher burnups is continuing for all these projects.

Another improvement in fuel design that is being developed for PWRs is the

use of natural uranium axial blankets. (Similar blankets have been used in

BWRs for many years.) Optimization of this design indicated that natural

uranium pellets extending over about 15 cm at each end of the fuel rod

represented a good compromise between improvements in fuel cycle economics
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and a small loss in thermal margins. After successful operation of four

test assemblies using axial blankets of depleted uranium (to provide better

measurements through larger differences), one utility is now generally

implementing natural uranium axial blanket reloads.

Utility Implementation of Program Results

Implementation by utilities of the fuel and fuel cycle improvements being

developed under the Department's program is one measure of the success of

the program. The zirconium-liner BWR fuel, the PWR axial blankets of

natural uranium, and burnup extension are receiving good acceptance by

utilities. Burnup extension implementation is proceeding in a series of

deliberate steps, the first of which is now being taken for over

three-fourths of the operating reactor capacity in the United States, but

this first increase does not generally require advanced designs. The high

concentration gadolinia burnable absorber development for PWRs is not yet

sufficiently advanced for widespread utility implementation. Firm

decisions to convert to zirconium-liner fuel have been made for 25 BWRs,

owned by 14 utilities. Of these, 18 represent operating reactors and 7

represent initial cores of new reactors. All but one of these units are in

the United States. The economic benefit of this zirconium-liner

implementation by itself is many-fold the cost of the Department's entire

advanced light water reactor fuel development program.
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SITUATION REGARDING ADVANCED FUELS IN THE
FRENCH FAST BREEDER REACTORS PROGRAM

H. BAILLY

CEA, Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Cadarache,
Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France

Abstract

The French long-term alternative programme on advanced fuels for

fast breeder reactors is described. The main emphasis is given to mixed

carbides and nitrides. All stages of the nuclear fuel cycle fabrication,

utilization, reprocessing have been analyzed regarding these types of

fuel.

1. POSITION OF THE FRENCH PROGRAM.

1.1. - General Points on the French LMFBR Program.

It is well known that since France does not have the natural resources to

meet its energy requirements, an important French electronuclear program was

developed very early on. Hence, following an initial gas-graphite reactor

development stage, Electricite de France (EDF) launched a quantitative pres-

surized water reactor (PWR) program.

As of the 31 st. December 1983, the French electronuclear power genera-

tingcapacity was as follows:

- 36 units on the electric network, representing an installed power of

27150 Mwe, including 27 PWR units for a power of 24280 MWe.

- 25 units under construction, which represent a power of 29200 MWe

and correspond to PWR except for 1200 MWe which correspond to the

Super-Phenix 1 breeder reactor at Creys-Malville.
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In 1983, 48 % of the electricity produced was of nuclear origin.

Concurrently with the thermal reactor quantitative program, which is to

ensure the nuclear power supply for France in the coming decades, a continuous

breeder reactor system development program has been conducted in the fol-

lowing stages : start-up of Rapsodie in 1967, of Phenix in 1973, construction and

start-up in the near future of Super-Phenix 1. By developing the breeder reactor

systeme, France is acting on the ineluctable supposition of a depletion in the

world uranium resources, due to the development of electronuclear reactors,

even if this development is currently slower than was anticipated.

It is therefore a question of designing a system which provides a much

better utilization of uranium. But this argument, howewer important it may be

for the future, is not in itself sufficient for an industrial development of a

reactor system, which must compete economically with a well-tried system such

as that of the PWR. Thence, the difference in cost which exists at present

between the LMFBR and the PWR, to the disadvantage of the LMFBR, must

gradually be reduced.

It should be added that, in the initial stages, the plutonium obtained from

the reprocessing of irradiated PWR fuels will be used to supply the breeder

reactors which will succeed Super-Phenix 1.

As regards fuel for the French LMFBR, the oxide fuel was chosen for

Rapsodie and was also retained for Phenix and Super-Phenix 1. It is clear that

the oxide fuel will also be used for the LMFBR which will succeed Super-Phenix

1. Concurrently with the construction and operation of the reactors, all the

stages of the fuel cycle have been set up, since the closure of the cycle is an

essential feature of the breeder reactor concept /1/. At the end of 1983, more

than five Phenix cores had been produced, as well as the first Super-Phenix 1

core. Approximately three Phenix cores had been reprocessed.
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1.2. - Improved Fuel Performances and Development of Alternative Fuels.

1.2.1. Existing Reactors.

As far as the existing LMFBR Phenix and Super-Phenix are con-

cerned, we are endeavouring to improve the burnup, which is essential for

economical considerations. This consists, in the current French program, in

optimizing the oxide fuel, with particular emphasis on the structural

materials (cladding, hexagonal wrapper tube). This will not prevent us from

one day substituting, preferably in Phenix, a non-oxide fuel for an oxide

fuel, at least for a fraction of the core subassemblies; but this other fuel

may not work in the optimized conditions, since the choices made on the

reactor impose a certain number of conditions on the fuel.

1.2.2. Future Reactors.

It would seem necessary that we agree on the concept of advanced

fuel, which is the theme of this meeting. For quite some time, the notion

of advanced fuel for a given type of reactor, was linked to the intrinsic

peformances of a fuel, independently of a reactor project. In this context,

the maximum technical performances were aimed at for an advanced fuel

(e.g. cladding temperature, linear power, burnup), with very little conside-

ration for the economical performances (e.g. easy production, easy repro-

cessing, operating safety).

In view of the stage now reached in the development of electro-

nuclear reactors, an advanced fuel can no longer be sought for its intrinsic

properties alone. The fuel properties must be linked with a reactor project,

and with the associated fuel cycle.

In French, optimization of LMFBR fuel is included in the following

general approach: to obtain a LMFBR system which operates with a KWh

cost as near as possible to that of PWR, while retaining, as well as possible,

the advantage specific to LMFBR of good utilization of uranium.

Consequently, compared with the mixed oxide based fuel which

constitutes our reference solution, an advanced fuel must offer certain of

the following advantages.
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a/ Reduced Reactor Cost.

General factors likely to affect reactor costs can be listed,

taking into account both investment and working costs, hence the core, and

particularly subassemblies, management:

- core size (diameter, pin and subassembly lengths),

- core reactivity, and especially its variation in time,

- degree of fuel compatibility with sodium, in the event of

failure,

- fuel behaviour during different handling and storage phases.

- b/ Reduced Cycle Costs.

The cost of the cycle depends primarily on the:

- cost of fabrication,

- cost of reprocessing,

- burnup.

The first two stations themselves depend on the number of pins,

which may be reduced by increasing the linear power.

c/ Reduced Fuel Mass in the Reactor and Doubling Time.

These are long term objectives which will not have priority in

the initial LMFBR system development stages. Howewer, it is essential

that the choices made for the first power LMFBR do not jeopardize

subsequent compliance with these long term objectives.

A fuel with a high heavy atom content, which can operate at

high linear power, is the step towards meeting these objectives.

The qualities mentioned are those required of a fuel in normal operating

conditions, but safety factors must also be considered. Hence, the behaviour of a

fuel in incidental and accidental conditions will also be a factor of choice, which

may well rule out a fuel worthy of consideration in normal operating conditions.
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It would be restrictive to limit investigations to the fuel itself. For

LMFBR, the core as a whole, fissile section plus blanket section, must be

considered.

For this reason, studies have been carried out, particularly in France, to

see how heterogeneous cores could be best used, either axially or radially. It has

been shown that, according to the optimization retained, heterogeneous cores

made it possible to reach certain of the following objectives:

- increased breeding ratio and reduced doubling time /2/,

- reduction in the reactivity drop in time according to the irradiation

of the fuel /3/,

- reduction in the annual fuel flux to be produced and to be

reprocessed /4/.

The optimization to be retained clearly depends on the strategy adopted

for LMFBR penetration.

Coming back to the advantages which an advanced fuel must offer, these

advantages must be appreciated with respect to a reference fuel, which for us is

the mixed uranium and plutonium oxide based fuel.

This fuel gives satisfaction on a number of points:

- it is easily produced,

- it is easily reprocessed,

- it makes a high burnup level possible.

At present, the burnup of the oxide fuel is not limited by the oxide, but by

the structural materials (cladding, hexagonal wrapper tube), which would also

limit the burnup of other fuels. The French irradiation experience leads us to

think that an oxide based fuel would make it possible to reach a burnup on the

order of 150 000 MWD/T, even if this figure aimed at for the system, cannot be

guaranteed to date.

We estimate that it will be difficult for an advanced fuel to do better than

the oxide on these three points : fabrication, reprocessing, burnup.
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Given that we do not think that a fuel can be better than the oxide fuel in

all areas, we will require an advanced fuel to have the following properties:

- a burnup equal to that of the oxide fuel,

- production and reprocessing costs in the same order of magnitude

than those of the oxide fuels,

- as many as possible of the advantages listed above in a/ and c/.

Having examined the possible rivals, the metal fuel was not retained,

particularly for considerations related to the continuity of the fuel cycle, but we

are considering both the carbide and nitride fuels as alternatives.

A carbide research program has been conducted in France for approxi-

mately 15 years. The fuels were produced in a CEA laboratory at Fontenay-aux-

Roses and irradiated mainly in Rapsodie.

The Fontenay-aux-Roses laboratory was closed and its activities transfer-

red to a new CEA laboratory built on the Cadarache Center. This laboratory has

been operating since the Ist january, 1984.

As for the reactor Rapsodie, it was permanently closed down in 1983, and

the major part of the experimental fuel irradiation program will be carried out in

Phenix.

The transfer of the R & D activities on the plutonium fuels from Fontenay-

aux-Roses to Cadarache and the shutting down of Rapsodie have led to a pause

for a few years in the French advanced fuels program for LMFBR.

2. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

All the technical considerations given concern the carbide and nitride

fuels.

2.1. - Cycle Production and Economy.

2.1.1. Carbide Fuel.

- Production

Experience of carbide fuel production was acquired in French when

preparing experimental pins. This experience was not quantitative, since
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slightly less than 100 carbide-based pins have been irradiated to date, even

if larger quantities have been used for studying and improving the

production process.

The well-known process adopted includes a carbothermic reduction

followed by vacuum sintering.

The production conditions were determined so as not to give hypos-

toichiometric carbide, which would result in the presence of metal

detrimental to the correct operation of the fuel. There is an upper minority

M2C 3 phase, the proportion of which is less than 10 % and will be adjusted

to allow for the dangers of carburation of the cladding.

It should also be remembered that the carbide immediately after

carbothermic reduction is reactive and must be handled in a strictly

controlled atmosphere in order to prevent its composition from being

modified in any way.

Sintering may be carried out with the addition of a small amount of

nickel if a high density is required.

On the whole, the production process is easily reproducible, but the

production operations require close monitoring to prevent any deviation of

the product, whose final properties (higher carbides, oxygen and nitrogen

content) depend on the different production stages.

If the carbide fuel production is compared with that of the oxide fuel,

especially from an economic standpoint, that of the oxide fuel appears the

more favourable.

The carbide fuel production:

- includes one more stage, the carbothermic reduction,

- seems more sensitive to slight variations in the production

parameters.

Moreover, the need to provide against the dangers due to the high

reactivity of the powder obtained by carbothermic reduction must not be

disregarded.
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- Reprocessing.

Reprocessing the carbide fuel by direct dissolution poses problems

linked with the formation of heavy organic products and light organic

compounds which disturb the extraction - reextraction operations. These

compounds will, therefore, have to be destroyed.

The percentage of residual matter also appears to be too high, which

requires optimization studies of the solution and the operating conditions.

Another course consists in a roasting operation prior to dissolution,

converting the carbide to the oxide state.

In neither case is the comparison with the oxide fuel favourable to

the carbide fuel : direct dissolution more difficult or addition of an extra

stage.

- Other Cycle Stages.

The incompatibility of the carbide fuel with water does not facilitate

the problems of fuel evacuation (washing) and storage.

2.1.2. Nitride Fuel.

- Production.

Our experience in the production of nitride based fuel is more limited

than for carbide fuel, since the number of irradiated pins is no more than

ten. However, production process studies have been conducted for a

number of years. As for the carbide based fuel, there are several

production processes. In this way the process by hydriding - dehydriding -

nitriding - sintering was used to prepare the experimental fuels irradiated

in Rapsodie.

At present it would appear that the most industrial process is that by

carbothermic reduction, comparable with the process adopted for the

production of carbide fuel.

Here, carbothermic reduction takes place in nitrogen atmosphere and

the sintering under inert gas.
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The product obtained by this process is not as pure as that obtained

by other processes, but its quality does appear to be compatible with the

requirements concerning resistance under irradiation.

The comparison with the oxide fuel fabrication is roughly the same as

that for the carbide fuel, but it probably compares slightly more favourably

for two reasons:

- The production installations are closer to those of the oxide fuel

than are those for the carbide fuel,

- The powders obtained by carbothermic reduction are less reactive,

which reduces the problems in the production workshop.

- Reprocessing.

Direct dissolution of the nitride fuel does not appear to pose any

problems providing that the carbon content of the nitride fuel is suf-

ficiently low for the specific problems of the carbide fuel not to appear.

14
However there remains the problem linked with C produced by the

neutron captures of 14 N. It is probable that carbon 14 will be transformed

into 1 4C02 during the dissolution. The 1 4C02 must therefore be trapped

with a sufficient efficiency factor, which does not seen impossible.

As far as reprocessing is concerned, the nitride/oxide comparison is very

different from the carbide/oxide comparison. Indeed the nitride fuel seems to

dissolve at a dissolution rate greater than that of the oxide fuel, which is an
14

appreciable advantage. Obviously, the problem linked with C remains to be

solved.

2.2. - Behaviour under Irradiation.

The French irradiation program for carbide and nitride fuels has been

covered by a certain number of publications /5/, /6/, /7/. Up to now this program

has been concerned with approximately 100 pins, irradiated either individually,

or in capsule or in the form of a subassembly.
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In this way, 2 subassemblies of 19 pins were irradiated in Rapsodie, the

irradiation of the latter being interrupted by the permanent closing down of the

reactor, and 3 pins have been irradiated in capsule in Phenix.

The majority of these irradiations concerned a carbide fuel with sodium

bond, a smaller part fuels with helium bond and nitride fuels.

The range of operating conditions was very wide since the linear powers

varied from 500 to 1400 W/cm. Very different types of fuels were studied, since

the smear densities varied from 67 to 92 % of the theoretical density.

35 pins exceeded a burnup of 50000 .MWD/T, and 7 a burnup of 100 000

MWD/T.

Few breaches were noted and there was always a particular reason for

these : incorrect operation of the irradiation unit, poor quality sodium bond,

smear density too high (92 % theoretical density), very high linear power (>1300

W/cm).

It is interesting to note that a failed pin remained in the Rapsodie reactor

for 50 days after breaching without affecting the operation of the reactor.

These results show that high burnup levels may be reached with these fuels,

in spite of the specific problems which they cause, i.e swelling and carburization

of the cladding, as far as the carbide fuels are concerned. Moreover, these

phenomena were studied in detail /8/, /9/, /10/, /11/.

2.3. - Choice of an Advanced Fuel Solution.

As was shown in the first part of this paper, the elements to be considered

in the choice of an advanced fuel element are numerous and probably partially

incompatible.

Even though we are not in France ready to make a proposal, since the oxide

fuel currently gives complete satisfaction, a direction must be opened up for

future programs.

- We estimate that the behaviour of the nitride fuel under irradiation

is at least as good as that of the carbide fuel,
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- We attach considerable importance to the fuel cycle problems. As

far as production is concerned, there is very little difference between the

carbide and nitride fuels. As regards reprocessing, the carbide fuel appears

to us to pose a problem which is difficult to solve, and the nitride fuel

seems to leave a good impression, in spite of the problem posed by carbon

14. Moreover, the economic considerations covering both the production

and the reprocessing lead us to disregard the solution with a sodium bond.

Under these conditions, at present our choice leans towards a nitride fuel

with a helium bond, providing that the neutron penalization due to the N1

captures appears to be tolerable in an optimized LMFBR, for this type of fuel.

The fuel element design (smear density, diameter, diametral gap, etc...)

and its operating conditions (linear power, cladding temperature) are still to be

optimized. Today it would seem that it is not necessary to endeavour to reach

very high linear powers, and we are considering limiting ourselves to linear

powers below 800 W/cm.

Finally, we are not considering the fuel alone in an isolated way but the

whole of the core, in order to examine how best the heterogeneous core concept

can be utilized.

In the coming years, while continuing a minimum irradiation program,

primarily in the Phenix reactor, we will concentrate on lifting a certain number

of pre-requisites in the following fields:

- reprocessing,

- neutronics,

- safety.

Indeed, this last point is important and if we have only made brief

reference to it today, it is because it seems difficult as yet to compare the oxide

fuel with the other fuels, since most of our research and experiments have been

carried out on the oxide fuel.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PLUTONIUM-BASED ADVANCED LMFBR FUELS AND
THORIA-BASED PHWR FUELS IN INDIA

C. GANGULY*
Radiometallurgy Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay, India

Abstract

For self reliance and indigenisation of nuclear power in India
and judicous utilisation of the relatively limitet uranium but
vast thorium resources it is essential to establish the 23U-
23 9Pu and the 232Th-233U fuel cycles for liauid metal cooled
fast breeder reactors (LMFBR) and pressurised heavy water
reactors (PHWR) respectively by the turn of this century. As
a part of this ambitious venture, (UPu)C and (UPu)N advanced
fuels for LMFBR's and ThO 2-PuO 2 and ThO2-U0 2 fuels for PHWR's
have been developed in BARC.

The 42.5 MWt fast breeder test reactor (FBTR) in Kalpakkam
will use 70%PuC - 30 % UC (natural 'U') as the driver fuel
for the first time in the world. 70 % PuN - 30%UN has also
been developed for the same purpose. The process flowsheet
for fabrication of these fuels consist of carbothermic re-
duction of the oxide-graphite mixture followed by cold pressing
and sintering. The first core for FBTR is nearing completion.

Zircaloy clad natural U02 is the reference fuel for the
operating and forthcoming PHWR's in India. However, a R- and
D-programme has been initiated for fabrication and irradiation-
testing of the alternative ThO 2-Pu02 (upto 5 w/o) and ThO2-2 3 3U02
(upto 2 w/o) fuels. A few kilograms of high density (>94% T.D.)
ThO2-Pu0 2 fuel pellets have been fabricated by the conven-
tional cold pressing-sintering route, starting from ThO2 and Pu02
feed powders. For ThO2-

2 3 3 U0 2 fuels, process flowsheets amen-
able to automation and remotisation have been developed using
ThO2 and natural U02. The "pellet impregnation" and the
"gel-pelletisation" processes have been found to be the most
attractive.

The present paper summarizes the fabrication experience of
these fuels on a laboratory and semiproduction scale, high-
lighting the process flowsheets and parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

For self reliance and indigenisation of nuclear power in

India and judicous utilisation of our limited uranium (52,000 tons)

and abundant thorium resources (320,000 tons) the strategy

of natural U0 2 -fuelled pressurised heavy water reactors (PHWR)

* Present address: Institut fur Chemische Technologie, Kernforschungsanlage,
D-5170 Jilich, Federal Republic of Germany.
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followed by a symbiotic combination of plutonium-fuelled

liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactors (LMFBR) and thoria-

based PHWR (Fig. 1), appears to be the most appropriate under

the present situation. All aspects of natural U0 2 -fuelled PHWR,

including fuel fabrication and reprocessing, have been well

established in India in the last fifteen years. The task ahead

is to develop and commercialize LMFBR and thoria-based PHWR

technology by the turn of this century.

I n ̂  X X XIe __.. ._ _.... iT.. r. :..T.
_____.L Th T R

__r__T____
___t." .j XI-s.s clad (UlPu)O f 

stages g (UPu)C or (UPu)N- I Fe 
resources of plutonium and natur blanket uranium. Normally, in such

4at.UZi rcaloy clad zircaloy clad 

ircaluy clad

IL . M33 __

stage I stage II stage III

Fig. 1 Symbiotic combination o on plutonium-based MFB and thoria-based PHWR

As a first step in our LMFBR programme it was decided to set

up a small 42.5 MWt fast breeder test reactor (FBTR) at

Kalpakkam similar to the Rapsodie Fortissimo reactor of France,

and fabricate the fuel for FBTR in Trombay from indigenous

resources of plutonium and natural uranium. Normally, in such

small test reactors the fissile requirement of the core is met

by highly enriched uranium along with plutonium and an

uranium rich(U/U+Pu o 0.6) fuel is used. However, due to

nonavailability of dU in India, the possibility of re-

placing 235U completely by 239Puwas looked into and

76 % PuO2 - 24 % UO 2 (natural) was the initial choice in

place of the already proven 7o % UO 2 - 30 % PuO2 (enriched U)

fuel of Rapsodie. Unfortunately, preliminary metallurgical

investigations revealed that(Uo.24 Pu o.76 )02 is not compatible

with sodium coolant due to formation of Na 3 (Ux Pu_x )0 4

which has a very high swelling rate. Further, it was also not

possible to meet simultaneously all specifications of this
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fuel during fabrication, namely an oxygen to metal ratio of

1.98, a pellet density of 92 + 1 % T. D. and a single phase

microstructure. In view of these difficulties plutonium

rich mixed oxide was not pursued further for FBTR.

The next logical step was to explore the possibility of

developing a plutonium rich monocarbide (MC) or mononitride (MN)

fuel which are recognized as advanced LMFBR fuels on the basis

of their higher heavy atom density, lower light atom fraction

and better thermal conductivity compared to the conventional

mixed oxide fuel. Further, MC and MN have excellent compatibili-

ty with sodium and several MC and MN test pins have demonstrated

satisfactory performance to relatively high burn ups (> 10 a/o)

in a number of small fast breeder test reactors in the 1970's.

However, the investigations on fabrication, properties and

irradiation were limited to uranium rich compositions and no

data was available for MC and MN compositions envisaged in

FBTR (Pu/U + Pu = 0.7).

Initial experiments in Trombay established the feasibility of

fabrication of plutonium rich MC and MN fuels of controlled

density and phase content on a small scale of 60 g and confirmed
(1-4)

the excellent compatibility of these compounds with sodium (

Simultaneously, theoretical studies brought out three main

advantages of 70 % PuC - 30 % UC over its uranium rich counter-

part. First, since plutonium monocarbide has a small range of

carbon solubility, unlike UC which is a line compound, control

of carbon stoichiometry during fabrication could be compara-

tively less stringent. Secondly, the chances of stainless

steel (SS)clad carburisation is lower because Pu 2C 3 has a

lower carbon potential than U2C 3 at all temperatures and a

lower carbon potential than SS-type 316, the cladding material

for FBTR, up to 1000 K. Thirdly, more oxygen impurity could

be tolerated without gas phase carburisation of the cladding

because the partial pressure of CO inequilibrium with pluto-

nium monoxycarbide is much lower than that with uraniummonoxy-

carbide. 70 % PuC - 30 % UC was, therefore, chosen as driver

fuel for FBTR and accordingly a carbide fuel fabrication

laboratory was set up (5) during 1980 - 1982. This facility

has a capacity of producing 1.2 kg of finished carbide fuel

pellets per day, starting from oxide feed materials.
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Routine production of mixed carbide driver fuel for FBTR
(6)started towards the end of 1983

For the thorium utilisation programme, our operating PHWR's

appear to be particularly suited for the Th - 3U cycle.

No major engineering modifications are needed and thoria-
(7)bearing fuels could be introduced in two possible ways

233
First, by assuming that adequate quantities of 233U are

available from the thorium blankets of LMFBR to introduce
233

thorium as ThO2 - 1.5 % UO2. With this fuel composition

it would be possible to achieve simultaneously a burn up

and conversion ratio of 15,000 MWD/ton and 0.95respectively.

However, if the LMFBR programme is delayed as in the present

case, then a part of the plutonium from the operating and

forthcoming PHWR's could be recycled as ThO2 - Pu02 (239Pu

to an extent of about 2.5 %) in a few channels to produce
233 233

some U. This U could then be recycled back into the
233

reactor as ThO2-233 U2 along with more thoria-plutonia.

Thus, the fraction of thorium fuelled channel could be in-

creased with time until the entire reactor is switched

over, during about 20 years, to a self sufficient equili-

brium thorium cycle with a conversion ratio between 1 and

1.05.

232 233
A special feature of the 32Th - 2U cycle is the problem

arising from the penetrating gamma radiation emitted by
232

certain daughter products of 32U which gets slowly accumu-

lated in small quantities due to (n, 2n) reactions occuring

in the thorium fuel. Because of this, fabrication of 232U

bearing ThO2 - 33UO fuels require the use of heavilybearigh2 2
shielded facilities or remote fabrication methods.

2 33
Fabrication of ThO2 - 23U2 fuel pins can be carried out

by the following methods:

(a) cold pressing-sintering

(b) vibro-sol or sphere-pac process

(c) gel-pelletisation or sphere-cal process

(d) pellet-impregnation technique

The major fabrication campaigns reported (8-10) were carried

out either by the conventional "cold pressing-sintering" route

or the "vibro-sol" method. The "cold pressing-sintering" route
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is suitable for high density and high integrity fuel pins but

has the disadvantage of radiotoxic dust hazard because of

build up of U bearing dusts on equipment and glove box/

hot cell surfaces. Hence, frequent decontaminations are needed

in order to keep personnel exposure to minimum. The "vibro-

sol" route avoids fine powders and mainly consists of prepara-

tion of mixed thoria-urania gels of diameter 50 - 1000 am

by a sol or solution-based wet chemical route. The gels are

then fired at high temperatures to form high density (>97 % T.D.)

spherical microspheres of high mechanical strength which are

subsequently packed in the cladding tube by vibratory compaction.

The process can be easily automated but has the limitation of

a maximum achievable smear density of 90 % T.D., compared to

94 % T.D. or more for "pellet-fuel pin", leading to reduction

in the breeding ratio of the fuel. Further, in the event of

accidental breach of the cladding tube, there is the possibility

of more expulsion of fuel particles to the coolant circuit,

leading to gross contamination problems, compared to pellet pins.

The manufacturing advantages of the sol-gel route and the

reactor performance advantages of the pellet route could be

combined in the "gel-pelletisation" or "sphere-cal" process.

The gel-pelletising process uses gel-derived microspheres

rather than fine powder-derived granules as feed material

for pellet pressing. Because of the freeflowing and dust

free nature of microspheres this process provides advantages

of remote processing application while producing the conven-

tional pellet fuel form. The ThO2 - U0 2 gelled microspheres
(11o (12)

could be prepared by the KFA (11) or the SNAM (12) external
(13)

gelation or the KEMA internal gelation processes. How-

ever, these methods have mainly been developed for producing

perfectly spherical, high density and hard microspheres

suitable for 'vibratory compaction" or for subsequent coating

for use in high temperature gas cooled reactors. These gelled

microspheres have been reported (14 not to be suitable

for compaction into pellets and sintering and have often

resulted in cracked pellets or pellets with low density

(< 80 % T.D.). The gelation processes, therefore need

alterations in terms of the gelation technique, drying and

calcination conditions in order to produce soft microspheres
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with low crushing strength and reduced sinterability such

that pellet pressing is easier and uniform densification

take place within and between the microspheres during sintering.

The "impregnation" process consists of fabrication of partially

sintered, low density (< 80 % T.D.) ThO2 pellet in a con-

ventional, unshielded area, impregnating these pellets in

uranylnitrate solution in a shielded facility, followed by

rinsing, drying and high temperature (~ 1973 K) sintering.
233

Thus, fine powders are avoided, handling of 33U is restricted

only in certain parts of the fuel fabrication plant and

process steps like calcination of uranylnitrate, mixing-

grinding of ThO2 and U0 2 powders are not needed. The dis-

advantage is that the amount of open porosities in partially

sintered ThO2 pellets and the solubility of uranium in HNO3,

limits the concentration of the fissile component to less than

5 w/o in this process. This does not however, restrict

its application for fabrication of PHWR fuels because the

optimum 233U enrichment envisaged in ThO 2 - 233U is

1.5 w/o.

The present dissertation summarizes the author's experience in

(a) development of plutonium-rich mixed carbide and

nitride fuels and fabrication of mixed carbide core for

FBTR;

(b) fabrications of ThO2 - Pu02 fuels for irradiation-testing

(c) development of "gel-pelletisation" and "pellet-impregnation"

processes for ThO2 -U0 2 (natural 'U') fuels.

2. PROCESS FLOWSHEET FOR MC AND MN (M = U. 3 Pu 7 )o.3 o.7 

The process flowsheet (Fig. 2) developed in Trombay for

fabrication of plutonium-rich (Pu/U = 2.33) mixed uranium

plutonium monocarbide and mononitride was based on batch sizes

of nearly 60 g and consisted of the following two principal

stages:

(a) "carbothermic synthesis" of MC and MN starting from U0 2

and Pu02 feed powders in the form of clinkers;
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Fig. 2: FLOWSHEET FOR FABRICATION OF MC & MN

FUEL PELLETS FOR FBTR (M=Uo. 3 Puo. 7 )
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(b) crushing and milling of these clinkers followed by

"cold pressing and sintering".

The entire fabrication was carried out in a high purity inert

cover gas (A or N2) containing less than 25 ppm each of oxygen

and moisture because MC and MN are highly susceptible to

oxidation and hydrolysis and are pyrophoric in the powder form.
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Further, stringent control of carbon and nitrogen stoichio-

metries were needed to avoid the metallic phases totally and

to keep the oxygen and higher carbide (for carbide) within

acceptable limits.

2.1 Carbothermic synthesis

The overall reactions taking place during the carbothermic

synthesis of MC and MN are as follows:

Vac. (~1Pa)_
0.3 U0 2 + 0.7 PuO2 + 3 C or (U Pu o. ) C 2 CO2 0A o.3 0.7

N
0.3 U0 2 + 0.7 PuO2 + 1/2 N2 (U o. 3 Pu o.7)N + 2 CO

2 r N 2+8%H 2

For MC, 95 - 99 % of the stoichiometric amount of carbon

was added, assuming that the remaining 1 to 5 % would be the

carbon equivalent of oxygen and nitrogen impurities. For

MN, 10 % excess of the stoichiometric amount of carbon was

added in order to ensure complete conversion of the oxide to

the mononitride.

For efficient carbothemic synthesis the starting U0 2, PuO 2

and C powders were mixed and ground simultaneously in a

planetary ball mill with tungsten carbide balls for an

optimum period of 12 - 16 hours in order to have powder mixtures
2

characterise by high surface area (10 to 20 m /g), high levels

of microhomogeneity and negligible tungsten pick up (< 0.01 %).

These powder mixtures were compacted at optimum pressures of

70 to 140 MPa into a number of short (2 - 3 mm height) and small

diameter (!v 10 mm) tablets in order to increase the contact sur-

face of the oxide and carbon particles, to impart sufficient

strength to the pellets, for further handling and to provide

sufficient porosity in the tablets for easy escape of CO during

carbotheriic reduction. The tablets were loaded in a tantalum

crucible and reduction trials were carried out in induction-

or molybdenum resistance furnaces in the temperature range

1573 - 1873 K for 2 to 8 hours in vacuum/argon for MC and
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nitrogen/nitrogen + 8 % hydrogen for MN. The objective was to

optimise the parameters for achieving (i) enhanced conversion

of oxides, (ii) low plutonium losses by volatilisation (< 5 %)

(iii) minimum amounts of higher carbides or higher nitrides in

the end products and (iv) a sinterable grade powder. Ultrahigh

purity (< 4 ppm each of 02 and H20) grades of argon, nitrogen

and nitrogen + 8 % H2 were used. The synthesised MC and MN

clinkers were crushed and ball milled and the powders were

evaluated by: (i) X-ray diffractometry (XRD) for phase

identification, quantitative estimation and precise lattice

parameter measurement of each phase, and (ii) chemical analysis

for U, Pu, C, N and W contents.

For MC, carbothermic reduction in vacuum (,'- 1 Pa)was found to be

better than that in flowing argon because the optimum temperature

(,c 1673 K) was around 150 - 200 K lower and the soaking period

needed for complete conversion much shorter. Improving the

vacuum beyond 1 Pa at 1673 K did not show significant reduction

in the soaking period. Hence a vacuum of 1 Pa at 1673 K was

considered to be optimum for complete conversion of oxide to

carbide, keeping the plutonium volatilisation losses below 5 %.

The reproducibility of these parameters were confirmed by

repeating several runs under identical conditions. In all these

runs nearly 100 % conversions of oxide to carbides was noticed and

sesquicarbide and carbon contents of the end products were

between 7 - 10 v/o and 4.5 - 4.7 w/o respectively.

For the synthesis of MN, nitrogen served the dual role of the

reactant and carrier for the removal of CO formed during the

reaction. The optimum parameters were found to be a temperature

of 1873 K, a nitrogen flow rate of 0.18 m3 /h at a pressure of

0.1 MPa and a soaking period of 8 hours. The cooling was done

in argon in place of nitrogen in order to decompose any higher

nitrides formed during the synthesis to mononitride. The re-

producibility of these parameters were confirmed by preparing

four different batches of MN. The results may be summarized

as follows:

(a) 100 % conversion of oxide to mononitride in all cases

with no traces of higher nitrides,
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(b) the nitrogen and carbon contents were 5.1 + 0.1 w/o and

0.20 + 0.15 w/o respectively, and

(c) the lattice parameter of MN was between 0.490019 and

0.490063 nm, matching closely with the theoretical value

of 0.490035 nm for (U . Pu 7)N.

2.2 Sintering

The sintering studies aimed at fabricating both high and low

density MC and MN pellets, of nearly single phase, in the

temperature range 1673 - 1923 K byvarying the minimum number

of fabrication parameters A powder milling time of 12 - 16 hours,

using tungsten carbide balls, was adequate to produce fine

powders of surface area in the range of 1.2 to 1.6 m /g.MC

powder could not be milled so easily and coarser powders of

surface area between 1 and 1.2 m2/g were produced after 12 hours

of milling. The use of zinc behenate binder facilitated powder

compaction and also protected the powder from oxidation and

hydrolysis. The binder could be easily debonded by a low tempera-

ture soak for 2 hours below 733 K. The MC and MN powders were

compacted at pressures in the range of 140 - 350 MPa. It was

seen that the compaction pressure in this range had no effect

on the sintered density of the pellets. The MC pellets were

sintered without and with nickel additives (0.4 w/o). For

MN pellets, no sintering aid was intentionally added. The

sintered MC and MN pellets were evaluated by:

(a) visual inspections for chips, cracks, laminations and

overall pellet shape and measurement of both geometrical

and liquid displacement densities,

(b) X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and metallography for cualita-

tive and quantitative phase analysis,

(c) alpha-autoradiography for confirming the homogeneity

of plutonium distribution in the pellets and

(d) chemical analysis for U, Pu, C, N, Ni and W contents.

(Uo.3 Pu o7)C pellets with 0.4 w/o nickel sintered to high

densities (> 95 % T.D.) even at 1673 K in A, A + 8 % H2 and

vacuum but contained 15 - 25 v/o of M2C 3. The M 2C 3 phase
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(a)

MC : WITHO~UT 'N') (X 600 ) MC (WITH 0.4 wA'Ni') (96001
ArBBH+,,lh23 K/ HRS. Ar, 1773 K/4HRS

MN (x400) MN(nE001
Ar+S v/ H, 923K/HS~ Arts+ v/ Ht, 1823K/4HRS

(b)

Fig. 3: Microstructure of sintered MC and MN pellet (M=Uo.3 Puo. 7 )

(a) sintered MC and MN pellets prepared on a small scale

(b) sintered MC from FBTR fuel production lot
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appeared as a white phase (Fig. 3) and its presence was further

confirmed by microhardness testing, where it showed a hardness

value around 1150 DPN compared to around 550 DPN for the MC

matrix.

Without nickel sintering aid, both low density (80 - 88 % T.D.)

and high density (2 95 % T.D.) (Uo 3 Pu 7 )C pellets con-

taining less than 10 w/o M 2C 3 could be fabricated reproducibly

by optimising the sintering temperature between 1723 K

(for 80 % T.D.) and 1923 K (for 95 % T.D.) in A, A + 8 % H2

or vacuum.

(Uo.3 Pu .7)N pellets of controlled densities in the range of

80 - 95 % T.D. could be obtained by optimising the sintering

temperature in the range of 1673 - 1923 K. The pellets sintered

to the same densities in argon, argon + 8 % hydrogen or nitrogen

atmospheres. Small amounts of MO 2 phase, formed as a result of

oxygen pick up during ball milling (even from the high purity

argon environment containing less than 25 ppm each of 02 and

H20) were found to enhance the densification of MN. The

microstructure of MN pellet, thus prepared is shown in Fig. 3.

3. FABRICATION OF MC PELLETS FOR FBTR CORE

On the basis of the small scale (60 g) laboratory experience,

the specification (Table 1) and fabrication facility for

mixed carbide fuel for FBTR were completed during 1982 - 1983.

Judicous extrapolation of the thermophysical properties re-

ported for UC, PuC and 20 % PuC - 80 % UC was utilised to fix

the operating conditions of this fuel in FBTR. The performance

envisaged for this fuel is a burnup of around 3 a/o and a

linear power of 250 W/cm corresponding to which the maximum

temperatures expected for sodium, clad, fuel surface and

fuel centre are 858 K, 880 K, 1548 K and 1654 K.

The fabrication facility has the capacity of delivering

around 1.5 kg of finished carbide fuel pellets per day and

has two wings, one for "pellet production" and the other for

"process control". The pellet production facility consists

of a train of 12 interconnected gloveboxes of individual

volumes between land 2 m housing powder metallurgy equipment
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TABLE 1: SPECIFICATION CF (Pu U )C FUEL PEIhLETS AND
FUEL PIN FOC PBTR 7 0.3

PROPERTY SPECIFICATION

I PELLET

(A) CHEMICAL

Pu 66.0 + 1.0 w/o

Pu (ISOTOPIC) P 2 3
: 94 w/o

Pu24 :- 6 w/o

Pu + U 94 w/o

CARBON < 5.05 w/o

OXYGEN 6000 ppm

OXYGEN
+ . 7500 ppm

NITROGEN

M23 5 to 20 w/o

TUNGSTEN . 200 ppm

TOTAL IMPURITIES . 3000 ppm

(B) PHYSICAL

DIAMETER 4.18 + 0.04 ,.'

HEIGHT 7 Me: NOMINAL

DENSITY 90 + 1 % T.D.

LINEAR &SSS 1.67 + 0.04 G/CM

II PIN

FISSILE COLUMN 320 + 1.5 I1C

TOTAL LENGTH 531.5 + 0.4 MM

like ball mills, sieves, presses, granulators, carbothermic

reduction and sintering furnaces. The "process control"

laboratory houses a BET unit for measurement of specific

surface area of powder, a combined oxygen-nitrogen inert gas

fusion determinator, a carbon analyser and a combined X-ray

diffraction-X ray fluorescence spectrometer. High purity

nitrogen is used as inert cover gas in all glove boxes on an

"once through" basis at a flow rate of 60 - 100 litres/minute

in order to have 3 to 4 box volume changes per hour. The glove

boxes have a high degree of leak tightness, better than 0.02 v/o

per hour, and are maintained at a slightly negative pressure

of -50 to -200 Pa.

The process flowsheet followed for large scale production of MC

was essentially the same as described in Fig. 2 with minor

alteration in the parameters. Around 400 g of oxide-graphite
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mixture is simultaneously mixed and ground for 12 hours in

each bowl of a 3 bowl planetary ball mill using agate bowls

and WC balls. The 1.2 kg oxide-graphite mixture is then

blended and formed into a lot. Each lot is divided into two

equal batches of 600 g, tabletted, loaded in tantalum cups

and subjected to vacuum carbothermic reduction at 1748 K for

4 hours at 1 Pa in Mo/w resistance furnaces using a combi-

nation of mechanical and roots pump. Each vacuum carbothermic

reduction cycle (loading of oxide-graphite mixture to un-

loading of carbide clinkers) took around 10 hours and thus

in two furnaces two lots of mixed carbide clinkers could be

produced per day. Nearly 100 % conversion of oxide to carbide

took place and the monocarbide clinkers has oxygen and sesqui-

carbide in the range of 5000 ppm and 15 w/o respectively.

The plutonium utilisation loss was between 2 - 3 %. The mixed

carbide clinkers are crushed in a cross beater mill and milled

for 12 hours in a 4 bowl planetary ball mill, in lot sizes of

between 0.8 - 1.0 kg in each bowl to produce carbide powders
2

of specific surface area 1 - 1.2 m /g. Next, a binder-

lubricant combination of 1 w/o napthalene and 1 w/o zinc

behenate was admixed to the carbide powder for 1 hour. The

powder is precompacted between 75 and 150 MPa, granulated to

less than 710 pm and finally compacted at 450 MPa in automatic

double action hydraulic presses using tungsten carbide die

punch set of 4.6 mm diameter. The green densities were between

65 and 70 % T.D. The pellets were loaded on tungsten trays

kept on molybdenum charge carriers and dewaxed in flowing

A + 8 % H 2 at 373 - 423 K for 2 hours for removal of naptha-

lene and 623 - 723 K for 2 hours for removal of zincbehenate.

The dewaxed pellets were subsequently sintered at 1923 K for

4 hours in A + 8 % H 2. Ultrahigh purity argon-hydrogen gas

mixture containing less than 4 ppm each of oxygen and moisture

has been used for dewaxing and sintering. The sintered MC

pellets have a shining steel lustre and were inspected for

the specification mentioned in Table 1. The acceptance rate

was over 90 % in all lots. The pellets are stored in a

high purity flowing argon or argon + 8 % H2 gas prior

to encapsulation in cladding tubes. Storing in a static

inert atmosphere of containing around 100 ppm of oxygen and

moisture badly oxidized the carbide pellets in a few hours.
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The sintered carbide pellets which pass the chemical quality

control but do not meet the dimensional and visual examination

specifications are crushed, milled and refabricated. During

milling around 0.4 w/o nickel is added as a sintering aid apart

from zinc-behenate and napthalene. The sintering for these

pellets is done at 1723 K for four hours in A + 8 % H2 resulting

in pellets which meet all specifications. FBTR fuel pin has

an outerdiameter of 5.1 mm and an overall length of 531.5 + 0.4 mm.

The fuel stack length is 320 + 1.5 mm and contains between

40 and 45 sintered pellets of diameter 4.18 + 0.04 mm and

height between 6 and 8 mm. Each pin contains about 54 g of

fuel pellets. 61 pins are clustered to form a subassembly

and 65 subassemblies constitute the full core.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF ThO2-BASED FUELS FOR PHWR

The project on development of thoria-bearing fuels for PHWR's

has been initiated in Trombay since 1980. The main objectives

in the first phase are as follows:

(a) fabrication and irradiation-testing of a few ThO2-PuO2

fuel pin clusters followed by development of the know-how

on U-Pu-Th three stream reprocessing;

(b) development of a suitable process for remote and automated
233

fabrication of high density and high integrity ThO2-233 U02
233

pellets, avoiding the handling of U-bearing fine powders.

A few kilograms of ThO2 - 6 % PuO2 pellets of density around

94 % T.D. have been prepared by the conventional method of

"cold pressing and sintering", starting from ThO2 and PuO2

powders, for fabricating a 5-pin cluster for irradiation

in the pressurised water loop of the CIRUS reactor in Trombay (

Preliminary investigations have been carried out to explore

the feasibility of the "pellet impregnation" and "gel-pelleti-

sation" processes for fabrication of high density ThO2-U0 2

pellets. Natural uranium was used for these develpment works.

4.1 Pellet-impregnation experiments

(17)
The main objective of these experiments ( were to determine

the maximum quantity of urania which could be introduced in
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ThO2 pellet and to determine the homogeneity of the uranium

distribution. The steps are as follows:

(a) preparation of partially sintered, low density (70-80 % T.D.)

ThO2 pellets by cold pressing of ThO2 powder followed by

sintering at low temperatures (1273 - 1473 K);

(b) impregnation of these pellets in 6 M uranylnitrate solution

for 15 - 30 minutes under a rough vacuum of around 100 Pa

according to the experimental set up shown schematically

in Fig. 4. 6 M solution is nearly the upper limit of

uranium solubility in HNO 3;

(c) rinsing and vacuum drying at 383 K for 24 hours;

(d) sintering at 1923 K for 4 hours in A + 8 % H 2 atmosphere;

(e) cutting transverse and long itudinal sections from

sintered pellets for X-ray diffractometry (XRD), X-ray

fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) and electronprobemicro-

analysis (EPMA).

Beaker containing

ThO2 pellets and

uranylnitrate solution

stirring bar

Magnetic stirrer

vacuum pump

Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of ThO2 pellet impregnation set-up
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The main observations are that ThO2-UO2 pellets of high den-

sity (2 94 % T.D.) having a homogeneous distribution of

uranium in the form of ThO2-U0 2 solid solution can be re-

producibly prepared by the "pellet-impregnation" technique.

The EPMA of cut sections (Fig. 5) has shown that the homo-

geneity of uranium distribution significantly improves

after sintering and is comparable to ThO2 -U0 2 pellets prepared

by the conventional "cold pressing sintering" route. The

upper limit of uranium which could be reproducibly introduced in

thoria by this method is only 2 w/o. This however, does not

restrict the application of the process for PHWR fuels because
233

the optimum fissile ( 233U) enrichment envisaged for a burnup

of 15,000 MWD/ton and a breeding ratio of 0.95 is 1.5 % 233U.

t A

x+0'5
AO 

A 0 0

"S~ ~ ~ _ _ _____O 00
4 -O ° O °° 8° ° - -o-O-O---°o-A-°O D

0 0 0 Do

x-0'5 _ 
A

Distance from one end of transverse section

Fig. 5: Uranium distribution in ThO2-U0 2 pellet by EPMA

A Green pellet after impregnation

0 Impregnation pellet after sintering
Pellet by conventional cold pressing-sintering

4.2 Gel-pelletisation process

The standard KFA external gelation process (11), developed for

ThO2-U0 2 kernels for coated fuel particles for high temperature

gas cooled reactors (HTGR), is being modified to tailor make

mixed oxide microspheres for compaction into pellets and

sintering to high density. The basic process flowsheet along

with the modifications planned is shown in Fig. 6.
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PROBABLE ADDITIVES
PVA (for gelling)
Carbonblack (pore former
THFA (stabilisation of

suspension)

Th(NO 3 )4 + UO 2 (NO 3)2 SOLUTION

Itn' - 1' MI" "'

1 SINTERING AID

(Ca or Mg) nitrate

NH gas SOL PREPARATION

DROPLET FORMATION
(horizontal vibrating
nozzle 600-800)jm )

NH gas O

H20, 1 %NHOH
-----

GELATION
(NH3 + 4 M N14NO 3/1 bath)

r
- off gas

M-* waste waterPARTICLE WASHING

PARTICLE DRYING (air)
(belt, 473 K, 0'25 h; oven, 383 K, 24 h)

(blt . DRIN (air_

CALCINATION

REMOVAL OF PORE FORMER
(473-1073 K, 2-8 h, air or A + 4 % H2 ) A

COMPACTION OF MICROSPHERE
(350-560 MPa)

SINTERING THE PELLETS

(1973 K, 4 h, A + 4 % H,)

off gas

0'2 w/o stearic acid
in acetone for
die-wall lubrication

-- off gas

)2-U02 fuel adaptingThCFig. 6: Flowsheet for gel-pelletisation of

the KFA external gelation process

Preliminary investigations have been carried out with ThO2- 2 w/o

microspheres prepared from feed solutions of molarity between

0.8 and2.5, with and without CaO or MgO sintering aids and with

calcination temperatures between 473 K and 1073 K. Microspheres

containing pore formers and stabilisers will be taken up in the

next phase of the investigation. The compaction of microspheres

has been done with die-wall lubrication at pressures ranging
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between 350 MPa and 560 MPa. Admixed binder (napthalene)

and lubricant (zinc stearate or zinc behenate) will be tried

latter. The sintering has been done in the temperature range

1773 K - 1973 K in A + 4 % H2, air and CO 2.

The highest pellet density obtained so far is 92 + 1 % T.D.,

using air-oven dried (383 K, 24 hours)microspheres prepared

from 1.5 M feed solution, containing around 5000 ppm of

CaO, with a specific surface area of 180 m2/g, pressed at

560 MPa and sintered at 1973 K in A + 4 % H2. Microspheres,

containing no CaO, prepared, pressed and sintered under identi-

cal conditions and having a specific surface area of 170 m2/g

yielded pellets of maximum density 85 + 1 % T.D.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 7: Microstructure of gel-pelletised ThO2-2 w/o UO2 sintered pellets

(a) As polished (x50) (b) SEM (x1000) (c) SEM (x3600)
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Figure 7 shows the microstructure of a high density ThO 2 -

2 % U0 2 sintered pellet. The SEM structures show densification

within and between the microspheres. Further investgations are

in progress.
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SOME ASPECTS OF IMPROVEMENTS OF VVER-TYPE FUELS
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V.I. SOLYANY, G.I. SUKHANOV
All-Union Research Institute for Inorganic Materials,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The work presently carried out to improve the existing designs of

fuel rods and assemblies for the Soviet-type PWR - WER is described. It

is aimed at the solution of the following problems: to more-effectively

use uranium to fulfill the required operating parameters and to reduce

the load on fuel fabrication and reprocessing plants. The main emphasis

is given to the increase of burnup and load follow operation.

1. Background

In compliance with the programme of the development of nuclear

power in the USSR much importance is attached to NPP with WVVR 

type reactors. Thus, 23 units with VVER-440 and 3 units with

VVER-1000 are being presently operated. It is planned that by 1990

VVER NPP's will have been constructed of the total power about

37000 MW(e); the countries CMEA being included. The technical cha-

racteristics of the WVER cores of different generations are listed

in table 1.

Despite the fact that as applied to VVER-type reactors theore-

tical and design work [1,2] on different chalinging versions of

fuel is being conducted (use of thorium metal in a fuel cycle,

higher density fuel, increased number of fuel rods in a core etc),

the present design of fuel rods and fuel assemblies will be essen-

tially retained in the nearest future. The principal characteris-

tics of VVER subassemblies and fuel rods are tabulated in table 2.

)WER is a pressurized water nuclear power reactor.
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Table 1

Design Parameters of Batch VVER Reactors

Parameters Units WER-440 WER-1000 WER-1000
two years three years

Reactor heat rating MW 1375 3000 3000

Coolant pressure kgf/cm 2 125 160 160

Coolant temperature
inlet °C 268 290 290
outlet °C 296 320 320

Average linear heating
of fuels W/cm 127 167 167

Burnup of discharged MW.day
fuel tU 28000 28000 40000

Maximum linear heating
of fuels W/cm 330 490 490

Table 2

Main Parameters of Design Fuels for Batch WER

Reactors

Parameters Units VVER-440 VVER-1000 VVWR-1000
two years three years

Clad outer diameter mm 9.1 9.1 9.1

Clad minimum thickness mm 0.6 0.63 0.63

Fuel-clad diametral
gap mm 0.12-0.27 0.16-0.27 0.16-0.27

Volume of plenum cm3 4 11 12

Fuel rod length mm 2570 3840 3840

Fuel column length mm 2420 3510 3530

Minimum fuel density g/cm 3 10.4 10.4 10.4

Central hole diameter mm 1.2 1.4 2.2

Helium pressure 2
underneatch clad kgf/cm 1 20...25 17.5...22.5
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The work presently carried on to improve the existent designs

of fuel rods and subassemblies is principally dictated by the cur-

rent reasons of economy and aimed at the solution of the following

problems:

- to more effectively use uranium;

- to fulfill the required operating parameters;

- to reduce the load on fuel rod plants and radiochemical

works.

The above economical reasons and tasks are intimately con-

nected with the technical problems of achieving high fuel burn-ups

and future operation of VVER reactors under follow up conditions.

It is from the viewpoint of the above problems that the paper

discusses some aspects of improving the VVER-type fuel rods.

2. Increase of Burnup

At present the service life of WER-440 fuel rods is three

years and that of VVER-1000 is two years. The average fuel burnup

is not above 30000 MW.day/tU. In the nearest future the WER-1000

reactor is scheduled to be operated with three refuellings. For

this purpose to improve the characteristics of a fuel cycle it is

suggested to increase the average fuel burnup to 40000 MW.day/tU.

This is planned to be reached through an insignificant increase of

fuel enrichment with the concurrent optimization of refuelling

procedure and in future through a decrease of the amount of core

structural materials of high neutron absorption (mainly stainless

steel).

On the whole, the realization of the idea of higher fuel

burnup is associated with an alteration of some characteristics of

cores which can significantly influence their performance. The al-

terations and their possible effects are listed in table 3. In the

majority of cases they assist the higher fuel-clad interaction.

Besides, they can lead to the fact that some design requirements
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Table 3

Possible Effects Produced by Increased Burnup of

WER Fuels

Change of Parameter Possible Processes and their Effects

Increase of burnup .increased accumulation -increased swelling (gas
of fission products in and solid)
fuel -increased gas release

(in absolute units)
-increased amount of
aggressive fission pro-
ducts

-more intimate fuel-clad
contact

Increase of durat- .higher corrosion -reduction of plasti-
ion effect of coolant on city

clad
.increased irradiation
induced damageability
of clad material
.increased number of -increased damage-
cycles under transient ability induced by
conductions cyclic loading
.increase of accumulat- -more intimate fuel-clad
ed residual compres- contact
sion strain on creep
.high irradiation in-
duced growth

Increased shuff- . increased handling -increased displacement
ling (rearrange- of fuel of fuel pellets and
ment) of sub- their fragments
assemblies

will not be met. The results of design and experimental studies

showed that the total pressure of helium and fission gases can

reach 24 MPa at the end of a three year service life of a WER-1000

fuel rod of the present design. This pressure is higher (by 8 MPa)

than that of a coolant which is impermissible.

The above circumstances as applied to the reactor WER-1000

having a three year fuel cycle will require alterations to be

effected in the shape of fuel pellets as well as optimization of
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initial helium filling of fuel rods. During operation the gas

pressure will be reduced to a greater degree through a decrease

in the effective density of fuel and to a lesser degree through an

enlargement of a plenum volume and a reduction of the initial

helium pressure. The effective fuel density will be reduced through

an extension of a pellet hole diameter (from 1.4 mm to 2.2 mm) and

the rounding of edges.

For VVER-1000 reactors to operate with a three year fuel cycle

the analysis of the available data and a complex of new reactor

investigations including full-scale life-time tests at the Vth

unit of the NV NPP are being carried on .

There is successful experience [3] in reaching burnups up to

100000 MW.day/tU in shortened fuel rods of the VVER-440 type and

up to 50000 MW.day/tU in fuel rods of commercial WER-440 sub-

assemblies that have operated in the core for about five years.

The results of post-irradiation examinations of the commercial

WER-440 sub-assembly that has operated for 1748 days and reached

the average burnup of 48900 MW.day/tU are tabulated in table 6.

Table 6

Main Results of Studies of VVER-440 Commercial

Subassembly Irradiated to Burnup of 48900 MW.day/tU

Parameter Value

1. Thickness of oxide film less than 3 mom

2. Local corrosion not observed

3. Hydrogen content less than 0.002% mass

4. Hydride orientation preferentially annular

5. Short-term mechanical properties:
at 20°C ultimate strength ~ 550 MPa

total elongation 15%
at 3500 C ultimate strength - 300 MPa

total elongation ~ 20%
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The list of the principal problems studied in research reactors

as applied to the WVER-1000 reactor is given in table 4. In most

cases the tests were performed under more rigid conditions. Thus,

e.g., in the MR 16 reactor tests of non-commercial assemblies, con-

taining 208 fuel rods

- the maximum linear heating was 550 W/cm;

- the maximum test time was 21300 hours;

- the average fuel burnup was 47900 MW.day/tU while the

maximum one was 76400 MW.day/tU.

Table 4

Principal Problems Studied in MR, SN-2 and MIR

Tests

Varied parameters Problems under study

Pellets with different-central
holes ( 0 1.4 mm and 0 2.2 mm)
and shapes of edges (chamfer,
rounding off)

Different clad materials:
H-1 alloy, H-1 alloy with high-
er oxygen content

Different initial filling with
helium:
0.1 MPa, 1 MPa, 2 MPa, 2.5 MPa

Different discontinuities of
fuel column
3 mm, 8 mm, 13 mm, 16 mm

Different types of fixing arms

-pressure and gas release in fuel,
- change of a central hole with
burnup,
-clad distortion (elongation,
upset and ridges),
-fuel integrity

-corrosion condition,
-clad distortion (elongation,
upset and ridges),
-residual plasticity,
-fatigue

-PG pressure,
-gas release
-clad distortion (elongation,
upset and ridges)

-power rating bursts in discon-
tinuity regions,
-distortions in discontinuity
regions (upset, ridges)

-continuity of fuel column,
-clad distortion

The main results of the tests that are listed in table 5

indicate considerable margins of serviceability of VVER-type fuel

rods. One should particularly point out the high plastic properties
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Table 5

Main Result of MR Tests of ShortenedWER-1000 Fuels

Parameter Value

1. Thickness of corrosion film less than 3 mcm

2. Local corrosion not observed

3. Hydrogen content less than 0.008% mass

4. Hydride orientation preferentially annular

5. Short-term mechanical properties:
at 20°C ultimate strength 570-640 MLa

total elongation 13-16%
at 350°C ultimate strength 320-400 MPa

total elongation 17-26%

of Zr+1% Nb alloy irradiated to high integral doses ( 1022 n/cm2 )

which is essential for the accomodation of possible local strains

and stresses.

3. Load Follow Operation

It is planned that in future VVER plants will take part in

fulfilling a changeable schedule of power system loading. At present

the requirements for NPP of this type envisage the possibility of

daily 5-8 hour and weekly 24-55 hour stutdowns; higher rates of

load changes 1-4% of the nominal power per a minute, keeping the

units in operation on short-term reduction of current frequency.

Such modes of a reactor operation can most adversely affect the ser-

viceability of fuels. At present it is generally acknowledged that

even more reduced transients that take place in the existent NPP

are the principal cause of a premature fuel failure. It follows from

this that the fuel designs developed for base loads will have lower

margins of strength in load follow operation modes.

Improvements of fuel designs to increase the serviceability

under conditions of load follow involve some difficulties and re-
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quire additional studies that are being carried on in the Soviet

Union along the following lines:

- development of design and engineering solutions;

- determination of the most favourable modes of power changes;

- reactor tests.

Development of design and engineering solutions is at present

associated with the following tasks;

- optimization of fuel pellets as to their shape, geometry,

density and structure;

- optimization of the initial fuel-clad gap and helium

pressure;

- choice of a clad material;

- protective coating of the inner clad surface;

- development of fuel having a higher plasticity at operating

temperatures.

Determination of most favourable modes of power changes prima-

rily involves determination of criteria of reliable fuel operation

under transient conditions. In this connection the study of the

extreme condition of clads that is responsible for corrosion crack-

ing becomes a determining factor. Consideration is given to two al-

ternative concepts:

a) clad of a low yield strength plastic material;

b) clad of a moderately plastic high yield strength material.

In this connection comparative tests are being conducted of

Zr+1% Nb and Zr+1% Nb alloyed with oxygen. Versions of clads are

also being considered with the inner surface plated with a pure

zirconium layer several tens microns thick.

Reactor tests of the principal results of design-engineering

and design jobs are carried out in research reactors MR, SM-2, MIR

using different devices to create variable heat loads on non-com-

mercial fuel rods ( with the help of HIe4 mechanical systems) [4,5] .
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As far as in-reactor investigations are concerned the principal

question that requires detailed studies is the fission gas release

and volative products and their subsequents migration inside a fuel

rod.

In conclusion it should be noted that the above mentioned im-

provements of the WER fuel rods are closely connected to the im-

provements of operating VVER's that are being realized or planned

to be realized in the nearest future. In a more remote future impro-

vements of fuel rods will be determined by the programme of develop-

ment of modernized WER oriented to a closed fuel cycle and a com-

bined operation with fast breeder reactors.
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Abstract

Design Characteristic

HTR fuel development in the Federal Republic of Germany, design

characteristics for THTR and LEU-fuel elements are described, as well as,

the status of product quality and status of fuel element qualification.

The excellent performance of HTR fuel elements with TRISO, within a

series of irradiation experiments has been shown.

1. REVIEW

The HTR situation in Germany is characterized by the completion

of the THTR and by the efforts of the reactor industries towards

commercialization of the plants subsequent to the TH'R. This

means at least two reactors, the THTR and its successor are at

the same time in the center of the German HTR landscape.

The development of the THTR fuel element started in the mid six-

ties and resulted in the production of this fuel element beain-

ning in 1971 (FIG. 1). From this date the chief task of the

development in the field of the spherical fuel element was sup-

porting this production.

At the same time we were concerned with the prismatic fuel

element. The development activities aimed in enabling our company

to produce the GA-type element, a machined graphite block with

inserted fuel rods. Furthermore, in this time the replacement of

this element by the monolithic moulded block was a lonc-term

goal.
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1965 THTR FUEL ELEMENT

1971 PRISMATIC F.E. THTR F.E. PRODUCTION
MACHINED BLOCK GAT SUPPORTING DEVE-
MOLDED BLOCK HOBEG LOPMENT

1976 SPHERICAL F.E. FOR PNP/HHT HEU-CYCLE

IMPROVED THTR-F.E.
FEED/BREED UCO-TRISO/THO2-TRISO
MIXED OXIDE TRISO

1980 LEU FUEL ELEMENT FOR THTR FOLLOW-UP

PLANTS (HTR-500, MRS)

HTR FUEL ELEMENT
DEVELOPMENT

FIG. 1.

Due to the change of the HTR-situation in the USA the German HTR-

projects returned to the pebble bed reactor in 1976. Now the main

goal of the fuel element development was to provide an element

valid as well for direct cycle plants as for process heat

reactors.

Within these activities, three types of coated particle fuel have

been investigated as potential candidates:

- Improved THTR-type fuel, where improved means a lower fraction

of exposed heavy metal in the coating layer resulting in a

corresponding lower matrix contamination

- Feed/breed fuel where the fuel element contains separate

fissile (93 % enriched uranium) and fertile (thorium) material

in differently dimensioned coated particles both of the TPISO-

type

- Mixed oxide fuel of TRISO-type

In 1979 the decision was settled the mixed oxide TRISO-coated

particle to be the reference particle for the HETJ-fuel cvcle. In

the same year in Germany the LEU fuel cycle was favoured for
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potential THTR-follow-up plants. The closing of the fuel cycle hv

partial application of the light water reactor reprocessing tech-

nology was one main reason for this change.

2. DESIGN AND REQUIREMENTS

What are the typical differences of the design of the first fuel

element type of this series, the THTR fuel element and the last,

the fuel element for the THTR successor plant? (FIG. 2).

THTR-F.E. LEU-F.E.

KERNELS

COATING

FUEL ELEMENT

MIXED OXIDE

(U/Th)02

= 400pm

HTI- BISO

-40000 C.P./F.E.

(11g HM/F.E.)

URANIUM OXIDE

UO 2

= 500pm

LTI-TRISO

-15000 C.P./FE.

(109 HM/F.E.)

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS FOR
THTR-AND LEU-FUEL ELEMENTS

FIG. 2.

The mixed oxide kernels of the THTR fuel element have a U:Th-

ratio of 1:10 and a mean diameter of 400 pm. The U02-kernels of

the other fuel element type have a mean diameter of 500 pm.

The coating design is characterized by the kevwords HTI-BISO and

LTI-TRISO. The metallographic section of the THTR-particle shows

the coating layer sequence (FIG. 3): the porous buffer laver,

which provides void volume for gaseous fission products, and the

dense, gas-tight isotropic outer pyrocarbon laver deposited at a
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I

MIXED OXIDE MIXED OXIDE FEED/BREED
HTI BISO LTI-TRISO LTI-TRISO
KERNEL 0 400 im KERNEL0 500 pm KERNEL0200/500pm

FIG.3. PARTICLE TYPES

temperature of about 2000°C. The dense, isotronic pvrocarbon

layers of the LTI-TRISO coating, however, are deposited at a

temperature of about 1300°C. To improve the retention of solid

fission products an additional silicon carbide laver is sand-

wiched between the dense pyrocarbon layers.

The total heavy metal loading is nearly equal in the two fuel

element types. Due to the larger kernel diameter of the TRISO-

coated particle the quantity of these particles within one fuel

element is significantly lower than in case of the RISO-particles

(FIG. 2).

The most important target of the fuel element development in the

last years was - and up to now is - a significant improvement of

the fission product retention in comparison to the THTR fuel ele-

ment - even at mean fuel temperatures which are some 250°C higher

than in the case of the THTR (FIG. 4). As previously mentioned it

was necessary to introduce the TRISO-coatinq to meet this

requirement.

To ensure the efficiency of the SiC-layer the fraction of exposed

heavy metal, which equates to the fraction of defective SiC-

layers, is designed to be lower than 60 x 10- 6 due to
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THTR-FE. LEU-F.E.

FRACTION OF FREE

HEAVY METAL

- DUE TO FABRICATION 500 10-6 60.10-6

- DUE TO OPERATION 2000-10-6 200-10-6

REACTOR PARAMETERS

- TEMPERATURE °C 650 900

-BURN UP % FIMA 11,4 11

- FAST FLUENCE CM- 2 4,5.1021 3,5.1021

FUEL ELEMENT
KEY DATA

FIG. 4.

fabrication and 200 x 10 6 due to operation, where 60 x 10-6

is equivalent to one defective particle per fuel element.

The table shows that the corresponding data for the THTR fuel

element are higher by one order of magnitude. Furthermore

irradiation tests have shown that the THTR fuel particles may

achieve unallowable defect fractions under the operation

conditions of the THTR successor plants.

5. TOPICS OF FUEL ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT

Following the differences of design and requirements the develop-

ment activities concentrate on the following three items (FIG. 5):

. The well known gel precipitation process, developed for mixed

oxide and thorium oxide kernels has to he modified with reqard

to characteristics of the uranium chemistry.

· For introduction of the TRISO-coating with extremely low defect

rates and a stepwise increase of the coating hatch size up to

10 kg - central points of our program - a coater with an

adequate inner coating tube diameter of 400 mm was put into

operation. To improve the irradiation behaviour additional

efforts were made to reduce the bandwidths of the different

coating layer properties to the lowest possible ranges.
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* PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURE OF
UO2 - KERNELS

* INTRODUCTION OF TRISO-COATING

WITH EMPHASIS ON LOW DEFECT

FRACTION OF SIC-LAYERS

* SPHERE-FORMATION WITH EMPHASIS

ON LOW DEFECT FRACTION OF

SIC-LAYERS

TOPICS OF FUEL ELEMENT
DEVELOPMENT

FIG. 5.

The key problem in the development of the fuel element

manufacture again is the optimum retention of fission

products, which requires low coating defect rates due to the

manufacture of the fuel element spheres. Two defect

mechanisms during the sphere formation process have been

identified:

- adjacent particles crack during moulding if insufficient

overcoating of the particles is applied

- extremely odd-shaped particles cannot withstand the pressure

applied during moulding

Therefore we improved the overcoating technology to obtain

sufficient quality and developed a special classification method

to separate all odd shaped particles.

4. STATUS OF PRODUCT QUALITY

Now, what is the result of all our efforts? Let me aive the

answer by showing you the essential data of the product qualitv

and the data describing the irradiation behaviour of this

product.
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The standard deviation of the kernel diameter is about 1.5 to

2 %, this means about 10 pm (FIG. 6).

- RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION OF KERNEL

DIAMETER: 1.5-2%

-ROUNDNESS

90% OF THE KERNELS FULFILL 0max s1.15
0min

-ODD SHAPE KERNEL FRACTION

(E.G. FRAGMENTS,TWINS) < 1 PER 100000

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS
OF FUEL KERNELS FIG.6.

For 90 % of the kernels the ratio of maximum diameter to minimum

diameter is less than 1.15.

The fraction of odd shaped kernels is less than 10 5 .

Additionally to this viewqraph it should be mentioned that the

density is near to the theoretical density. This quality meets

all requirements of the target specifications for J02-kernels.

FIG. 7 shows the data for thickness and densitv of all lavers,

furthermore the anisotropy of the two dense pyrocarhon layers.

BUFFER LAYER:

INNER PyC LAYER:

SiC LAYER:

OUTER PyC LAYER:

THICKNESS 92±13pm
DENSITY .97g/cm3

THICKNESS
DENSITY
ANISOTROPY
THICKNESS
DENSITY

THICKNESS
DENSITY
ANISOTROPY

394 pm
1.91g/cm 3

1.05
35* 2 pm
3.2 g/cm3

40±3pm
1.91 g/cm 3

1.02

6x10-6
FRACTION OF LAYER
DEFECTS:

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS
OF COATED PARTICLES FIG7.
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However, with regard to our chief development target the

fraction of defective SiC-layers is the most important property.

6 x 106 is a good basis to reach the target value of

60 x 10 - 6 for fuel elements.

All these data covering the quality of the coating fulfill the

requests of the target specifications.

In FIG. 8 the chief properties defining the quality of the

spherical fuel element are shown.

The crushing strength is the force to crush a fuel element

between parallel steel plates. The force is measured parallel

and perpendicular to the equator of the sphere.

The free fall test index is the number of drops from a height of

4 m on a pebble bed before a damage can be seen.

R S
-CRUSHING STRENGTH II EQUATOR 26.3 0.4

(kN) I EQUATOR 23.7 0.3

-FREE FALL TEST INDEX 638 -
(NUMBER OF DROPS BEFORE DAMAGE)

-CORROSION RATE AT 9000 C 0.08 0.01

(mg cm -2 h-') AT1000 0C 0.70 0.05

- ABRASION 2.89 0.72

(mg h-')

-FRACTION OF DEFECTIVE 13.4x10-0 2.8x10 - '
COATED PARTICLES EOIV.TO 1DEFECTIVE COATED PARTICLE

WITHIN 4 FUEL ELEMENTS

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE SPHERICAL FUEL ELEMENT

FIG. 8.

Corrosion rate is the mean weight loss of the sphere related to

time and sphere surface in a helium atmosphere containing

1 vol. % of water.

The abrasion is the specific weight loss per sphere and time unit

in a test where 20 spheres are filled into a special rotating

steel drum.
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All these data only depend on the graphitic matrix material of

the fuel element, there is no impact from the used particle

system, thus they are valid for THTR fuel element, too.

The efforts to reduce the fabrication induced particle defect

fraction below the design value of 60 x 10 were successfull.

16This is demonstrated by the figure 13 x 10, which is

equivalent to one defective particle within 4 fuel elements.

5. STATUS OF FUEL ELEMENT OUALIFICAMION

After the presentation of the status of the product quality now

to the operation behaviour of this fuel element. The qualifica-

tion is performed within a comprehensive irradiation program.

EXPERIMENT TEMP. FLUENCE BURNUP FRACTIONAL
°C 102 cmni %FIMA RELEASE

E>16fJ Kr-85m

REFERENCE 1200 4,0 8,5 3 10i
TEST 1000 6,0 10,1 2 *10'

OVERLOAD 1200 1 9108
TEST 1000 8 80 116 10-

BURNUP

INVESTIGATION 1200 < 1 12,0 2.10-8

RELEASE FROM 1200 12,7 6 103

SPARTICLEST 1000 -1,5 10,7 3 10- 3

DESIGNED
COATING DEF. 800 J 11,1 310- 3

HTR - FUEL ELEMENTS:
IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS

FIG. 9.

The structure and the results of the program are shown in FIG. 9.

First to the structure:

- The conditions of the reference test enclose the requests of

the THTR successor plants on temperature, fast fluence and

burnup.

- In the overload test the conditions exceed the requests to

investigate design limits.
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- Burnup investigations are performed to seperate effects

controlled by burnup from neutron induced effects.

- The goal of the last test was to obtain informations about

the retention capablility of bare kernels. For this purpose

the samples contain a certain quantity of particles only being

coated with a buffer layer.

Now to the results: the fractional release of Kr-85 m remained

in any case at levels low enough to demonstrate that none of the

particles has failed. The fission gas release of the kernels

in the last test was in agreement with the theoretical

prediction.

For the reference test FIG. 10 shows the relative fission qas release

data depending on irradiation time. The release slightly increases up

to a level of 10 7 at the end of the test. This level is about one

magnitude below the release rate of one failed particle per test

element.

E 10
tn

RELEASE EQUIVALENT OF 1 DEFECTIVE PARTICLE

4 10-7 FUEL TEMPERATURE i==

U l* FUEL TEMPE RATUR E
'J ^^^^ 1000°C

0 10
I.

so 100 150 200 250 300 360

IRRADIATION TIME(EFPD)

IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS/
REFERENCE EXPERIMENT

FIG. 10.

The detailed evaluation of this function shows that the source

of this noble gas release are the natural uranium and thorium

impurities of the fuel element matrix graphite.
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6. OUTLOOK

To give an outlook at the end of my presentation I can state,

that all these results are a good basis for

- transferring the fabrication process from development scale

into a pilot line for production

- completion of the irradiation test series by a proof test,

using near-production material and following the real

operation conditions of the next German HTR plant.
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Abstract

Density and correct diameter of nuclear fuel pellets are

usually achieved by sintering and subsequent circular grinding.

Hot impact densification (HID) thermally squatted ceramic bodies

can be directly high speed precision-molded in a cold die. For

thermoshock-sensitive materials, a controlled cooling down

procedure of some minutes is added. The feasibility of HID

has been demonstrated on the laboratory scale on UO 2 , UC, and

some other ceramic materials at temperatures between 1930 and

2530 K, pressures up to 800 MN/m2. Tool wear seems to be no

problem. The pellet shape tolerances are very close. In a post

sintering test, no significant changes in geometry was observed.

The structure of the fuel pellets is very homogeneous obtained

by ceramografic analysis. Currently a prototype facility for the

economical fabrication of fuel pellets is being erected.

The test runs of the single construction groups are in progress.

1. Introduction

Ceramic fuel pellets are at present exclusively fabricated

according to the press/sinter procedure. Completely different

aspects are considered in a new method, the hot impact densi-

fication (HID) method, in which the fuel is directly processed

to pellets with close dimensional tolerances by high speed

shaping in the plastic temperature region of ceramic material.
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2. Principle of the Procedure and Advantages (1 - 4)

In the HID procedure, a handleable premolded green pellet is

heated to temperatures > 2030 K and subsequently densified and

shaped in a cold die so fast that heat exchange cannot occur

between pellet and tool. The pellet leaves the die still in

the plastic temperature region; it is stable enough, however,

to withstand the dynamic stresses of the ejection process

without damage. An essential feature of the procedure is that,

as opposed to other hot press methods, heat and pressure are

largely decoupled, effecting the pellet jointly only for a very

short time (- 1 ms). Therefore, all interactions between pellet

and tool requiring a certain time are avoided or prevented.

Figure 1 shows schematically how such a process is performed.

Hl' a n9 Densif¢otllof E ection

Diagrammatic Drawing of Hot Impact
Pellet Densification FIG.1.

The premolded pellet is heated to about 2300 K. A fast-driven

piston transports the pellet in a coaxially located floating

die, the exit of which is at first closed by a second piston.

After reaching the desired molding pressure, this second piston

yields enabling the ejection of the pellet.

The fact that the fast-driven piston has to move only in one

single direction to perform all three molding steps-injection,
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densification, and ejection - of the pellet makes the very high

speed of molding possible. This is the reason why molding pressures

up to 700 MN/m2 are mastered despite extremely high temperatures

up to 2600 K.

- Low requirements to the feed powder

- Fast heating and molding at the pellet fabrication

- Close shape tolerances without subsequent grinding

- Use of coarse feed powder with reduced dust
generation

- Small handleable equipment suited for large
throughputs

- Favored mixed crystal formation

- Easily achievable criticality safety

Advantages of HID Procedure FIG. 2

Consequently following advantages result (s. fig. 2):

- low requirements to the feed powder

- fast heating and molding at the pellet fabrication

- close dimensional tolerances without subsequent circular

grinding

- use of coarse feed powder with reduced dust generation

- small handleable equipment suited for large throughputs

- favoured mixed crystal formation in case of plutonium

containing fuel and

- easily achievable criticality safety.

3. Performance

To demonstrate the feasibility of HID procedure the experimental

facility was designed and put into operation 1980. The work
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performed serves to detect the limits of the procedure para-

meters, to achieve the required fuel pellet quality and to

gain the desired criteria for construction of a new HID proto-

type facility suited for economical fabrication. Figure 3 shows

the HID experimental facility.

to:;i .J ..~ -Guide Bar for Falling Weight

Falling Weight

Impact Pin

- Upper Piston Box with Gas Spring
---Feeding Magazine

,, -- Recipient
Die Casing

-Upper Piston

-- Strain Gauges
-- Cooling Furnace

- -Tumbler Mass

.-.. Signal Amplifier

----.Recording Oscillograph

The HID Experimental Facility FIG.3.

The feeding magazine, heating furnace, pressing station, cooling

furnace, and outlet magazine together form a vacuum-tight system

that can also be operated with an inert gas atmosphere. A falling

mass drives the upper piston and the premolded hot pellet into

the die. The pressing force is generated and limited by the

acceleration of a mass connected with the lower piston. Mass

and falling height of the upper piston drive are selected in

a way that the energy is sufficient to carry out the whole molding

process with the desired speed including pellet ejection into

the cooling furnace. The molding pressures are determined with

strain gauges bonded to the upper piston and measured with a

recording oscillograph.

Figure 4 shows the pressure distribution during densification

versus molding time as determined with a recording oscillograph.

At an upper piston speed of 6.5 m/s and a mass ratio between the

upper and lower piston of 9/1.4 kg, the pressure is limited to
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- 440 MN/m 2 . The densification process is relatively short-

lasting only about 1.2 milliseconds.

The HID experimental facility has performed well in endurance

test and has been operated within following limits:

- maximum molding temperature 2600 K

- maximum molding pressure 700 MN/m2

- maximum speed of the impact pin 8 m/sec.

So far several thousand UO, and about 2500 UC fuel pellets meeting

the specifications and some other ceramic materials were produced.

Currently about 1600 UC fuel pellets are being irradiated as

blanket material in the KNK reactor facility, Karlsruhe.

The UC premolded pellets were fabricated from UO2 and carbon and

had a 55 % theoretical density (TD). The UO, pellets were

premolded from sinter scrap (dead annealed UO2 powder).

4. Results (5, 6)

Figure 5 shows the UC density as a function of pressure and

temperature for two molding pressures. It demonstrates that UC
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can be processed within a wide temperature range. The density

can be controlled via pressure and temperature from 88 % TD

at 1800 °C and 320 MN/m 2 to 99 % TD at 2470 K and 520 MN/m 2 .

Figure 6 shows the U02 pellet density as a function of tempe-

rature at a constant molding pressure of 650 MN/m2.
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FIG. 6.
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Figure 7 represents the UO, pellet density versus molding

pressure at constant temperature of 2470 K.

10.96+

10.75-

100

98

95 oR

93
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E

o.%
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10.254

10 t

Molding Pressure (MN/m2)
T =22000 C

The UO2 Pellet Density versus Molding
Pressure FIG. 7.

It follows from the diagrams that the UO2 pellet density can

be adjusted between 90 and 98 % of the theoretical value via

the molding pressure and the molding temperature.

The statistical evaluated results of some important pellet

properties in Fig. 8 reveal that the density and diameter

deviations are hardly larger than the usual measuring accuracy

(diameter tolerance ± 10 pm, density tolerance ± 0,06 g/cm 3).

Pellet

Temperature (°C)

Pressure (MN/m2)

Diameter (mm)

x max
x min
s

Density (g/cm3)

x max
x min
s

TD (6)

UC

2100

530

5.87
5.87
5.86
0.004

13.51
13.56
13.40
0.046

99.3
n- 95

UO2

2200

320

5.85
5.85
5.84
0.005

10.56
10.60
10.51
0.02

963
n- 82

Properties of UC and UO2 Fuel Pellets FIG.8.
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Polished sections of a larger number of pellets reveal a crack

free structure. Figures 9 and 10show longitudinal sections of

UC and UO2 fuel pellets at a magnification of 10 X. Additionally

unetched and etched micrographs at a magnification of 100 X and

300 X respectively were prepared in order to judge the pellet

structure. The structure is homogeneous with closed fine pores

< 3 um in diameter.

Photomicrographs of a UC Pellet (94.9% TD)

FIG. 9.

T, 1 1 ,:2 m m0 C , - ' ' 2. 1 ... .- '

p , 650 MN/m2 -
S 1O037 g/em 3 ;'- ' - ": -': "'' " ';'

3 i : 1'm *"0 't .v' X-' '* ..

w____=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Photomicrographs of a UO2 Pellet (98.3°%TD)

FIG. 10.
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For investigations of the mixed crystal formation and fuel

solubility (U, Th)O2 pellets with a thorium content of 20 to 40 w/o

were fabricated. ThO2 served as a replacement for PuO,. At a

molding temperature of 2570 K and a pressure of 580 MN/m 2 the

pressing time took 1.8 ms. Under these conditions a density of

10.1 g/cm 3 (according to 93,6 % theoretical density) was attained.

The O/heavy metal ratio was 2.00. In order to demonstrate complete

mixed crystal formation solution tests were performed in 10 m HNJO 3

according to MOX specification. For all investigated specimens

the solubility exceeded 99,9 % referred to thorium. The longest

solution time was 140 minutes. In addition a complete mixed

crystal formation was demonstrated radiographically.

The thermoshock sensitivity of the UC and UO2 fuel pellets was

investigated. It agrees well with that of sintered pellets.

5. HID Prototype Facility

The prototype facility for the economical fuel pellets fabrication

is being erected. Figure 11 shows the HID prototype facility

equipped for test runs with dummy pellets. Figures 12 & 13 reoresent

the HID prototype facility with cold simulation of dummy pellets

stream.

~l I II I .. Il

The HID Prototype Facility Equiped for Test
Runs with Dummy Pellets FIG. 11.
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The HID Prototype Facility with Cold Simulation
of Dummy Pellet Stream FIG. 12.

..

' mB' J

The HID Prototype Facility with Cold Simulation
of Dummy Pellet Stream FIG. 13.

The facility is designed so that fully automatic fabrication in

continuous operation will be possible. The target working cycle

for a one fuel pellet has been designed to be about one second.
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The facility consists of the following construction groups

(modules):

- positive electro dynamic piston drive with hydraulic turn

round device

- negative piston drive with prestressed hydraulic system for

pressure limitation and pressing station

- preheating zone suitable to accommodate some hundreds premolded

fuel pellets

- pellet charging and pellet control device

- cooling down temper zone with a capacity for about hundred

fuel pellets.

The HID prototype facility has well proved in the first test

runs related to the positive electro dynamic piston drive,

negative piston drive with prestressed hydraulic system and

pellet charging. By cold operation with lead dummy pellets

a very favourable cycle time of 0.8 second was realized.
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DIRECT PRESSING
A new method of fabricating MX fuel pellets*

K. RICHTER, G. KRAMER, C. SARI, P. WERNER
European Institute for Transuranium Elements,
Karlsruhe Establishment,
Joint Research Centre,
Commission of the European Communities,
Karlsruhe

Abstract

For fabrication of MX*-type advanced fuels, as for example uranium-pluto-

nium carbides for the fast breeder, the carbothermic reduction process

of oxides, with subsequent crushing and ballmilling of the reaction product,

pressing and sintering has been generally adopted.

This paper presents a new fabrication procedure, the direct pressing (DP)

method, based on the carbothermic reduction process, however, without

intermediate comminution. The fuel is directly processed to pellets.

MX-powder handling and dust generation within the working area is avoided.

The principle and advantages of the new fabrication procedure are reported.

The feasibility of the OP method has been demonstrated in laboratory scale

on (U, Pu)C fuel pellet preparation. Fuel data compared with the conventional

method are given.

**(M = actinides; X = C or/and N)

* Paper submitted to Nuclear Technology (Feb. 84).
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INTERNAL GELATION USING MICROWAVES

G. LEDERGERBER
Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR),
Wurenlingen, Switzerland

Abstract

Internal gelation is an attractive process to
prepare ceramic spheres of a wide range of
compositions and sphere sizes. The use of
microwaves as heat source reduces the waste
streams and makes the process more suitable for
remote operation. Good quality uranium oxide
spheres have been prepared on a laboratory scale.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

EIR has applied internal gelation for the fabrication of
uranium plutonium carbide in a glove box line at a capacity
of 1 kg metal a week. The flow sheet is given in
fig. 1.(Flow sheet of the preparation of uranium plutonium
carbide by internal gelation.) The advantages of internal
gelation using hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) as gelling
agent are

Simple feed preparation
The acid deficient metal solution (metal means
uranium, plutonium, thorium) is cooled and mixed
with an aqueous solution of HMTA and urea. This is
especially valuable for co-processing of uranium
and plutonium.

-Ability of preparing carbide with controlled
stoichiometry.

-Ability to produce a wide range of sphere sizes.
Particularly attractive for LWR oxide fuel which
needs three size fractions to achieve a high smear
density.

Experience in preparing fuel have shown two areas of
problems:

Mechanical separation of spheres requires equipment
not very suitable for remote operation. (belt
filter, drum filter)

The phase change organic - ammonia requires a
intermediate drying step to remove the organic and
again mechanical separation.
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Flowsheet of the preparation of uranium plutonium
carbide by internal gelation

vibro bed
columne for
ammonia
wash

FIG. 1.

ItINTERNAL GELATION WITH MICROWAVE 1
I AS HEAT SOURCE I

DROP
CENERATOR

GELATION IN
MICROWAVE
APPLICATOR

1
) WASHING IN

VIBROBEO
COLUMN
WITH
AMMONIA

/

Y

ORYING CALCINING SINTERING

RYIN CLCININ SINTERINGG. 2.

FIG. 2.
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1.1 Internal gelation with microwaves as heat source
(fig.2)

The simplification of the flow sheet is immediately
apparent. The spheres do not contact any fluid and fall
directly into the ammonia wash solution. Therefore no
equipment needs to be provided to separate the heat carrier
and the microspheres flow in a contiguous stream. Thermal
treatment may still be done by the welt known standard
methods either in a batch process or in a continuous drying
sintering system. The drop formation can be done in air by
droping from a tip of a capillary or by breaking up a solid
stream by means of vibration.

1.2 Comparison of gelation methods (fig.3)

The standard process is far more elaborate

-The heat carrier has to be held at a controlled
temperature, pumped through the gelation column,
filtered (especially for production of fine
fraction) and water picked up during the process
has to be remroved.

The organic solvent for surface washing must be
filtered and distilled to remove the trace amounts
of oil before reuse.

The organic solvent has to be evaporated from the
sphere surface with an air stream which requires
additional off gas cleaning.

None of these steps are required when microwave gelation is
used. One simple wave guide has to penetrate the box
containment. The surplus microwave energy returns through
the same wave guide. The wave generation, amplification and
measuring equipment is outside the containment.

CONTAINMENT (GLOVEBOX)

GELATIONI ADJUSTMENT * -- METAL (U.PU)-
AODITIVES -- - FISSILE/FERTILE -- -NITRATE SOLUTIONS
HEXA/UREA - NO3/METAL GSNH 4 0H

DROP FORMATION

GENERATION. I RECYCLE OF OI I

MEASUREMENTSI -CROW-IE TN GEL, "ON"- - HEAT CARRIER

SURF.CE NH40H RECYCLE OF

ORGANICS

THERMAL OFF GAS NH4 NO3
TREATMENT ORGANICS

- *» ~MICROSPHERES

EfCr COMPARISON OF GELATION METHODS

FIG. 3.
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By paying the (small) price of higher technology and complex
electronics (outside the containment) we have therefore made
a further step in improving gelation techniques.

CROP
GENERATOR

FEED SOLUTION

-COOLING UQUID

-MICROWAVE TRAP

-QUARTZ TUBE

-CAVITY

1ATOR
, WAVE GUIDE

MICROWAVE TRAP

WASHING
COLUMN

SOLUTION

FIG. 4.

2.0 MICROWAVE GELATION, PROCESS DESCRIPTION

2.1 Microwave applicator (fig. 4)

For the experiments we designed a cavity in the X-band
(8.2-12.4 GHz and wavelengths of 3.6 - 2.4 cm). The spheres
fall through openings at the top and the bottom of the
cavity. The openings are dimensioned to prevent energy

leakage from the cavity.
Cooled feed solution is pumped to the drop generator. The
individual drops fall through a quartz tube which is mounted
in the cavity and into the ammonia wash column. The drop
generator has to deliver each drop quite accurately. This
is easy achieved by using vibration drop generators.
The quartz tube prevents contamination of the cavity.
Quartz is nearly transparent to microwaves and only shifts
the resonance frequency to higher frequencies.
A pattern of standing waves is generated within the cavity.
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This can be visualized by following the reflected power with

an oscilloscope while a drop is passing the cavity. The
signal of the reflected power of the passage of one single
drop is shown in fig.5.

-100% REFLECTED POWER 0%
PATTERN
OF STANDING
WAVE I

20 -

40-

60

so

100-

120 

140

160

It? REFLECTED MICROWAVE POWER
WHILEA DROP IS PASSING THE CAVITY

FIG. 5.

The picture shows :

-The residence time of the drops in the cavity
(about 120ms)

- The acceleration of the falling drop by gravity.

The residence time of the drops in the cavity depends of
course on the method of drop generation and the length of

the cavity. The calculated heat input for a temperature of
80 C is about 4 Joules per drop to form a large (1 mm) oxide
microsphere.

2.2 Microwave equipment (fig. 6)

- The generated waves are amplified in the travelling
wave tube amplifier (TWTA).

- The isolator protects the TWTA from reflected
microwave power.

- Part of the reflected power is coupled out for
measurments.

- The load adsorbs the reflected power not used for
gelation.
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2.3 The whole equipment

The equipment set up in the HOTLABOR facility at EIR is
capable to fabricate uranium oxide and uranium carbide
microspheres at a rate of 2.5 kg metal per week. (fig. 7)

- Uranium nitrate solution and HMTA-urea solution are
feeded by means of metering pumps into the cooled
feed tank. Air pressure pushes the feed into the
drop generator.

-As drop generator either a capillary tip for drops
of 2.5 mm or a vibrated nozzle for drops of .25 mm
is used.

-Gelation takes place in the cavity.

The formed spheres are collected and aged in the
effluent of the wash column.

The wash column is rigidly attached to the sphere
collector. The ammonia wash of the spheres is done
in a so called "Vibro bed column" . The columne is
semi automated and controlled by the conductivity
of the bed. (FIR patent)

-Drying is done in a rotary dryer. The dryer
collects the spheres discharged by the wash column
and dryes them in a batch operation.

The whole equipment has a hight of about 3 m. There is no
mechanical equipment necessary exept two ball valves and the
dryer.
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FIG. 7.

3.0 FLOWSHEET CONDITIONS FOR URANIUM OXIDE MICROSPHERES

3.1 Gelation parameters

The parameters for gelation by microwaves had to be
optimized for fast gelation and a gelled sphere which is
able to penetrate the phase boundary air - liquid after
solidification in the microwave applicator. ([fig. 8]
Comparison, gelation parameters)
There are three parameters which are responsible for the
gelation rate and the gel structure after gelation.

-The uranium content of the feed depends on the feed
preparation (two solutions as source solution or
solid HMTA and a solution) and the HMTA content.

- The HMTA to metal ratio controls the gel structure
and the gelation rate.
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Table Internal Gelation of uranium oxide spheres, comparison of parameters

Gelation by heat carrier heat carrier microwaves heat carrier
sphere size 1200 Am 800 /.m 800 /m 800 /m

applied range applied range applied applied

feed solution
uranium, M 1.3 1.25-1.5 1.31 1.1-1.5 1.11 1.26
HMTA/Me mol/mol 1.25 1.1-1.4 1.4 1.0-1.7 1.7 2.33
urea/Me mol/mol 1.25 1.0-1.5 1.4 1.0-1.7 1.5 2.00
N03 /Me mol/mol 1.6 1.5-1.7 1.52 1.5-1.8 1.51 2.00

gelation
heat carrier
temperature
time

trichloroethylene
64 C 55-70

8 s

silicone oil
100 C 80-100 C
2-3 s

none
80-90 C
0.10 s

parafin oil
90 C
n.d.

aging
medium
time
temperature

TCE
20 min
50-60 C

silicone oil
2 min
95 C

wash solution

120 min

40-50 C

ammonia sol.
150 min
25 C

organic removal

ammonia wash
device

concentration
flow

air flow to vacuum
for 10 min

fixed bed

0.5 M
601/kg uranium

chorothene
wash and air flow

tetrachloromethane
wash and air flow

vibrobed
column
1.5 M
301/kg uranium

vibrobed

column

1.7 M

301/kg uranium

fixed bed

7 M

Dates from ORNL EIR EIR KFA

Remark : "N03" means nitrate minus with ammonia prenutraliezed nitrate

Lit.
ORNL Chemical Flowsheet Conditions for Preparing Urania Spheres by Internal Gelation

P.A.Haas, J.M.Begovich, A.D.Ryon, and J.S.Vavruska - Ind.Eng.Chem.Prod.Res.Dev.1980,19,459-467

KFA Die chemischen Grundlagen des Hydrolyseverfahrens zur Herstellung sphaerischer Kernbrennstoffteilchen

R.Foerthmann - Juel-950-RW

FIG. 8



- The nitrate to metal ratio controls also the gel
structure and the gelation rate as far as the start
conditions are concerned.

The applied conditions for microwave gelation are still in
the range of the well known gelation by heat carrier.

The important flow sheet requirement starting gelation with
two solutions with good shelf live could still be satisfied.

3.2 Gelation, Aging

Gelation occures much faster than with any of the heat
carrier and therefore the gel structure is quite different
to gel of conditions used by /ORNL/ and /EIR/. The spheres
are transparent which means very small or no crystallites.
The structure is comparable with those described by
Foerthmann /KFA/ .
Aging is necessary to get good dryed spheres. This is done
in the effluent of the washing column in the product
collector after gelation.

Gelation by silicone oil microwaves
Sphere size 800 am 800,um
Typical batch -000007-283 0-000-007-306

Dryed product
Good spheres 95 % 90 %
Sphere diameter 1.5 m 1.6 u
Bulk density 1.09 g/cm3 1.06 g/c,3
Pore volume .35 c*3/g .38 ct3/g
BET surface area 40.3 m2/g 39.2 *2/g
Pore size

D 16% 135 lm 165,m
D 50% 150 ,M 210pm
D 84% 168,u 250,mm

Volatile content 16 % 14.6 %

Sinteres product
Good spheres 99 % 98 %
Sphere diameter 0.78 u 0.80 *m
Density 10.80 g/cm3 10.77 g/cm3
Dxygen/uranium ratio 2.005 mol/mol 2.000 mol/aol

- SEM pictures

of surface
- metalographic
cross sections

COMPARISON CHARACTERISATION
OF PRODUCTS

FIG. 9.
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3.3 Ammonia wash, Drying

The conditions for ammonia wash with our vibro bed column
are quite similar for heat carrier and microwave gelation.
The amount of ammonia solution used to wash proper is for
the vibro bed column somewhat lower than for the fixed bed
reported by /ORNL/.

The rotary dryer is a piece of equipment which can be up
scaled. The washing conditions are adapted to the use of

the dryer and the resulting dryed product is quite similar
to those dried in a fixed bed.

3.4 Characterization of the dryed and sintered product

The two products shown in fig. 9 "Comparison
characterization of products " are prepared with identical
conditions and identical equipment except gelation method.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The use of microwave gelation for the preparation of 800
micron oxide spheres has been demonstrated. Feed parameters
and flowsheet conditions for continuous operation were
established. The intermediate and final spheres are
comparable to the spheres gelled by a heat carrier.

Further work will concentrate on the preparation of
different sizes and on matching the microwave conditions to
sphere size. Full characterisation of the intermediate and
final products will be carried out.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PELLETIZED (Th, U)0 2 -FUEL
FOR LWR APPLICATION

M. PEEHS, W. DORR
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft,
Erlangen

M. HROVAT
NUKEM GmbH,
Hanau

Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

LWR-(Th,U)0 2 fuel with less than 10 W/o UO 2 designed
for extended burnup has to satisfy - besides complying
with the specification - special requirements for
density, relation between open and closed porosity,
grain size and pore size distribution. Conventional
pelletizing by use of mixed powders of standard proper-
ties does not meet the objectives. The combination of
the ex-gel process with the method of direct pelleti-
zing results in (Th/U)02 -pellets with adequate proper-
ties. The crucial point herewith is the adaption of the
ex-gel kernels to the requirements for pressing and
sintering, aiming the control of density, microstruc-
ture and especially pore size distribution. The status
of the development permitted to establish a laboratory
scale production line sucessfully operated in test fuel
production for irradiation experiments.

1. Introduction

The utilization of thoria fuel in thermal reactors can re-

sult, due to a high -value of U-233, in higher conversion ratios

and consequently in better resource utilization compared with the

conventional uranium fuel. This holds particulary for advanced

reactor types specifically designed for thoria application, as

shown by numerous R&D activities in many countries, among others

Brazil and Germany. But also in Light Water Reactors substantial

advantages are anticipated in a case of a closed fuel cycle /-1 /.

The thorium fuel cycle technology is, however, not as mature as

to permit well based feasibility statements in this area.

The cooperative R&D program on "Thorium Utilization in Pres-

surized Water Reactors" between NUCLEBRAS/CDTN on the Brazilian

side and KFA with the participation of the companies KWU and
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NUKEM on the German side aims at an improvement of our knowledge

on this subject and contributes to fullfill in practice the

"Governmental agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Science

and Technology" (1969) and the "Memorandum of Understanding

between KFA and NUCLEBRAS" (1978) /-2 - 4 7.

The objectives of the program running since mid 1979 are:

- to analyse and prove the thorium utilization in pressurized

water reactors,

- to design the PWR fuel element and core for the Th-fuel

cycle,

- to manufacture, test and qualify Th/U and Th/Pu fuel ele-

ments under operating conditions,

- to study the closing of thorium fuel cycle by reprocessing

spent Th-containing PWR fuel elements.

The program utilizes as much as possible the existing tech-

nologies and available know-how for fuel element and nuclear core

design, fuel element fabrication and reprocessing. Therefore the

existing techniques and equipment for the fuel cycle in High Tem-

perature Reactors, i.e. manufacturing and reprocessing of fuel,

as well as for the fuel cycle in Light-Water Reactors, i.e. fa-

brication and head end treatment, have been applied. It is the

quickest and easiest way to demonstrate the feasibility of the

complete fuel cycle on the commercial reactors of the first gene-

ration.

2. Objectives for a (Th,U)02 pellet manufacturing technology

Within the former D2 0-Th-Program (Th/U)02 fuel pellets were

manufactured in 1964. The fuel was needed to perform a critical

experiment /-5 7.The fuel was manufactured in the normal LWR-pro-

duction lines for UO 2 . The fabrication process comprised the

steps powder mixing, pressing and sintering in hydrogen-atmos-

phere. The defined specifications could be reached. However, the

homogeneity, the structure and the geometrical shape were inade-

quate under the aspect of using this fuel as a reactor fuel.

To overcome those difficulties it was emphasized to use:

- the chemical ex-gel conversion process resulting in calcined

unsintered (Th/U)02 particles where both constituants ThO2

and UO, form a perfect solid solution
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in combination with:

- standard pelletizing techniques.

Selecting this combination offers the possibility to use the

available manufacturing equipment and quality assurance programs

from commercial HTR and LWR fuel production without modification,

especially (Fig. 1):

- the kernel fabrication lines from HTR

- the pressing, sintering and grinding equipment from LWR.

HTR LWR

UN

Preparation of
Feed Solution

ThN

I
UF6/UN

,
PVA
Lutensol

NH,-Gas

NH40H

AUC
Precipitation

- CO,
- NH,

Precipitation
of

Microspheres

AUC

Filtration

:.Z iLZI
Washing

Drying
and

Calcination

l

Decomposition
and

Reduction

Homogenizing

PressingPress ingSintering

Coating

1

Sintering

Grinding

L Grinding l

Fig. 1 Combination of Available Technologies for the

of Mixed-oxide Fuel

Manufacturing
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Table 1 summarizes the target properties of the fuel with

respect to the relatively high burnup emphasized for PWR cores

with (Th/U)O2 fuel /-1 7

TABLE 1 Design Criteria for (Th/U)02 fuel for PWR-Applicatlon

Criteria Abreviation Values Aims

Average pore size of pores
distributed by a log.-nom. d50 2,5 - 3,5 um
Gaussian function

Optimization of swelling/
Scattering factor of25 30 shrinkage behaviour in-pile
the distribution

Shape factor F* = 0,7

Open porosity OP = 2 % m 
minimization of

Grain size GS 10 um fission gas releaseGrain size GS 10 um

Density 9,30 - 9,65 g/cm
3

Optimization of PCI behaviour

*1/F Circumference of a pore in the microsection
Circumference of a Cifcle with identical area

3. Demonstration of the feasibility of the selected (Th/U)O,

pellet manufacturing line

3.1 Status of knowledge of the base technologies used for

conversion and pelletizing

For the preparation of spherical particles, wet-chemical

processes have proven to be very suitable for the production of

fuel kernels for High Temperature Reactor fuel elements. A spe-

cial wet chemical process which employs the gel precipitation has

been developed up to the production scale, according to which all

current types of spherical nuclear mixed-oxide feed and breed

particles (mostly called kernels), containing high melting ura-

nium and thorium oxide or carbides, respectively, can be fabrica-

ted by only slight changes in the composition of the feed solu-

tion of some process parameters. As far as the UO 2 -pelletizing is

concerned there are two alternatives for the farication of green

pellets due to the powder properties from the different powder

conversion processes (Fig. 2):

- the granulation process by adaption of the powder flowabi-

lity for powder transport and filling of the pressing tools
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sometimes in combination with the addition of internal

lubricants to improve the pressing characteristics

and

- the direct pelletizing taking the powder directly from the

conversion to the pressing without additives or any adaption

of the powder properties to the process needs.

UO,-owde |m IpowI Porefone inder UO,-Powder Lubricant UO,-Prowder

--------- 1

L... Agglomerate |

Dry Hogenize ---

Granulate Ruce 

1----- , --- ; I lI
L …________-- Dry Blend --l 

| | Oxidize [J Oxidize |
Press P! ress

-Return Return

Dewax

Sinter -------- Sinter -----

Grind ------… - Grind ------ _

Fig. 2 U02 Pelletizing Process

The method of direct pelletizing is successfully used for

commercial LWR-fuel production from UO2 -powder ex AUC-process in

the FRG. Additionally the dry scrap recycling via U308-powder can

easily be integrated into the direct pelletizing process.

Therefore the method of direct pelletizing was choosen for the

present application.

3.2 Investigation of the feasibility

Standard-fabricated kernels have been pressed and sintered

under standard conditions; the green pellets had low green densi-

ties (4,0 - 4,5 g/cm3 ), but a high mechanical strength. The

sintered pellets showed good surface conditions, nearly accept-

able densities between 9,0 and 9,2 g/cm 3 but no sufficient micro-

structure with only partially disintegrated kernels and very

coarse pores (the so-called "blackberry structure" (Fig. 3).
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20 x- 100 

Fig. 3 Microstructure of (Th/U)02 Fuel with 5 w/o UO2 Prior to Microstructure Optimization
(Blackberry Structure)

Further-tests with modified parameters already led to an im-

provement of the pellet properties although a sufficient micro-

structure was not achieved. These investigations however confir-

med, that the combination of kernel fabrication and direct kernel

pelletizing is a feasible way for the (Th,U)02 LWR fuel produc-

tion if further adaptation of the process parameters is done.

3.3 Assessment of the results from the feasibility tests

Since the sintering activity of the as-produced (Th/U)02

green pellets is very high, the mixed oxide pellets can be sinte-

red in H2 at maximum temperatures = 1750 °C in reasonable sinte-

ring times (Fig. 4). This proves that standard pressing equipment

and sintering lines from commercial UO,-production are suitable

for (Th,U)02 pelletizing. However, two problem areas could be

identified where the R+D-effort was concentrated:

20:x^^^ y. ' 100·:· L *: ^^ '' 4^

- The improvement of the microstru c tu r e to avoid the so-called

blackberry structure

- Adjustement of the p ore size distribution due to the requi-

rements g iven in table 1.

4. Adaption of the (Th/U) LWR fuel pellets to PWR requirements

4.1 K ernel adaption

From the understanding of the process of direct pelletizing

of oxidic powders as well as from the mixresults of the feasibility
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Fig. 4 Slntering Kinetics of (Th/U)02 ex-Gel-Pelletized Fuel

tests it can be concluded that the kernel properties should be

changed towards:

- lower crushing strength of the kernels to obtain a more

homogeneous microstructure with a suitable pore size dis-

tribution

- lower sintering activity, because a too high activity

results in a very fast kernel internal shrinkage without an

adequate sintering on the contact areas between the kernels.

These requirements can be achieved partly by the parameter

adjustments given in table 2/step 1 through 5. The crushing

strength of ex-gel kernels could be substantially reduced by

optimizing the composition of the feed solution and the heat

treatment, however all modifications resulted in a not totally

satisfying microstructure. This corresponds also to published

experience, where a suitable thermal treatment is possible with

U-base kernels, but it is not possible for Th-base kernels.

Therefore, in step 6 and 7 (table 2) another way of "soften-

ing" the kernels has been tested: the addition of decomposable

pore formers already to the feed solution. Such substances are
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encased in the precipitated kernels, decompose during the

following heat treatment and form pores, which act,when at the

right size, as notches for the crushing process during pressing

(press pores). In this way, the addition of carbon black was

sucessfully tested and subsequently introduced as a process step.

The complete kernel adaptation is given in table 2. The use

of carbon black needs of course a treatment for its removal after

the kernel precipitation since the C-content is specified at a

very low level in the final pellet. The carbon black oxidizes

completely during the calcination step to CO2 leaving the fuel

kernels easily. Selecting its particle size distribution ade-

quately the burning of carbon black leaves behind not only

"press-pores" decreasing the crushing strength but also pores in

the range of 2-3 im diameter to accomodate the swelling/shrinkage

behaviour.

TABLE 2 Phase 1 Final Status of adaption of (Th/U)0 2 ex Gel-Kernel Properties to

the LWR-Pressing and Sinterlng Technology

Step Investigated Parameter Objective Final Commitment

1 Minimization of PVA-Content * by decreasing the 5 g/l PVA in the feed
30 g/l-- 5 g/1 feed solution Decrease of PVA-content solution

crack suszep- of feed solution
tibillty of

2 Aging conditions pellets * by extracting
the PVA from the Aging at 60 °C/H20 for
cast kernels 2 hours

3 US treatment of as * by US-washlng of
cast kernels kernels after

aging

4 Drying/calcination Minimizing * by optimization T = 180 °C/2 h/In air
conditions of crushing of drying procedure T = 300 °/24 h/in air

80 - 800 °C strength to T = 700 °C/2 x 24 h/ln air
t: 2 - 100 h provide

- hig green * by decreasing 200 g/1 heavy metal in the
5 Variation of heavy and sinter the heavy metal feed solution

metal content density content of feed
300 g/l- 120 g/l - good micro- solution

structure

6 Use of pore former * by use of pore utilization of press pore former
material: c formers 30 g/1 type Flamirut 101
amount: 30 g/l--10 g/l

7 Additon of a stabilizer Stabilization * by use of TWA 50 g/1 THFA in the feed
for soot suspenson of the soot solution

suspension

4.2 Direct pelletizing

In addition to the optimization of the kernel properties the

adaptation of pressing and sintering has been investigated (table

3). As an result we find that the optimal parameters for those

processes are very similiar to those used in standard UO2 -produc-

tion.
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TABLE 3 Influence of the Variation of Pressing and Sintering Parameters on the
Properties of (Th/U)02-ex-Gel Pellets

Fabrication Investigated Parameter Influence on the Fnal comltment
step Pellet Properties

Pressing high pressing forces [high sintered density 4 - 5 *104 N/cm2

\ \,,'7.lotow open porosity "

use of internal crack susceptibility . /
lubricants

\_.__ homogeneous microstruc- not qualified
the lubrication --- ture
with S-base lubricant 'blackberry' structure / 

pressing speed no conclusive influence 

pressing sequence on the pellet properties

Slnterlng atmosphere: H, adjusting the 0/Me ratio H2
CO, 
Air

Increasing sintering) - high sintered density 1700 °C

temperature and time ~ -- ) low open porosity 2 - 3 h

4.3 Assessment of the results

Fig. 5 and 6 summarizes the progress achieved so far in the

microstructure improvement and in adjustment of the pore size

distribution. The density of the fuel can be controlled around

9.5 g/cm3 and the grain size is 8-15 Iim. It can be concluded from

the presented results that the requirements for a (Th/U)O, fuel

for LWR application can be fullfilled.

5. Irradiation test fuel production

The target of the fuel fabrication was a fuel with proper-

ties representative for the status of development obtained in the

program work. This includes manufacturing of (Th/U)02 kernels

with fixed process parameters resulting in properties, which cor-

respond to kernel data obtained during the latest status of deve-

lopment and further producing pellets from these kernels using

the standard parameters defined in the foregoing work.

The status of work permitted to establish a suitable labora-

tory scale production line. The necessary fuel could be produced

with a given set of manufacturing parameters. Table 4 compares
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TABLE 4 Comparison of Property-Requirements and Results from Test Fuel Production

PROPERTIES UNIT SPECIFIED OBSERVED

(Th+U)-Content w/o min. 87.7 87.9

U-Content w/o HM 5 + 0.1 5.2

Stoichiometry Mo10 : Mo1U 1.99 - 2.05 2.03

H2,-Content Nmm
3
/g (Th/U)O2 max. 10 10.8

Residual Gas Content Nmm'/g (Th/U)O, max. 40 24.3

Impurity Content:

F ppm (max.) 10 4
Cl " " 15 3
C" " 100 40
S " " 500 10
N " " 30 5
Ca " 100 28
Si " 100 16
Ni " 50 5
Fe " " 100 22

Boron equivalent ppm (max.) 1 0.7
(Gd, B, Sm, Eu, Cd, Li)

Density g/cm
3

9.5 + 0.15 9.3 - 9.6
- 0.2 adjustable

Mean grain size um 4 - 15 8 - 15

Pore structure in line with requirements (Fig. 6)

Resintering Test g/cm
3

max. 0.20 0.1

Surface Roughness um 2 2.9

1,5

%

0

o

4.
4-
t

1 10 IM 100
Pore diameter

Fig. 6 Pore Size Distribution of (Th/U)02 - Pellets at Different Stages of Optimization;
Comparison with UO2-ex-AUC Fuel
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the required and achieved fuel properties. The comparison clearly

indicates that the (Th/U)02 test fuel complies with the requested

requirements for LWR application. Therefore the test fuel produc-

tion proves also the adequate performance of the developed manu-

facturing technology.

6. Summary

Part of the Brazilian/FRG program on Th-Utilization in PWR's

is the development of a production process for Th/U-LWR-pellet

fuel from ex-gel-kernels. The major goals of this development in

Phase 1 have been:

a) Concept verification of the pelletizing of Th/U-kernels

b) Realization of an optimized production process which should

later lead to a pilot-scale production of irradiation test

fuel

c) Specification of the test pellet properties including the

definition of a program for the quality assurance of the

test fuel.

For fuel production, a combination of two existing fabrica-

tion processes has been realized: (Th,U)O2 -microsphere production

by external gelation, as is used in THTR fuel technology, and the

direct pelletizing process (pressing and sintering) as the common

way for U-base LWR fuel manufacturing from UO,-ex-AUC powder. The

adaptation of both processes to each other could be performed

mainly by adjusting the microspheres properties to the require-

ments of direct pelletizing and less by changing the pressing and

sintering procedure.

The status of the development work permitted to establish a

suitable laboratory scale production line. For an irradiation

test in the FRJ-2 research reactor (Th,U)02 pellets and rodlets

have been manufactured and all procedures for quality control

have been settled and applied.

The work reported was sponsored by the KFA Julich and performed

in cooperation with Mr. Cardoso, Mr. Ferreira and Mr. Lameiras

from CDTN/Nuclebras.
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PROBLEMS EXPECTED IN THE FUTURE FUEL CYCLE
DEVELOPMENT OF DENSE FUELS FOR LMFBR'S
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Abstract

In the present energy scenario the LMFBR is required in about 15 years

time. During this period the LMFBR fuel cycle should be developed to a

state where it is "safe" and is economically equivalent to that of the

LWR fuel cycle.

This requires as one of the necessary steps in the LMFBR development

to replace the present oxide fuel by a dense ceramic fuel capable to

attain very high burn-up. The candidate fuels are the carbide and the

nitride.

If the complete fuel cycle is taken into consideration the nitride should

be preferred to the better known carbide because of its simpler and easier

reprocessing properties.

A comparison of the present knowledge on fabrication and irradiation

performance between carbide and nitride indicates a rather limited

experience in both fields for the nitride but a very good one for

the carbide.

However, on the basis of the following facts

i) MC and MN have rather similar properties,

ii) the nitride fuel pellets can be produced by a similar process

as the carbide pellets,

iii) the basic mechanisms determining the in-pile performance are

known for both MC and MN,

it is to be expected that the nitride can be developed at least to the same

state as the carbide with a relatively small effort. Thus an attractive

nitride fuel cycle for the advanced LMFBR could be established within the

next 5 - 10 years.
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1. Introduction

During the last 10 years the LMFBR scenario has changed dramatically.

The high extrapolations for increasing future energy requirements at the

beginning of the seventies have now been replaced by more modest trends,

fig. 1, which furthermore differ considerably between the various countries

with nuclear industries /1/. There will be no shortage of fissile material

until the end of this century, hence there is little incentive for breeding

fissile material at present. On the contrary in several countries the fast

reactor is rejected by a certain part of the public mainly for three reasons:

the reactor concept is regarded as not safe enough, as being too close to

nuclear explosives and/or as too expensive as compared with the LWR. Even if

these reasons are partly rooted in psychology and are only partly real, all

of them have to be taken seriously by the nuclear community. Nuclear energy

can only play its vital role if it is accepted by the majority of the public.

Since the LMFBR development has slowed down, there is time to reconsider

the reactor concept under the aspects economically competitive, reliable

and inherently safe /2,3,4/ and the whole fuel cycle must be regarded under

these aspects.

GW

1200-

800

400'

inet installed
nuclear capacity

1970 1980 1990 2000

Fig. 1 Extrapolations of nuclear energy requirements in the western world

to the year 2000. A: Analysis of 1972; B: Analysis of 1982 /1/
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Any nuclear fuel cycle represents a complex system within a given "environ-

ment" and this exerts the following constraints:

a) safe technology at each stage of the cycle

b) economy

c) compatibility with ecological constraints

d) political constraints.

The emphasis which is to be put on each constraint may differ somewhat in

the various regions of the globe, but all of them have to be taken into

account.

In the following discussion certain fuel aspects of constraints a) to c) will

be discussed under the assumption that any new development of inherently

safe fast reactors will not require basically different fuels than the

four known types oxide, carbide, metal /3/ and nitride.

2. Oxide, Carbide, Nitride or Metal Fuel for the FBR ?

The situation outlined above leads to the basic reqirements for an LMFBR

fuel pin collected in table 1. Such a pin should be relatively easy and

cheap to fabricate (He-bonding, large diameter) and it should allow for

high internal breeding (high density of fissile and fertile atoms). The

linear rating could be low tomoderate, but the burn-up should be as

high as possible. The last point is important for reasonable economy

Table 1 Requirements for an optimised pin design with dense ceramic fuel

large pin diameter mm X 9.0

simple type of bonding He

high density of fissile and MC, MN (metal)

fertile atoms

high smear density % X 80 *)

low to moderate linear rating kW/m < 80

very high burn-up a/o < 20

reactor coolant temperature K X 770

at max. linear rating

*) This requires for the pellets fabrication porosities around 15%.
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and is related to the high fuel density. Consequently, the oxide becomes

less attractive as the comparison of the fuel densities in table 2 shows,

even if the oxide has presently an advantage compared with the other fuels

because of the large operational experience.

This leaves as dense fuels metal, carbide and nitride, of which the metal may

be eliminated here on the basis of its low melting point and eutectic inter-

action with the cladding near 1100 K, see table 2.

Carbide and nitride remain as competitors, of which the carbide has in the

meantime attained an excellent burn-up record /5/ whereas presently no technologi-

cally proven high burn-up nitride fuel is available. Since, however, the proper-

ties of carbides and nitrides are very similar and certain properties of the

nitride are superior to those of the carbide a closer comparison of the fuel cycles

for the two ceramics is of interest.

Table 2 Metal densities and melting temperatures of FBR fuels

M U .8Pu.2

M MN MC M02

Metal

density g/cm3 18.8 13.53 12.95 9.75

Relative

metal density

MX / M 1 0.72 0.69 0.52

Melting tempe-
rature Tm or

Solidus [K] -1200 -3000 -2670 -2770

Eutectic fuel/ss 1100

[K]

Max. operation < 1000 1970 1970 2470

temp. T [K]

Tc/T m 0.83 0.66 0.74 0.89

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the stages of the FBR fuel cycle with some indi-

cation of the related problems. For reprocessing the Purex process has been

assumed since this is well established and it appears unlikely that it could

be replaced by another process for ceramic fuels in the predictable future.
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Fig.2 The FBR fuel cycle

Experience with the LWR fuel cycle has shown that reprocessing and waste

management represent a very large part of the fuel cycle costs to be paid

by the electricity ( power) consumers.

Realistic cost estimates of the LMFBR fuel cycle are difficult to obtain at

present but would certainly be unfavourable for the present fast power reactors,

as compared with the LWR fuel cycle. Substantial progress has to be made in

the near future for the FBR's. E.g. according to the last annual report of the

UKAEA the total fuel cycle cost has been estimated under certain boundary

conditions to be 40% lower than that of the present thermal reactor fuel

cycle in the UK /6/.

A synoptic comparison between carbide and nitride FBR fuels is made in tables

3a,b with regard to fabrication, in-pile performance and reprocessing. A

preliminary judgement of the two fuels on the basis of these tables indicates
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Table 3a Comparison of present knowledge about MC and MN (reference MO2)

MC MN M02-x

Fabrication, handling storage

- Fabrication experience rather good very limited very good

- Tailored fuel pellets yes not developed yes

- Stability in air/moisture very sensitive stable oxidation

In-pile performance

- Irradiation experience to be improved very limited very good

- FCCI

a) normal operation carburisation corrosion

b) off-normal operation eutectic MC/ss: 1270 K stable at 1270 K

- Fuel/coolant interactions yes

- Cladding for high burn-up (yes) ? yes
- Neutron reactions n, a ; n, p 

- Breeding ++ +(+)

) does not exist for M15N

Table 3b Comparison of present knowledge about MC and MN (reference MO2)

MC MN I: M02-x

Reprocessing

a) laboratory scale yes yes

b) pilot plant scale no no in operation

c) commercial no no operation pending

14N ' 15N N

Head end of Purex process

a) Transformation ofMX into MO2 Additional process step: no interest Additional process

large quantities of CO step .Recuperation

containing traces of IC*) of 1N

b) Direct dissolution of fuel possible easy easy standard procedure

Additional process step: 14C in process i partial loss of
oxidation of organics streams? 

114

Waste CO2 similar as for MOilar as standard procedures

fixed as CaCO 3 for MO2 1C02, I, H, Kr

*)'especially valid for oxidation in COe
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the following facts:

- fabrication and irradiation experience with carbides is much better

developed than with nitrides;

- neutron economy in a carbide core is better than in a nitride core

unless the nitride is fabricated with 15N;

- reprocessing of nitrides should have definite advantages over that of

carbides and this provides the incentive for a closer look at the

nitride.

These points will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

3. Fuel Fabrication

With the plutonium furnished by the Purex process the fabrication of both

carbide and nitride will start with the carbo-thermic reduction of the oxides

of U and Pu. In principle the fabrication route for carbides is well established

/7,8/, however there is still a margin for improvements, e.g. /9/.

The standard flow sheet for the carbo-thermic reduction of the oxides and the

MX-type pellet fabrication for He-bonded pins is shown in fig.3. Typical pellet

specifications for He-bonded pins are given in table 4. In principle the same

procedure is used for MN except for the carbo-thermic reduction step in which

Table 4 Typical specification for He-bonded carbide pellets

Pu/(U + Pu) 0.15 - 0.2

MC

M2C 3

v/o

v/o

"% 90

% 10

15porosity

oxygen

mean grain size

ppm

upm

< 1000

%3-5

mean pore size

metallic impurities

diameter

height

spm

ppm < 1000

nm

nim

% 8.0

% 10.0
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Comminution Ball mill

Pressing Pelletize

Vacuum

Sintering Inert gas

1750 - 2200 K

Fig. 3 Standard flow sheet for MX-type pellet fabrication by carbo-thermic

reduction of the oxides, pressing and sintering.

now nitrogen is used as sweep gas instead of simply pumping off the reaction

gases CO and CO2 or using an inert sweep gas. As sintering atmosphere for iN

either vacuum or inert gas may be employed, see fig. 3.

If the nitride is to be fabricated with ' 99% pure 15N2 this gas is required

in greater quantities only during the carbo-thermic reduction step. This

means the isotopic purity of the gas has to be controlled only in the glove

box and gas system connected with the furnace in which the carbo-thermic

reduction takes place.

In view of in-pile performance and later reprocessing and waste problems the

fabrication of MC and MN has to be optimised with regard to certain impurity

levels of oxygen, carbon and the 14N isotope. Indicative values of the upper

limits of these levels are shown in table 5.
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Table 5 Approximate impurity levels 0, C, 14N in carbides and nitrides

MC M14 N M15N

oxygen ppm < 1000 S 1000 < 1000

carbon ppm - 1000 < 1000

14N ppm < 500- 1 * )

1% of total N impurity in the fuel.

Apart from the fact that nitride fabrication has to be further developed

especially for attaining a common low impurity level of both oxygen and

carbon no major difficulties are to be expected. After sufficient nitride

fabrication experience has been gained no substantial difference in fuel

fabrication cost is to be expected.

On the contrary nitride pellets should show a certain advantage over carbide

pellets during handling and storage due to their inertness with regard to

humidity and oxygen pick-up, see table 3a.

The 1000 ppm limits for oxygen impurities in both MC and MN are required

in order to guarantee good thermal and irradiation stability.

4. In-pile Performance of Carbide and Nitride Fuels

A target burn-up of 20 a/o appears now feasible for carbide fuel /5/. In

general the US carbide irradiation programme has shown /10,11,12/ that

He-bonded carbide pins with 20% cold worked ss316 cladding possess a very

good irradiation performance. The question arises whether,or under which

conditions, pins with He-bonded nitride fuel could attain a similar burn-up.

In this section first this question will be answered tentatively and then

some additional problems will be discussed which arise in an FBR nitride

core as compared with a carbide core.

4.1 HigbhBurn:up Proeerties of He-bonded Carbide Pinsand_Extrapolation to

Expected Nitride Performance

By tables 1, 4 and 5 the pin design parameters, reactor operation data and

pellet specifications of carbide pins for high burn-up are defined. If one
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wishes to transfer knowledge about the performance of one type of fuel to

another one, the essential in-pile mechanisms operating up to the target

burn-up must be known.

In a recent analysis of the He-bondedpin concept for carbide fuels these

in-pile mechanisms have been investigated /13/. A short outline of the main

results will suffice here in order to judge how far the anticipated nitride

in-pile performance can compare at high burn-up with that of the better known

carbide.

During a long burn-up history the in-pile performance of a He-bonded MX-type

pellet fuel can be characterised by three burn-up periods A, B and C and their

associated in-pile mechanisms. The short period A represents the first approach

to full power with the highest fuel temperatures, period B the closure of the

initial fuel/cladding gap and period C the long quasi-steady state performance.

In MC and MN the fuel surface and centretemperatures are the same for the same

pin design and operational data. They are shown in fig.4 for a pin with

80 kW/m linear heat rating and 0.1 mm initial radial gap width. If the fuel

structure has remained stable (no thermal densification) during period A/beginning

ofperiodB, up to a temperature Tst, see fig. 4, it suffices to regard the

long term steady state behaviour during period C only.

T, -,

1600 -

in sta Ht

:-------- TC --- ....

1200 -

800 \

T .B C ..., .. _.

--- 1--c
400

0 t0 1 2 3 4 5 Fl..

Fig. 4 Burn-up dependence of fuel surface and centre temperature (Ts, Tc )

in a He-bonded carbide or nitride pin. (Coolant temperature X 770 K,

linear heat rating \ 80 kW/m.) The separation of the burn-up history

into three periods is indicated.
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The main "external" parameters to which a He-bonded MX-type fuel is submitted

during irradiation and which determine the in-pile performance are the fuel

surface and centre temperatures Ts and Tc respectively and the cladding

restraint a. The burn-up F may be regarded as an independent variable as in

figs. 4 and 5.

1200
05 Tm MN

* ^ MN
T2 'F) 05 Tm MC

-MC ~ ---

MC High Swelling

MC LOW Swelling

900-

bill' -
0 2 4 6 8 10 F (/o)

Fig. 5 Burn-up dependent transition temperature T2(F) for MC (Na - bonded,

experimentally established) and for MN (established only up to

3.5 a/o).

Table 6 Parameters characterising the in-pile performance of MC and MN

Parameter MC

1 Melting temperature Tm [K] 2670 3000

2 Fuel temperatures Ts and Tc [K Ts Tc GsT c( s Oc

for operation during period C

a) 80 kW/m 1020 1515 0.38 0.57 0.34 0.51

b) 50 kW/m 920 1230 0.34 0.46 0.31 0.41

3 Transition temperature T*(F)

T* at F = 12 a/o [K] 1080 1230 

0* at F = 12 a/o - > 0.40 >0.40
2

4 Lower limit So of the rate of matrix

swelling SM [v/o / a/o] n 1.60 ( 1.50)

5 Coefficient of swelling accommodation -3 13 

k [MPa · a/o]-1 -3 110 3 

Cladding restraint o [MPa] < 20 (, 20)

6 Solubility of rare earth f.p. in fuel none soluble
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In table 6 parameters characterising the in-pile performance of MC and MN fuels

are compared. Their meaning is discussed in tne following. (Values in brackets

have been estimated on the basis of relevant experimental and physical argu-

ments ):

The values of Ts and Tc in line 2 column 3 are expressed in columns 4 and 5

as fractions Os and 0c of the melting temperatures Tm of MC and MN. These

0-values indicate that MC operates during period C at normalised temperatures

0.34 < 0 < 0.57 and MN in the lower range 0.31 < 0 < 0.51.

Fission gas swelling in carbide fuel has been found to be temperature

dependent down to normalised temperatures as low as 0 - 0.33 /14/.

This is of relevance especially at high burn-up (F Z 12 a/o) since the

transition temperature T*(F), line 3, between low and high fission gas swelling

decreases with growing values of F. The curve T*(F) separates the T-F-field

of fig.5 into an area {T,F} < T*(F) for which fission gas swelling u2 (T,F,o)
is low and possesses a low temperature dependence and an area {T,F} > T*(F)

with high fission gas swelling. It is thus of interest to use a fuel for which

the curve T*(F) is located as high as possible in the T-F-field of fig.5.

The value T* = 1080 K at F = 12 a/o shown in line 3 of table 6 pertains to

MC under Na-bonding conditions. The cladding restraint o in a He-bonded pin

may displace T*(F) slightly to higher temperatures /13/ therefore the > sign

has been added in line 3.

Comparing the 0* (12) value of line 3 with the 0s and Oc-values for MC and MN

in line 2 shows that the transition temperature O* (12) of MN remains closer

to the fuel centre temperature 0 c than that of MC. This means, MN has better

swelling properties than MC, and its matrix swelling rate SM > So remains

closer to So than that of the carbide, see line 4 of table 6.

However, even in the nitride a swelling rate L So would be too high in a fuel

of theoretical density and would lead at 20 a/o burn-up to an intolerable

increase of the cladding diameter of AD/Do ^ 10%.

Therefore the fuel pellets are designed to contain about 15% porosity. This

leads to two effects:

1) A large part of this porosity is "open" and a certain fraction of the

production rates of fission gas and caesium is continuously released,

thus lowering the matrix swelling rate SM.

2) By the cladding restraint a part of the matrix swelling M = SMdF

is accommodated by the fabrication porosity Po leading to the effective

swelling A < M

A = M - Po (1 - e K.F)

K = k 
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The accommodation coefficent k describes the ability of the fuel to absorb

part of the matrix swelling M into its porosity mainly as function of burn-

up F and cladding restraint a.

Presently only an approximate value of k for the carbide is known. From the

basic kinetics involved in the accomodation mechanisms, it is,however, to

be expected, that the k-value of the nitride should be somewhat lower than

that of the carbide. This means, the nitride is harder and requires a higher

cladding restraint than the carbide.

Finally in the nitride more fission products are soluble in the matrix than

in the carbide. This should lead at high burn-up to less lattice strain and

microcracks than in the carbide.

Summarising the discussion of this subsection:

a) the nitride has better matrix swelling properties than the carbide

especially at high burn-up;

b) the problem of the lower accommodation coefficient of the nitride has

to be investigated especially in relation to the creep strength of

advanced low swelling cladding materials.

4.2 Parasitic Reactionsin Nitride Cores

12 13In a carbide core the stable isotopes 12C and 13C do not in practice lead

to parasitic neutron reactions. Natural nitrogen, however, consists of

0.3663% 5N and 99.633% 14N of which the nucleus 15N does not react

with fast neutrons whereas 14N shows n,p- and n, a-reactions both

with cross sections of about 12 to 13 mb in a fast neutron spectrum.

Since 1975 no breeding data have been published for cores optimised

for high burn-up. In a comparison between the breeding ratios of MO2
14

MC and M N for cores optimised for breeding and low discharge burn-ups,

< 10 a/o,the breeding ratios were calculated to be 1.20, 1.42 and 1.35,

respectively. Hence the nitride with B = 1.35 was still considerably better

than the oxide (B = 1.20) but not as good as the carbide with B = 1.42 /15/.

If this deficiency in nitride breeding as compared with the carbide is

regarded as tolerable and natural nitrogen is employed in the operation

of nitride cores there remains still the problems of the nuclear trans-

mutations in which 1N is changed into the solid elements 1C and lB and

the gases H and He.

A rough estimate of the amounts of the four elements in the fuel of a 1000 MWe

nitride core (28.3 t of nitride fuel with 4 t of Pu) at 20 a/o burn-up gives the
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following figures: The core contains nearly 1.6t or 1.12.10 moles of nitro-
14

gen 1 N and per a/o burn-up each of the four elements is produced in a

quantity of %40 moles if for the reaction cross sections an p on 13 mb

are used. After 20 a/o burn-up 800 moles C have been produced and 1.4% of

the total 4N inventory has been transformed, about 0.7% into 14C and 0.7%

into 11B. These chemical changes will certainly have little effect on the

fuel performance since 14C and 1B represent tiny fractions of the amounts of

the fission products.

The production rates of the gases He and H are each about 0.2 of those

of the fission gases; He will thus add to the rare gases responsible for

gas swelling .

Under the temperature conditions outlined in table 6 no radial diffusion of

the 14C towards the cladding is to be expected since the diffusion of carbon

in the nitride is slow and cladding carburisation by 14C is unlikely.

Quite generally the n,p- and the n,c-reaction with 14N are not expected

to affect the fuel performance up to the highest burn-up. However, the never-
14

theless considerable amount of 14C will have a radiological impact on re-

processing and waste management.

4.3 IsotoeeSeearation_ of 1N

If the breeding of the nitride with natural nitrogen is still to be

improved and the amount of 14C in the waste to be reduced, quantities

of 15N at a rate of the order of 10 to 100 t/a have to be separated

from natural nitrogen (about 1.6 t per core load, see above).

There is abundant literature on the separation of 15N from 14N in

smaller quantities by a variety of chemical and physical separation

methods. Fertilizers enriched and depleted in N have been used since the

seventies in agricultural research /16/.

The large quantities required for nitride LMFBR fuels obviously are

most conveniently produced by an NO - HNO3 equilibrium exchange process

/17/. A reassessment of the most economic separation methods should be

made in the near future. At present isotope separation appears not to be

urgent since the LMFBR nitride fuel cycle can be very well developed and

established with natural nitrogen. This point will be discussed in the

following section.
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5. Reprocessing

Oxide fuels from the FBR are reprocessed in a slightly modified version

of the Purex process established for LWR fuels. In the liquid extraction

stage uranium and plutonium are recovered and made available for refabri-

cation.

Also for the reprocessing of advanced fuels it is assumed that the Purex

process is to be applied; the fuel must be treated in such a way, that a

feed solution will result meeting the requirements of the Purex process.

For the feed preparation in the head-end two distinctly different routes

can be followed:

1) the controlled oxidation of the fuel in 02 (voloxidation)

or in CO2 followed by the dissolution of the obtained oxides, or

2) the direct dissolution of the fuel in HNO3.

First the two oxidation processes, voloxidation and oxidation in C02, will

be discussed.

5.1 Reprocessingvia an Oxidation Stee_ inthe Head End

The voloxidation is carried out at 450 - 600°C; it will remove tritium

from the fuel and deactivate the sodium, for which purpose it is incorporated

in the reprocessing scheme for MOX-fuel as proposed at Oak Ridge /18/.

Applied to carbide fuels an oxidation with 02 would form MO2 at T < 600°C

and C02, of which the latter can be trapped and solidified. As seen from

the low temperature part of the ternary U-Pu-O phase diagram /19/ during

the oxidation of the MX-fuel a segregation of Pu will occur at temperatures

T 2 600°C. An MO2 phase enriched in Pu, Pu / (U + Pu) > 0,25, and an M3'0 8

phase depleted in Pu will be formed. Since this MO2 phase is difficult

to dissolve in nitric acid this segregation reaction has to be avoided.

Although, not obligatory for nitrides voloxidation would avoid contami-

nation of the main wet Purex streams with 14C, in that this nuclide is

being removed as 14C02 to > 99% from the fuel in the oxidation step.

The oxidation of the advanced fuels by CO2 at T = 800C is also feasible

/20/, in contrast to the voloxidation the reaction product is always

stoichiometric MO2 from MC as well as from MN fuels. The 14C present
14

in the latter will be released as 14C02 in a big excess of natural CO2

and CO. This would complicate the retention of 14C02 and therefore possib-

ly make this route prohibitive.
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5.2 The Direct Dissolution Route

The other reprocessing route involves the direct dissolution of the MX

fuels in nitric acid as studied in recent years in the European Institute

for Transuranium Elements in Karlsruhe /21,22/ with fuels irradiated up to

a maximum burn-up of 8 a/o.

The dissolution of irradiated mixed carbide fuel in 4 to 12 M HNO3 is a

feasible first step in a head-end scheme. The optimum conditions were

found to be 8 M HN03 and 80°C, at this molarity the reaction is rapid and

starts immediately. At low acidity, e.g. 2 M a long incubation time is

found, in water the reaction is extremely slow, probably caused by

protective surface layers. It is of no special advantage to dissolve

the fuel in nitric acid of higher molarity than 8 M; redundant HNO3 should

be avoided as the overall reprocessing scheme already has to cope with

an excess of nitric acid. An acidity of 4 M HNO3 seems to be insufficient

for a complete dissolution of high burn-up MC.

The dissolution of irradiated MN is faster than that of MC.

The residues from MC and MN dissolution in 8 M HNO3 are not significantly

different; the fraction of the initial plutonium left undissolved is very

low in both cases ( % 0.25%).

In the solution of the dissolved carbides only U (VI) and Pu (IV) are found

(Pu (VI) < 0.2%). However, about 50% of the carbide carbon remains in the

solution in the form of polycarboxylic acids, mainly oxalic acid and mellitic

acid. The plutonium is partly complexed by the oxalic acid and thus only

partially extractable with TBP /23/. An additional process step is needed to

remedy this situation; the oxalic acid can be destroyed by reaction with

oxidizing chemicals or by a photochemical process based on the photolytic

properties of the uranyl ions already present in the solution. This latter

method does not involve addition of chemicals with eventually would bring

and additional salt load to the high activity waste solution (HAW); only

gaseous reaction products are formed. The plutonium in the resulting

solution remains in the tetravalent state; its extractability with TBP

equals that of a known U/Pu solution /24/.

On the other hand, this additional oxidative step is avoided in the case

of MN fuels, so that the reprocessing of this type of fuel is easier;

the uranium and plutonium in the solution of the dissolved MN are directly

amenable to the extraction process.

The off-gas from MC dissolution contains NOx ( predominantly NO) and CO2.

About 50% of the carbide carbon is converted to CO2 during the dissolution;

the rest can also be evolved as CO2 in the oxidation step. The released
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CO2 can relatively easily be trapped during the off-gas treatment, in which

also the NOx gases are dealt with (recycling) (see below). In this connection

the absence of hydrocarbons in the off-gas is noteworthy.

The off-gas from MN dissolutions contains less NOx (expressed as ml/g

specimen) than the corresponding gas from MC dissolutions. NO and NO2

are found in about equal quantities (from 4 M HN03), furthermore elementary

N2 is being formed. The composition of the gas is a function of the

temperature, the acid molarity used and of the time after the end of the

dissolution. However, the carbon impurities in MN from fabrication, see

section 3, and from irradiation, see section 4.2, have to be taken into

account.

5.3 Comearisonofthe Various Reprocessing Routes of MC and MN

The various head-end process steps described above can be combined into

several schemes, which will be discussed on the basis of figs. 6 and 7

for MC and for MN fuels, respectively. Special emphasis is to be placed

on the fate of 14C and on the possible treatment of nitrides enriched in
15N, see also table 3b.

External removal of Na

Disassembling,

mechanical chopping

Off-gas: NOx Direct dissolution Oxidation Off-gas: 14CO (low)

I, Kr, Xe, of fuel in HNO3 l 3 __ Kr Xe ifCO-
1 4CO2 (low) ------------ 6oxidation: 1 CO/CO

i 800°C I 600°C 2

Off-gas: Oxidation of orga- Dissolution of Off-gas: NO

12 CO2 < nics: photo-oxida- oxides in HNO3
tion

Purex process

solvent extraction

U, Pu Waste

products HAW, MAW

Fig. 6 Reprocessing of MC showing three possible procedures for the head-end.

Left part: direct dissolution; right part: voloxidation or oxidation

with CO2.
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Fig. 7 Reprocessing of MN showing the different head-end schemes for

M14N (left) and M1N (right).

Carbide

For carbide fuels, fig. 6, the direct dissolution should be the most

convenient method for the following reasons:

i) In the direct dissolution procedure it is possible to carry out the

head-end steps described here in a single piece of equipment, i.e. the

dissolver can also be used for the oxidation of the carbonaceous

byproducts. The construction of dissolvers is well established

from LWR reprocessing; the same set-up as for oxide fuels can in

principle be used. However, the application of photochemistry in

the environment of the dissolver cell could pose problems and re-

quires further investigation.
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ii) The oxidation with CO2 requires in addition to the dissolver a

furnace with flowing CO2, it thus involves manipulation and

transport of large amounts of powders and the formation of

aerosols; this is probably the most serious drawback. The

furnace must be critically safe; the accounting of fissile

materials at this stage is difficult. The big excess of 12C0

would be a strong disadvantage, if the retention of the small

amounts of 14C present in carbide fuels from N2 impurities

is required.

iii) The oxidation both by 02 and CO2 needs higher temperatures than

the direct dissolution, which can operate at 80-100°C. Certain

fission products, e.g. iodine, caesium and others will be re-

leased from the furnace and should be removed from the off-gas.

If the furnace off-gas is combined with the dissolver off-gas

system, which is provided with iodine filters, the big excess

of CO2 and CO must be considered.

iv) The voloxidation should be carried out at a sufficiently low

temperature as to produce only MO2 as reaction product. The

reaction rate of the oxidation might be low under these

conditions. Here a continuous system like the rotary kiln

developed at ORNL and applied also the LWR fuels /18/ could

be of advantage. The main advantage of this process step for

FBR fuels is the deactivation of sodium taking place whereas

the concomitant release of H is deemed to be of less

significance for FBR fuels. Tritium can be dealt with suffi-

ciently well also in the wet head-end.

For nitride fuels the reprocessing schemes of M14N and M15 N will
15

probably be different since the expensive 1N should be recovered

from the fuel.

Nitride with Natural Nitrogen:

In the case of M14N the direct dissolution will certainly be the best

choice. It is a one step procedure, see fig. 7 left part, since no

photooxidation step is needed as in the case of MC. The controlled oxi-

dation procedure of M N (and M15N) in CO2 can be excluded since apart

from the additional oxidation step, this would result in large quantities

of CO and CO2 containing both 12C and 14C. Compared with C02-oxidation

the voloxidation with 02 would have certain advantages: the reaction

does not involve 12C0O and still the 14C02 is confined to a single stream,2 ~~~~~~2
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from which it can be retained. However, as compared with direct dissolution

it means an additional process step.
14The behaviour of 14C in the direct dissolution process is not yet well

14
known. The fuel will contain the 1C created during irradiation in solid

solution together with 12C impurity resulting from fabrication. Under the

oxidizing conditions prevailing in the dissolver the most likely fate of

this carbon is the conversion to CO2 and release to the off-gas system.

Partial retention as elementary carbon in the dissolver residue cannot be
14excluded yet /25/. In any case a dispersion of 14C over the various

reprocessing streams is to be avoided.

Research aiming at a determination of the distribution of 1 C between the

various phases formed during the dissolution process is required. Such

studies are under way in the European Institute for Transuranium Elements

in Karlsruhe.

Nitride Fully Enriched in 15N:

In the reprocessing of M15N fuels, see fig. 7 right part, the oxidation

with 02 (voloxidation) is advantageous, in that elementary 15N 2 is pro-

duced in a contaminated off-gas stream, from where this valuable gas can

be recuperated. It is important that the off-gas system from the oxi-

dation is kept separate and not interconnected with the off-gas system

of the dissolver, in which the 14NO from the dissolution would complicate
15x

the recovery of N2.

In the direct dissolution the HNO3 gives rise to 14NOx gases as reaction

products, whereas the M15N produces such intermediate compounds as
15NH4+-ions in the solution. These are then further oxidized to 15N .

However, the amounts of N2 formed do not arise exclusively from the nitro-

gen present in the nitride. Dependent upon the acidity and on the temperature

Sears /26/ found ratios between the evolved N2 and the nitride nitrogen

of 2.0 - 0.75, when changing the HNO3 molarity from 0.5 to 15 M and con-

cluded that at the higher acidity the nitride nitrogen is oxidized beyond

the oxidation stage 0. At acidities 4 - 6 M, of interest for the direct

dissolution a ratio N2 evolution/nitride nitrogen of about one was found.

It was further observed that NO and NO2 , in the here considered case
14NO and 14N02 from the HNO3, could oxidize the ammonium ion (here 1 NH +)

to elementary N2. Under these circumstances an isotopic exchange 14N -15N

would take place leading to a partial loss of the valuable 15N-isotope,

see table 3b.

Therefore, these reactions involving various N-compounds should be further

studied. The NOx gases from the HNO3 are routinely recycled in any off-ga;
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treatment scheme, their separation from N2 should be included in the specially
15

designed off-gas system for the 1 N-enriched nitride fuels in order to re-

cycle also the 15N 2

In conclusion, comparing the head-end steps for the direct dissolution of

MC and MN with natural nitrogen, the latter shows the following advantages:

the dissolution of the nitride is faster, the process consists of a

one-step procedure and has similarities with the established head-end

for oxide fuels.

5.4 Treatment of 14C Waste

In the above discussion it has been assumed that the 14C contained in the

fuel is set free at the reprocessing stage of the fuel cycle as C02; here

it will be trapped and retained in a solid form suitable for final disposal.

The radiological impact of 14C and of other nuclides from reprocessing

oxides, carbides or nitrides has been assessed in /27/. A required con-

finement factor of 103 - 104 for 14C has been calculated for nitride fuel

reprocessing (M14N), based on a hypothetical regulatory limit, requiring

that the world population dose from a 14C-release should remain below 1%

of the dose received from the natural background.

Several well known chemical methods exist for solidification of CO2, some

of which are under development for use in the nuclear fuel cycle. In a

recent review Bush /25/ described the most important of these processes.

The double-alkali process /28/ for removal of CO2 uses a molecular sieve

bed and a reaction with NaOH and Ca(OH)2 to carbonate. Recent results from ORNL

on the precipitation with Ca(OH)2 or Ba(OH)2 * 8 H20 indicate that the above

mentioned decontamination factor of 10 for 14C02 is achievable /29/. Other

methods of CO2 retention are being developed,e.g. in Karlsruhe /30/.

An important requirement for a retention method for 4C02 is its integration

in an overall off-gas treatment system for e.g. NOx, Kr and I. Such inte-

grated systems are described in /29/ and /30/. The solidified wasteform

must be suitable for final disposal; the metal carbonates formed by the

above methods will be incorporated in a cement matrix. The long term

stability of such carbonate-cement preparations containing 1C, e.g. to

leaching, is not sufficiently well known /25/ and represents an area of

necessary research.
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6. Conclusions

1. The present discussion of the nitride (U,Pu)N under the aspects

of fabrication, irradiation performance, reprocessing and

waste handling shows that such a nitride has considerable potential

as a dense LMFBR fuel and that it is expected to be superior to the

carbide within the frame of the closed LMFBR fuel cycle.

2. There is strong incentive to develop the nitride LMFBR fuel cycle

for high burn-up fuel first with natural nitrogen.

3. The direct dissolution of nitride fuel in the head-end of the Purex

process has to be studied with special emphasis on the behaviour of

14C in the process stream. The necessary techniques for its oxidation

to 14C0 have to be developed. Techniques for the removal of CO2

from the off-gas and its solidification as CaCO3 for waste storage

are available.

4. Replacing in nitride fuel the natural nitrogen by 15N leads to two

advantages:

a) the breeding gain of the fuel is increased,

b) the amount of 14C in reprocessing and waste handling

is considerably reduced.

These improvements are, however, offset by two disadvantages:

c) large quantities of 15N have to be separated,

d) in reprocessing an additional step, voloxidation, may

be required if it is found necessary to avoid the loss

of large amounts of 15N during the dissolution step.

5. In view of the additional costs and complications 4c)d) introduced by

the use of 15N, which may compensate in part the advantages 4a)b), it

is recommended that first the nitride fuel cycle is developed with

natural nitrogen. The use of N should be regarded as a possible im-

provement in a more distant future, which still requires development

in the fields of isotope separation and reprocessing.
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IN-PILE BEHAVIOUR OF PELLETIZED CARBIDE
FUEL PINS AND OXIDE DISPERSION-STRENGTHENED
FERRITIC CLADDING MATERIAL

A. DELBRASSINE
Metallurgy Department,
CEN/SCK,
Mol, Belgium

Abstract

Irradiation tests of experimental fuel rods have been performed in

thermal, epithermal and fast neutron fluxes in BR2 and DFR experimental

reactors. Results on fissile material migration and accumulation were

collected. A linear power threshold was observed for macroscopic

plutonium transport. Radial carbon migration was observed and local

conditions enhancing the canning material carburization have been

pointed out.

To improve the in-pile fuel pin behaviour, it was necessary to reduce

the swelling and the in-pile creep rate of the cladding alloys. For this

purpose dispersion-strengthened ferritic cladding material exhibiting

good swelling resistance at high neutron doses up to 750°C has been

studied and developed in Mol as fast reactor core materials. To test the

dispersion-strengthened ferritic steel as canning material, irradiation

under thermal neutron flux of fuel pins containing oxide and carbide

fuel were performed. These scouting experiments revealed no particular

problem.

1. Introduction

In the scope of the co-ordinated DeBeNeLux programme on the advanced

LMFBR fuels, an experimental fuel performance programme was developed

which aims at investigating the use of pelletized stabilized carbide

fuel, clad with stainless steel and bond with helium, as an advanced

fast reactor fuel. The main guide-line of this study was the

stabilization attempts both in the thermochemical and geometrical fields

by addition of vanadium carbide.

The vanadium addition was first used in order to insure compatibility

with canning material on a thermodynamical base by carbon activity

stabilization with VC and V C [ 1 ].
2
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The second reason of vanadium stabilization was a possibility of an

irradiation stability increase by reducing the macroscopic swelling rate

of the fuel column. Unfortunately the last results have revealed a high

mobility of the stabilizing element and of some fuel components as th?

important restructuration possibility [ 2 ].

Irradiation tests of experimental fuel rods have been performed in

thermal, epithermal and fast neutron fluxes in BR2 and DFR experimental

reactors. Carbide pins irradiated in thermal neutron flux were loaded in

the special device "C.I.R.C.E." which was instrumented for in-pile

measurements of thermal power and clad temperature.

Epithermal and fast neutron flux irradiation experiments were carried

out in co-operation with EIR (Wurenlingen, Switzerland). In the Belgian

Reactor 2 (BR2) at Mol, two half-pins containing Swiss manufactured

mixed carbide microspheres were simultaneously irradiated with four

half-pins containing Belgian manufactured mixed carbide pellets. Cadmium

screens were used to reduce the thermal flux component for this

irradiation. In the United Kingdom's Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR), two

pins containing Belgian pellets were simultaneously irradiated with a

pin containing Swiss sphere-pac fuel. Details of all the fuel pins and

the irradiations are given in Tables I and II.

Table I : Carbide fuels irradiated under thermal neutron flux.

RIG Fuel Clid Pin uel Fuel Linear Inner Burn-up Max.clad Remarks
comp. 00/10 0 length power clad % fima didm.strain

mm mm mm kw/m temp. 0/0 :
-~__________ _ _ _______ ____ __ ____ r _____ __ - __-- -___ 

C.I.R.C.E.OL UC 316 6.6/5.66 .40 60.5 80 - 105 i80 - 65U 8 1.76

UC-V 316 6.6/5.66 .40 60.8 90 - 110 580 - 650 8.3 2.5

uC.151U2C3 316 6.6/5.66 5.40 60.0 80 - 105 580 - 650 7.8 1.7

'.I.R.C.E.04 UC-V 316 6.65/5.7C5.40 60.6 80 - 110 580 - 650 11.5 2.0 UC-cellular with
dispersion

UC-v 316 6.70/5.75.38 60.3 90 - 110 580 - 650 12 2.9 UC cellular structure

UCN 316 6.65/5.75.39 60.8 80 - 110 580 - 650 11.3 * 2.1

C.I.R.C.E.06 UCO OT02 6.0/5.20 .98 50.4 75 - 110 580 - 650 3.4 0.1

UC DT02 6.0/5.20 4.98 50.1 80 - 117 580 - 650 3.6 0.1

U2C3 DT02 6.0/5.20 4.98 51.3 80 - 117 580 - 650 3.6 0.5 Failed can

C-V T02 6.0/5.20 .98 50.4 75 - 11080 -1 650 '.4 0.1 UC with VC dispersion

C.1.R.C.E.03 MC 4988 6.53/5.7 5.40 60.5 80 - 110 580 - 650 5.4 0.4

C 4988 6.53/5.75.40 61 85 - 115580 - 650 5.8 1

C.I.R.C.E.02 HMCV 316 6/5.24 .94 120 80 - 105 580 - 650 7 * 0.33 Fflied car

estimated value
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Table II : Carbide fuels irradiated under epithermal and fast neutron

fluxes.

RIG Fuel Clad Pin Fuel Fuel Linear Inner clad Burn-up Ma,.cla¢ Pe- .-,
coop. 00/1OD length power temp. flea diar.itrain

mm mm mm kw/I C t D/D I

MF8r 7

53 MC + (02) 316 9.01/7.98 7.60 207.8 70 - 98 00 - 650 5 0.83

54 MC * (MC3I ) 316 9.01/7.98 7.54 208.0 70 - 98 500 - 650 5 0.7E c allures

55 MC * V 316 9.01/7.98 7.60 207.4 70 - »5 500 - 650 S 1.10 arilec crt

56 MC * V 316 9.01/7.98 7.61 209.3 70 - 98 500 - 650 5 0.83

DFR
527

A MC * V 316 6.62/5.84 5.54 501.7 60 - 75 450 - 670 7.7 1.03 failed can

0 MC * V IN1.4981 6.60/5.85 5.57 500.9 60 - 75 450 - 670 7.7 1.08

In this programme, a number of irradiations

have been conducted in the BR2 materials testing reactor and most of the

results from this first phase are presently available. Fast reactor

irradiations are still running and results of samples having accumulated

fluences up to and above 1023n/cm2 (60 dpa NRT) are available.

To test the dispersion-strengthened ferritic steel as canning material,

two capsules were irradiated in the BR2 reactor ; one, CIRCE 6D,

containing helium bonded carbide fuel pins and the other, CFC 4D,

containing oxide fuel pins.

2. In-pile behaviour of carbide fuel pins clad with austenitic canning

material

The results of the post-irradiation examinations were reported in

previous papers [ 2, 3 ]. Scouting experiments were carried out under

thermal neutron flux to orientate the irradiations under epithermal and

fast neutrons. The CIRCE 2S was an experimental rig with internal

instrumentations for pin swelling measurement. Tables I and II give fuel

compositions, geometric parameters and irradiation conditions.

2.1. Fuel-clad interaction

2.1.1. Clad carburization

In all CIRCE experiments the maximum inner clad

temperature was below 650°C. Metallographic techniques and

microhardness profiles did not reveal important carburization with
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stoichiometric, stabilized or hyperstoichiometric fuel. This

observation proved that failure in the hyperstoichiometric fuel pin

clad could not be due to the carburization only. In the MFBS 7 fuel

pins, the carburization of the cladding appeared to be higher and

when the fuel was in close contact with the can ; contrariwise,

carburization on a very small scale was observed when the gap was

open or in front of the radial fuel cracks.

In the DFR irradiation, carbon analyses were carried out in the

UKEA laboratory, the cladding of all pins was picking up more

carbon from the coolant than the fuel. Typical measured values in

cladding adjacent to the flowing NaK coolant were 1 wt.% carbon at

600°C and 0.5 wt.% C at 420°C. In contrast with the fuel the carbon

concentration was 0.8 wt.% at 620°C and 0.05 wt.% at 450°C

(Fig.10).

wlt /. Carbon

-1.0

wt '/. Carbon
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09-
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------- 600B C

-05 -- 50'C 05-

-0a

-03

-02

0o- -01 -01

Fuel slic I I I ; I t a ; Coolant side
0 10 20 30 0O 50 60 70 80 90 100 /.

A 1. S 316-207. CW IFAILED PIN)

Fuel side i I I 1 I ; - 1I I I Coola.n
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WN 1 4981 - 15/. CW

Fig 10: CARBON CONCENTRATION IN THE CANNING MATERIALS OF DFR 527 EXPERIMENT
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2.1.2. Clad-fuel mechanical interaction

No clad failure occurred with uranium carbide fuel clad

with austenitic steel. Although the macroscopic swelling rate was

in the same range as that recorded for uranium carbide, the

irradiation experiments (U,Pu)C were stopped by clad failure of one

pin. From quantitative examination of neutrographs taken during the

irradiation on CIRCE rig containing UC fuel pins and from CIRCE 2

results, it has been deduced that the fuel-clad gap was closed at

the beginning of the irradiation (around 1% fima) and we observed

at the same time the disappearance of the pellet-pellet interface

with or without high restructuration of the fuel. Upon

fuel-cladding contact the swelling rate for all the fuels ranged

between 0.6 and 0.8 %/% fima.

In the MFBS 7 experiment the profile along the fuel pins was

completely different. The presence of many peaks and abrupt changes

in the curve slope gave evidence of important local stresses in the

fuel cans. The ovality varied from 0.05 mm to 0.1 mm. These

phenomena were strongly marked in the stabilized fuel and less for

the mixed carbide fuel containing oxygen.

In the thermal as well as in the epithermal and fast neutron flux

experiments no diameter increase ratio difference was measured

between the sound and the failed fuel pin. No local catastrophic

carburization could be systematically associated with clad failures

or microcrackings.

From our observations the main failure cause could be due to the

crackings of the outer fuel zone being in good contact with the

canning material.

2.2. Axial y-scanning

No important fission product migration was detected along the fuel

pin. Only caesium did not follow the power profile and its migration can

be related to fission gas release ratio (more than 20 % in the MFBS 7

experiment - less than 5% in the thermal experiment).

2.3. Fuel structure

2.3.1. Thermal neutron flux irradiation

The results can be summarized as follows :

- no major fuel restructuration occurred in the non-stabilized fuel

(Fig. 1, 3, 4, 6)
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UC (C.I.R.C.E.01) x 25

Hyperstoichiometric UC (C.I.R.C.E.01) x 25

UC - 0 (C.I.R.C.E.06) x 25

Fig. 1 :Uranium carbide fuels irradiated in thermal
neutron flux.

Cellular structure with dispersion (C.I.R.C.E.04) x 50

Cellular structure (C.I.R.C.E.04) x 50

Fig. 2 : Structured stabilized UC irradiated in thermal neutron flux.
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UCN (C.I.R.C.E.04) x 40

U2C3 (C.I.R.C.E.06) x 40

Fig. 3 : Irradiated UCN and U2C3 in thermal neutron
flux.

Hyperstoichiometric MC (C.l.R.C.E.03-pin C4) x 30

Fig. 4 : Mixed carbide fuels irradiated under
thermal neutron flux.

- concentration increase of the sesquicarbide phase at the outer

fuel surface indicated carbon migration in the

hyperstoichiometric fuel (Fig.l, 3, 4);

- structure of the inner zone, representing the major part of the

fuel volume, was typical for a fuel irradiated under isothermal

conditions at high temperature;

- migration of the vanadium which has taken place during the first

weeks of the irradiation when the gap was open and the central

fuel temperature high (18000C)(Fig.2);
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30

MC + M2C3 (M.F.B.S.7-pin S4) x 30

MC + V (M.F.R.,.7-nin u,5, x 30

MC + V (M.F.B.S.7-pin S6) x 30

Fig. 5 : Mixed carbide fuels irradiated under epi-
thermal neutron flux in sodium loop
M.F.B.S.7.

X 75

Fig. 6 : Crack healing in hyperstoichiometric MC
fuel - pin S4.

- no plutonium transport was detected by microprobe measurement of

the Pu/U+Pu ratio (Fig.8);

- fuel cracks joined the clad failure at the fuel-clad interface

(Fig.4);

- vanadium carbide reacted with fuel matrix to form UVC2 compound

containing plutonium in solution which signified that mixed

carbide fuel can not be thermodynamically compatible with

austenitic stainless steel.
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Fig. 7 Radial section through the pin S 5 (MFBS 7)

showing fuel structure eccentricity
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2.3.2. Epithermal and fast flux experiment

Due to the absence of neutron flux depression, all migration

phenomena were enhanced by a higher local temperature gradient in

the inner fuel region, moreover melting point was reached in the

stabilized fuel and a central hole was observed in the

A;

Due to the absence of neutron flux depression, all migration
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hyperstoichiometric fuel. In all fuel types, columnar grains were

observed, the shortest ones in the fuel containing oxygen, the

largest ones in the stabilized fuel (Fig. 5).

At lower ratings (DFR experiment), 70 kW m uniform restructuring

of the central region was observed. There were no example of

central melting and no eccentricity of the fuel structure as

observed in the MFBS 7 experiment (Fig. 7).

2.4. Plutonium redistribution

Radial plutonium distributions have been measured using both

electron microprobe and radial microdrilling techniques in pellet and

sphere-pac specimens from the BR2 irradiation. The results are shown in

Fig.8.

Typical values of Pu/(Pu + U) at ratings of 95 kW.m- 1 fell by -30%

at the fuel centre and increased by. 10 to 15% at 0.8 of fuel radius

compared to pre-irradiation. The effect was smaller at lower ratings. In

the pellet samples the plutonium values are not symmetrical at the fuel-

clad interface.

This probably also reflects eccentricities associated with the

large fuel clad gaps.

In the pellet fuel with central melting, extremely high values of

Pu/(Pu + U) were observed both at the central hole and the fuel-clad

interface. Plutonium concentrations resulting from burn-up analysis

specimens indicated that no axial migration of plutonium occurred in any

of the pins.

3. In-pile behaviour of pins clad with dispersion-strengthened ferritic

alloys

3.1. Ferritic steel. Fabrication and properties

In the core of a fast reactor, due to the high temperatures and to

the very high neutron fluxes, most of the materials are subjected to

high-temperature embrittlement, void swelling and irradiation induced by

creep. The main concern for the designers is the void swelling %/dpa

which is observed in all austenitic stainless steels after a dose or

time dependent incubation period.

For reasons not well understood yet, ferritic or martensitic stainless

steels do not seem to swell to any extent [4 - 6]. High-temperature

embrittlement and irradiation creep seem also to be limited in these

steels. Their use as canning material is however limited by their
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high-temperature capabilities. This is the reason why since 15 years

CEN/SCK Mol, Belgium is studying oxide dispersion-strengthening in

ferritic stainless steels.

The preparation of the alloys is made through powder metallurgy method.

The metallic powders are beaten in a mill together with the oxide

addition. High energy impacts flatten the metallic powders pushing the

oxide phase into the metal flakes which are welded together by the

striking energy. The obtained powder is cold and respectively hot

pressed and then hot extruded as a bar or hollow for rod or tube

fabrication. The tubes are cold drawn to final dimension and rods are

normally hot swaged. A final heat treatment of solution annealing

followed by ageing is applied to give the alloy its properties.

Tensile tests results are given as a function of temperature and axial

creep data at 500 ° to 700°C are presented in Fig.14, 15 and 16. The Y203

containing alloys appear to be slightly superior to TiO 2 dispersion both

alloys are comparable to AISI 316 at 700°C. A few comparisons show the

importance of titanium in the strengthening process. Creep rupture

ductility is larger than 5% and does not depend strongly on stress level

(or time-to-rupture).

1000 E 1000 
E e
z E

- SO--- z- .
_: "~ .--0 ° : j - 76000 C

600 C_ 6500C
100 -_ 100 700Co CL0

710

10 100 1000, ... 1000 10., ..... 1000 10, 000
10 100 1000 10000 10 100 1000 10000

Time-to-rupture (h). Time-to-rupture (h)

DT290t Biaxial creep properties DT2203Y05 Biaxial creep properties

Fig 1 :
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Biaxial creep tests made by internally pressurizing the tubes are also

presented in the same temperature range 500-700°C ; they show a nearly

complete independence of results to the rather strong fibrous texture of

the fabricated tubes [ Fig.17 and 18 ].

The last swelling and in-pile creep results about those steels have been

presented at the Brighton meeting [ 6 ]. The maximum dose of 80 dpaF (60

dpa NRT) was reached on samples irradiated in the French reactor

Rapsodie.
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3.2. Results from pins containing uranium carbide fuels

After 96 irradiation days and an estimated burn-up of 32,800 MWd/t,

a leak developed in U2C3 pin detected by evolution of fission gas

collected at the top of the irradiation rig.

For neither of the other sound pins the diameter increases were of
(Fig .9)

significance (AD/D ± 0.1 to 0.5% / The one of the failed pin is of the

same order of magnitude. The crack in the can is in line with a very

large crack in the fuel itself and the most likely mechanism could be a

local high strain in the clad material due to the high contact pressure

between failed fuel matrix and canning sheet.

Sconnng directio - 0*-- 10
-- -90'-270
- I35'-315

1Xr-3 cX

utrOu cladding dioneler 
'Vmm]

905 
,.I I I........- ii.1~ s|.|- ;F*| 1............... .s sa | s..a.Wz|1x~~K_ eh................................l .lr

Pin S4-Fuel t ype U Pu)C . ttPu 2 C¢3 Pin S3-IFuef type s PuJCO
Pin S<-Fuel rype WUulWC t/U.PufiCj Pin 53-Fuet TypefU.PICO

Aouer clodding diameler?mmr
9 70i-

i I

905L- 1 . \ /

900o-

Pin S6-Fuel Type U.Pu) VC 5n S5-F'fu Type (U.Pu) VC

RPeclor bottom Rrector foo

Fig.9: Diameter profiles of MFBS 7 fuel pins after irradiation

No heavy carburization was detected (Fig.11). A x-phase depletion on the

external part of the can in contact with NaK is revealed ; the same

effect occurs normally in out-of-pile compatibility tests with sodium.

It must be pointed out that no carbide precipitates could be observed in

the x-depletion zone in contact with the fuel but a narrow layer

containing C was locally present at the inner clad surface.
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FIuel . NaK

Fig.11 : Section through the can of the pin no1

of the CIRCE 6D experiment showing

X phase depletion on both sides.

No difference in the fuel structure was observed between uranium carbide

fuel irradiated in CIRCE 01 and CIRCE 06D. The carbon migration was also

observed and confirms the migration by grain boundary diffusion.

3.3. Result from pins containing hyperstoichiometric uranium oxide

The CFC04 experiment consisted of the irradiation of 2 uranium

oxide fuel pins clad with dispersion-strengthened DT02 ferritic steel in

the Belgian experimental reactor BR2. In order to "simulate" mixed oxide

fuel currently designed in the DeBeNe programme a density of 91% T.D.

was chosen. A hyperstoichiometric fuel was specified UO2.05 to estimate

the sensitivity of this canning material to the inner corrosion by

fission products. Two "small" gaps were designed in order to test the

resistance of this alloy to the fuel-clad mechanical interaction when

the fuel burn-up is above 7 at.%. Table III gives the main

characteristics of these fuel pins.

Table III:Ferritic Steel canned fuel pin irradiation

CIRCE 6D CFC 4D

PIN No.PIN No. 1 2 3 4 1 2

Fuel composition UCO UCV U2C3 UC U02 05 U0205

Bulk density (%T.D) 96 + 1 93 + 1 98.5 + 0.5 94.5 + 1 91 + 1 91 + 1

Smeared density (%T.D) 87 + 1 89 + 1 89 + 1 85 + 1 90 + 1 87 + 1

Pellet diameter (mm) 4.98 + 0.01 4.51+0.01 4.40+0.01

Pellet height (mm) 5.00 + 0.5 7 + 1 7 + 0.5

OD canning (mm) 6.00 + 0.01 5.21 + 0.01
0 0.01

ID canning (mm) 5.20 + .01 4.53 + 0

Wall thickness (mm) 0.40 0.34

Mean Linear Power (W/cm) 865 385

MX Linear Power (W/cm) 1170 472

Mean mid-wall temperatures (C) 550 503

MX mid-wall temperature (°C) 610 620

Burn-up at end of life 32.00 MWd/t 104,000 MWd/tM

Irradiation days 96.5 371.3
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The main irradiation data can be summarized as follows :

irradiation days 371.3 d

mean linear power 385 W/cm

maximum linear power 472 W/cm

burn-up 10.78 at.% FIMA

94.284 MWd/to

103y995 MWd/tM

During the first reactor cycles the inner clad temperature reached 649 °C

and was kept between 600°C and 650°C. The inner clad temperature

decreased and the minimum values were reached during the last cycles.

Assuming that the fuel structure as seen on the macrograph of sample of

the intact fuel pin resulted from irradiation conditions of the last

cycle (9 full power days), it could be possible to estimate central fuel

temperature and fuel-clad transfer coefficient.

When choosing h = 0.6 W/cm 2 .°C the temperature at relative radial

position fits very well with the ones estimated from fuel morphology.

In this hypothesis the central temperature would be 2670°C and the outer

surface temperature 1100°C.

The central hole has been considered as non-existent in hot state.

3.3.1. Fission product - cladding material chemical interaction

[ Fig.13 ]

Although the UO2 fuel was hyperstoichiometric, the cladding

temperature ranged between 600°C and 650°C and the heat flux was

sufficiently high, no large corrosion penetration depth was

observed. Several factors are limiting corrosion :

- the titanium present in solution in the metallic matrix could

play a r81e by lowering the oxygen activity;

- the migration of fission products could be migrated easily along

the fuel column.

3.3.2. Fuel-clad mechanical interaction [ Fig.12 ]

Between the two last cycles the mean power jump was 35%

(325 W/cm to 449 W/cm). The start-up analysis of the last cycle

shows that the power increase rate was 30%/h between 325 W/cm and

400 W/cm power levels. On the other hand the cladding temperature

was kept low during the whole starting time (390°C to 440°C), in a
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Fig.12 : Transverse section in pin no 2 of CFC 4D CFC 4D experiment.



temperature range where uniform elongation is low for irradiated

ferritic DT02 steel [ 6 ] (2% to 4%). This low temperature was

maintained one day during the power stabilization after what the

temperature reached 530 - 550°C.

The best scenario could be the following.

- The failure occurred during the start-up when the linear power

was above 320 W/cm and the cladding temperature around 420°C.

- Increase of the cladding temperature and release of cladding

stress

- Migration of NaK through the failure and sodium uranate formation

inducing the ceramic column swelling and the failure enlargement.

The cladding rupture is not the result of a creep phenomenon for

the strengthened DT02 ferritic steel has a creep rate which is very

dependent of the temperature (high activation energy), the creep

rate becomes measurable for T > 550°C and stress higher than 150

MPa (the stress resulting from fission gas escape from the fuel is

estimated around 50 MPa).

Since the metallographic examination has not revealed any incipient

crack or any fission product accumulation, the cladding

embrittlement by foreign compound or element (S.C.C. or L.M.E.) may

be neglected.

The most probable phenomenon is the cladding rupture after plastic

deformation at 400°C. Previous in-pile experiments in BR2 [ 7 ]

have shown that the uniform elongation is minimum at this

temperature (2 to 4 % around 400°C).

4. Discussion and conclusions

4.1. Temperature distribution and mass transport

The temperature profile is greatly affected by the neutron flux

depression in the CIRCE experiment. In the beginning of the irradiation,

the temperature difference between outer fuel surface and fuel centre is

reduced from 400-500°C to 250-300°C for a linear power of 100 kW/m.

A second important effect on the temperature distribution is the initial

eccentricity of the fuel in the can when the linear power is 90 kW/m.

This initial temperature distribution locally modifies the fissile

material distribution and the resulting fuel morphology is trapped by

temperature decrease during the gap closing.
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Although the temperature gradient is lower in carbide than in oxide

fuel, the post-irradiation examination shows up the carbon mobility and

the filling of the cracks with the sesquicarbide phase. This phenomenon

can be realized by carbon and plutonium transport in solid diffusion.

The plutonium transport is important when the linear power exceeds

90kH/m. Under 70 kW/m this transport becomes negligible.

4.2. Fuel-clad interaction

Although a complete compatibility between the can and the

stabilized uranium carbide is observed, this is not the case for

mixed carbide and carburization occurs when we have close contact

between fuel and can meaning that carbon migration in pelletized fuel is

a solid state diffusion phenomenon.

The migration and fissile material accumulation at the beginning of the

irradiation when the linear power exceeds 90 kW/m, create hot spots and

change the initial cylindrical symmetry in the fuel rod, leading to

local fuel-clad mechanical interactions mainly during the start-up of

each reactor cycle.

The result of the oxide pin irradiation was very encouraging ; the fuel

smeared density, the mid-wall temperature and the linear power were high

and a burn-up of 107,000 MWd/tM was reached before a failure of the most

stressed pin occurred. The post-irradiation examination did not reveal

any point of concern and led to the decision of irradiating pins canned

with dispersion-strengthened ferritic steels in F.B.R.

The result of the carbide fuel pins is less conclusive because of an

early failure of one of them. If this failure occurred in the pin

containing the fuel with the highest carbon activity, no particular

carburization rate was observed at the inner clad surface. The basic

failure mechanism is yet unknown and we do not exclude irradiation

condition during the last cycles.

4.3. Conclusions

Except for well-defined purpose or studies of particular parameters

which are not influenced by mass transport or fuel-clad interaction, the

irradiation under thermal neutrons has no sense.
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Large gap, high density in a helium-bonded carbide fuel pin concept lead

to a strong restructuration for linear power above 90 kW/m. In this case

it could be recommended to diminish the clad fuel gap to avoid any

eccentric and local phenomenon or to decrease the linear power.

More experiments are necessary to determine the clad carburization

kinetic but it seems that M2C 3 content and the clad-fuel contact

pressure are the two main parameters.
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THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF AMMONIUM URANATES

A.F. BISHAY
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Abstract

Thermogravimetric and thermodifferential analyses were

used to characterize the behaviour during heating of ammonium

uranate powders. The decomposition of ammonium uranate occurs

in some stages, the final one being conversion of p U03 to
U308. The activation energies for the initial stages of

decomposition were determined. Kinetics of thermal decomposi-

tion of P U03 was studied. The specific reaction rate constant

Kr could be expressed in terms of the activation energy and

the pre-exponential factor by the equation:

Kr (sec- 1) = 1.09 x 1017 exp. -60.96
RT

INTRODUCTION

Uranium dioxide powder from which nuclear fuel pellets

are produced, is usually prepared via ammonium uranate. The

properties of the final products depend upon the nature of

the precursor and its thermal treatmentl-4) . Ammonium uranates

exist over a wide composition ranGe depending on the preparation

conditions. The chemical and physico-chemical analyses( show

that there are apparently four forms whose most stable composi-

tions are the following;

UO3. 2H20 (1), 3UO3. NH3 . 5H20 (II), 2UO0. NH3. 2H20 (III)

_nd 3U03. 2NH 3. 4H20 (IV).

Also, it was represented by the formula U02.(OH)2_ . (ONH 4 )..

5 H20 where x ranges between 0 and 0.7(6)
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A reaction-vessel containing 2 1 of pure uranyl nitrate

solution (with 70 g uranium/1 in 0.02-0.04 M HNO3) was placed

in a thermostat adjusted at 65°C. Ammonia solution was added

while vigorously stirring; the final pH was adjusted to 8.

After adding ammonia, the solution was stirred for a further

15 min., after which the pH was again readjusted. The

precipitate was seperated by filteration and was washed with

distilled water, alcohol and then acetone before drying at

450 C for 24 h.

X-ray examination of the powder obtained gave a pattern

identical to UO3.2H20 which is an end member in the solid

solution range mentioned. Preliminary investigation on the

effect of the thickness of the uranate layer and the type of

crucible were carried out using the derivatograph.

To determine the intermediate phases present, X-ray

examination was carried out, and to confirm the reactions

deduced, thermal analysis was performed under various

atmospheres.

Thermogravimetric curves obtained at different heating

rates were utilized to calculate the activation energy using

(7)
the technique recommended by Carroll and Manche( ) . This

technique was selected since thermogravimetric curves give

more reliable results than DTA curves and, in deducing this

method, the reaction rate was not considered to be proportional

to the nth power of the undecomposed solid as in the case of

homogeneous reactions. The latter assumption was adopted by

various authors and the equations developed can have

theoretical significance only in the cases where the value

of n is 0, 1/2, 2/3 or 1(8-10).

In this method -dw/dt = K f(w) where w is the weight of

the reactive portion of the sample, and K is the rate constant
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related to temperature by the Arrhenius equation K = Z exp.

(-E/RT). If the heating rate 0 = d , then dW = (exp.
at 'dT 0

E/RT) f(w)

In (-dw) = In LZ(f(w)) - RT

A plot of In /~0(-dW/dT)_J versus 1/T for a given value

of W, obtained at different heating rates, will lead to a

value of E.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The DTA curve obtained using an alumina crucible is similar

(11)to those published earlier( ) . Dehydration occured in the

range 40-2000C and the appearance of two successive endothermic

peaks here suggest dehydration, giving a solid phase and liquid

water followed by evaporation of the water. Both peaks occured

at higher temperatures in the presence of humid air. The exo-

thermic peak was attributed to the dissociation of nitrate

impurities and detachment of NH+ (11,12) It was evident that

the alumina crucible shifted all the reactions towards lower

temperature and the presence of platinum caused a new exothermic

peak to develop, suggesting that Pt acts as a catalyst for

the removal of ammonia which occured in two steps. The two

exothermic peaks were retarded in the presence of humid air.

The existence of a shoulder in the second exothermic peak

led some authors to suggest that the evolved ammonia reduced

part of the UO3 formed to U (1213) or U (13,14)
3 U38 2.9

To examine this hypothesis, the uranate heated at 450°C was

examined by X-rays. The presence of hexagonal U308 (ASTM card

8-244) indicates partial autoreduction of UO3. This reduction

may be due to cracking of the evolved ammonia producing a

reducing atmosphere. To support this idea a run was carried out

in oxygen and it was found that the above exothermic peaks were
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shifted to higher temperatures due to the presence of a high

oxygen partial pressure.

The last endothermic peak is due to reduction of UO3 to

U3 08 . In oxygen, this peak was shifted to higher temperatures,

as expected, and the X-ray powder pattern proved the existence

of orthorhombic U308 (ASTM card 2-0276). Above 650°C the

slight continuous loss in weight can be attributed to the

formation of non-stoichiometric oxygen-deficient U308-x'

From the thermogravimetric curves obtained in dry air,

using heating rates of 5, 10, 15 and 20° min , average values

of activation energies were calculated using the method

mentioned above. They were found to be 13 Kcal mole 1 for the

dehydration reaction (first endothermic peak) and 6.7 and

20.5 Kcal. mole -1 for the first and second exothermic peaks;

respectively. The undetected change in the final endothermic

peak, corresponding to the reduction of U03 did not allow the

author to estimate the corresponding activation energy.

Kinetics of thermal decomposition of PU0 3 was studied.

The X-ray diffraction pattern obtained was found to be in

good agreement with that reported for P U03 by Debets(l5) and

by Hoekstra and Siegel 6 ). The order of the reaction from

thermogravimetric curve was calculated following the method of

(17)
Horowitz and Metzger 7 ) by determining the fractions unreacted

at the temperature Ti at which the rate of the weight loss

(dW/dT) with respect to temperature is maximum. The activation

energy for decomposition was obtained by the method of Fuoss

(18)
et al., . According to them, for first order, the activation

energy AE is given by the relation:

T2

Wi dT )i -...........(1)

and the frequency factor Z is expressed in terms of the
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activation energy by the relation:

Z = a ( dW )i exp. .E .............. (2)

Wi dT RTi

where a = heating rate.

Ti = temperature of inflection, i.e. the temperature at

which the rate of weight loss dW/dT with respect to

temperature is maximum.

W i = weight loss from the point of inflection on the thermo-

gravimetric curve upto the end of reaction and (dW/dT)i
= rate of weight loss at the point of inflection.

Unlike earlier method involving determination of slopes

at a number of points along the T.G. curve, this method

requires the evaluation of slope at a single point, i.e. the

point of inflection. Since the curve at this point is almost

linear, it is possible to determine the slope with greater

accuracy.

From equation (1), the activation energy AE was found

to be 60.96 Kcal. mole -1 and using equation (2), the frequency

factor for the decomposition was calculated to be 1.09 x 1017sec .

The specific reaction rate Kr could be expressed in terms

of the activation energy and the preexponential factor by the

equation

Kr (sec -1) = 1.09 x 1017 exp. -60.96
RT

Because of the dependence of kinetic parameters on a

number of factor such as heating rate ), sample container

geometry(2 ) and sample size .. etc., it considered that not

much significance can be attached to the absolute values of

these parameters. Nevertheless these could be used for

intercomparison of thermal stabilities of the compounds studied

under identical conditions.
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